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REPORT ON PRE-RETIREMENT TRAINING POLICIES  
FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS  

Mr. R. Guy C. Smith, formerly Consul General in New York, 
was comnissioned by the Department in September 1971 to 
study governmental and business practices regarding 
"prepartion for retirement." The report delivered in 
February 1973 deals with a wide range of considerations 
under the following headings: 

Section 	 Title  

Introduction 

	

II 	What is being done now 

	

III 	 The problems of preparation 

	

IV 	The responsibility 

The extent of the. problem 

Methods of dealing with the problem 

Conditions of employment 

VIII 	The Personnel Counselling Office and 
retirement procedures 

Appendix 	 Title  

A 	Canadian Government Departments or Agencies 

Canadian companies 

Canadian counselling services available 

D List of other post-retirement organizations 
that may be of interest to retired persons 

What is being done in Britain 

What is being done in the USA 

7 government and universities 

G - USA corporations. 

H - USA, other 

What is being done in other countries 



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

• Section ' 	' :Introduction  

The Terms of Reference required an examination of governmental 
and private industry action being taken to• rielployee's into  
retiremënt  after a lifetime in government or private service, 
with the purpose - of recommending what steps the Department 
should take to improve existing procedures. 

Such factors as the aging of the Canadian population,' the post 
industrial society and the rapid expansion cf the .Department 
following WW II are outlined with the implication that retirement 
policies have not kept pace. Despite considerable attention and 
research having been devoted by society to retirement problems, 
implementation has been surprisingly slow in.government and in 
industry. There is a' discernable need for departmental policies 
to encompass the requirements of rotational and non-rotational 
officers and staff, specialists and non-specialists, 'Canada-based 
and locally-engaged. Policies need to be adapted to  the. special 
'nature of the Foreign Service. 

The assumption is made that the maximum retirement age will remain 
65 although trends towards earlier, retirement as well as towards 
working beyond 65 are noted. 

A further assimption is that Civil Service pensions together with 
severance pay provide a better financial package than the 
industrial average. Also, pay levels are deemed to be comparable 
with private industry and job security is an added factor making 
it difficult to Substantiate a case for additional funds. 

'Attention is,.however, drawn to 'the forced retirements brought 
about by the retrenchment programs of 1969-70 with  the  point 
being made that  morale and  retirement planning policy are - 
subverted when the rules are arbitrarily changed. "Any policy 
designed to encourage early planning  for retirement rather 
than planning for early retirement  must carry with it clearly 
defined conditions of tenure." 

The report then reviews some of 
of aging and on preparation for 
that it is no longer a question 
investigation but rather one of 
principles and procedures. 

the literatlire on the subject 
retirement with the suggestion 
of further studies and 
establishing appropriate . 
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Section II What is being done' riow  

The report describes the procedures then being followed'in 
the Department when employees approach their 65th birthday 
or elect earlier retireMent and comments: 

H •••  it will te seen that by any standards they 
• fail to give anything but the minimum of information 
and of help. Moreover,  they  are quite impersonal. 
After, all,- this is one of everyone's most important 
milestones and surely it is not necessary to use the 
impersonal circular letter on such an occasion. Nowhere 
are the actual annual figures shown from which the 
estimated pension is calculated, n.owhere is there any 
reference to survivor benefits; an explanation of the 
different health benefits (which authority is responsible 
for what), no reference whatsoever to the option concerning 
the disposal of the severance pay - the meaning of a 
Registered Retirement Savings Plan - no reference to 
possible problems over a wife's Old Age Security if she 
had not .established residence in Canada, no advice 
regarding the necessity of applying for the Old Age 
Security six months before age 65, or three months for 
the Canada Pension Plan, no reference to the benefits 
and options of the Unemployment Insurance Plan, no 
reference to the need to look into the tax implications 
if one decides to retire abroad, no concern that the 
severance pay will be paid on the date of retirement 
or warning that it may be a little late - if so, why 
and to whom to appeal if the 'little late' becomes 
'a long time' - no reference to the conditions under " 
which a person may Or may not accept temporary or contract 
employment with the Federal Government, with or without 
effect on his pension, no reference to some of  the 

 benefits accruing to senior citizens by way of cheaper 
transportation and other concessions, no request if 
interested in receiving any Departmental bulletins, and 
no suggestion that there might be some need for the use 
of the retiree's skills and experience part-time." 

Attention is drawn to the absence of procedures for the person 
retiring to be received by the Minister or by any Senior Officer 
as well as the absence of a letter of farewell except for 
administrative arrangements. 

A survey of 70 retired persons elicited only 25 replies. The 
following quotation from the report cites the views of a 
senior FSO and others: 
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I .  

"Despite -the system, my.experience was that one 
had to exert considerable pressure to get what : 
one was legally entitled to, and any feeling- of 
a helpfill organization assisting one to face the 
'difficulties of separationfrom employment was 
completely absent. .Everybody was kind, but - 
pressure of work,..over-reliance on computers:, 
confusion between.Departments concerned, and: 
an awesome fear Of Treasury Board without an 
indication of the,Department.laving any 	-- 
responsibility to proteét its staff,:did.not 
leave the pleasant impression Which - one would 
like to have - had on termination of service." 

The same officer added: 

"My greatest difficult arose, however, from the 
most appalling confusion in accounts in Central 
Pay Office... Senior officers were personally 
kind... At lower levels there was little regard 
to ensuring easy retirement..." 

A few indicated that procedures were generally ,  satisfactory, 
but principally because they had served recently in Ottawa, 
and knew to whom to appeal for help. Another quote from a 
former employee: 

"I amsure employees of long service would feel 
- less rejected if they felt the 'Department had 
some .consideration for them." .  

Also this: 

"After 25 years' dedicated to External Affairs, 
one got the impression of . 1 .good riddance'", .and 
"I consider the staff in Superannuation,.medical, 
Pay Section,'inadequate..they were far too-busy 
to be-able to spend much time in advising personnel", 
and "it took several months and - quite a . lot of 
correspondence to determine the'amount Of _pension 
'to enable me to decide if I could retire at 59 or 
60", and "I made enquiriesconcerning my Severance 
pay and'found thatrio  action had been taken  - the 
clerk was on s 'French course'; two weeks later, 
I enquired again and.fOund that the cheque had not 
been requisitioned. I was not informed about the • 
:Registered Retirement Savings Plans. I had .to remind 
the clerk-that I lad to sign a form - he seemed simply 
unaware Of the requirements. Finally, I still aWait 
proper settlement of My superannUation .(nearly two - 
years after retirement)-" 



The report then reviews the practices of OGD where some 
have group counselling courses, some offer extensive 
personal counselling and others have developed their 
own guidance books. The Treasury Board is said to have 
expressed concern about this disjointed approach. 

A survey of . retirement practices by Canadian companies, 
professional counselling services, unions, U.K., U.S.A., 
other countries, is summarized. These are also set forth 
at . greater length in Appendices. 

Section III - The Problems of Preparation  

Society has moved from one where few retired until wealth or 
health intervened to one where retirement is fixed at certain 
age limits. .While different weights are assigned to the problems 
thereby caused', all authorities underscore the need for planning 
preparations for retirement well beforehand. When such planning 
should start is debatable, but private industry is increasingly 
introducing counselling systems somewhere along the line to 
provide full information on pensions/benefits, problems 
persons face, where help can be obtained, etc., but avoiding 
attempts to organize post-retirement life. 

The Department should adopt . such a program to start five 
years before retirement to cover the following topics: 
(a) Financial; (b) Health; (c) Where to retire--and in 
what sort of accommodation; (d) Use of leisure; and (e) 
Development of retirement philosophy. An office should be 
set up to manage these considerations, arrange retirements, 
provide assistance, and to encourage the continued participation 
of former employees in the affairs Of Canada. 

(a) Financial  

The erosion.of pensions through inflation which was then 
exceeding 2% could be overcome if they were fully indexed. 
Employees should be informed well beforehand of their financial 
entitlement not only to superannuation .and,Old Age Security 
payments (including spouse), but also to the Canada Pension 
Plan Supplement and UIC entitlement. Information should also be 
provided about the .effect of subsequent employment, hospital 
plan deductions, income tax deductions, including ways of spreading 
the tax on severance pay, etc. Those living abroad may be unaware 
of available options and may not know about concessions offered 
"senior citizens" in Canada by rail/air lineS, theatres,  • etc. 



I. 
(b) Health  • 

- :There should be a.thorough medical:examinatiory,before retire-. 
II 	ment. 	 • 	 ' 

(c) Where to Retire  

The desirability - of- maintaining an effective :relationship in 
-community'after retirementMay be-difficult for rotational 

. employees. "Ailthat . the :Department can do'is -to warn:that 
sunshine resorts or retirement heavens without the support of 
friends and familiar associations may turn out'to be bitter 
disappointments that will take considerable funds to rectify, 
funds that may not be available." 

.(d) Use of Leisure  

Dr. Wilder Penfield is quoted as drawing attention to the "...ever 
increasing company  of-men  in:Western:countries between 60 and 90." 
The report suggests ,  the Department should  do-more  to encourage 
-continued activity-.in Such:fields as 

(i) Historical Division 
'position papers 

(iii) Contributing views 
(iV-.) Attending institutional conferences 
.(v) Employment  with CESO,' OXFAM, CIDA, UN, etc. 
(vi) Liaison with universities 

Bernard shaw is quoted as saying: "A perpetual holiday is a good 
working definition of hell." 

Section IV - The Responsibility  

In determining how far and in -What way the Department should 
prepare:its employees for retirement; it is desirable to determine -. 
its responsibility as an.emPloyer. The report argues  against the , 
thesis that the employer has :principal responsibility forensliring 
the welfare of retired employees beyond  the question of pensions. 
-The public --servant  has no  more  claim on the; public  purse than other 
citizens. On the other hand, studies have shown that there are 

: positive '-benefits -to employers from retirement programs; it is . 
good business. 	- 

With this established, the report proposes the DepartMent's 
responsibility encompass: 
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I , 

."(a) To ensure that during the workin g.  career of all of 
its employees, a sense of fair play and creditability  

• 
 

of management  is developed. '(Senator Desmond's 
"Serenity of Spirit") 

(b) That demands on - its employees are not such as 
to discourage the development of outside interests-- 

. in the best interests of the Department. .It should 
therefore encourage  as faras practicable its 
employed to move  in and out of the Department for  
reasonable -  cause. 

• 
(c) That each employee is given adequate warning of  

the compulsory retirement date and advised to prepare  
for retirement, told how and where to seek advice if 
.needed, given complete data of the financial assets 
that will be available on retirement - pension, severance 

.- pay, Old Age Security, Canada Pension Plan, Unemployment 
Insurance, medical coverage, etc. - well'before the 
oompulsory retirement date. 

(d) That the actual retirement procedures are efficient, 
doMplete and above all "hUman" - not coldly mechanical.. 

(e) Thatafter retirement, to. keep track of its_employees, 
prOvide for Departmental coùnselling if required, and 
make it clear that the ideas of former employees will 
be welcOmed by the Department. 

(f) To use insofar as possible the experience, intelligence  
and interest of its former employees through contract or 
voluntary work in fields where their service has:given 
them expertise and knowledge. 

The adoption of some sort of programme to meet these 
several responsibilities is not accepting the responsibility 
for the employees' happiness or welfare in retirement, 
but it is pointing to the responSibility to warn, to 
show  interest .and compassion." 

Section V - The Extent of the PrOblem  

A graph and a chart are included to  show,  on the basis of the 
Department's 1972 establishment, that the number of those reaching 
age 65 grows -fairly rapidly until 1987. The trend for rotational 
and for non-rotational employees is similar'. There was insufficient 
data to calculate the effect of the new rules for voluntary retirement 
at age 55. LES figures were not included.but it is suggested: 
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• 'That-fany recognition that retirement counselling 
and.procedures need drastic overhaul should 
carry mith it a recognition that  the  same - 	- 
solutions should alào be .applied and the 
policies adaptecLfor thehundreds of loyal • 
and efficient,flocally engaged' persons 
throughout the world." 

Attention iscalled to such 6ther.trends as rapidly:Shrinking. 
.family size, tophéavy.population pyramids, and to  new concepts 
Of work and . leisUre with shortened work weeks. 

Section VI - Methods of.Dealing.with the Problem  

It is futile tà try to deal with retirement problems with 
crash courses_at the end. Evidence also shows that:it is 
virtually impossible to expect employees to consider,-much 
less plan for, retirement more than 5 _years ahead. One 
accordingly needs to look - at the whole work philoàophy of 
the - Department and at the . procedures for, handling people 
before retirement. • Current effort in government and industry 
are largely devoted to some form of coUnselling -- group 
seminars, personal advice and or private professional services. 
Indirect methods include: 

(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 

various forms of 
tapering off 
post-retirement I 
use , of  pensioners 

"sabbatical leave" 

iaison - 
after retirement 

Counselling.  

Many government departments use group counselling courses as 
pre-retirement preparation supplemented by documentation inCIuding 
booklets often prepared within the Department. Business firms in 
Canada and the USA largely prefer more complete personal counselling. 
The reportçOntends that it mould be a:,mistake to  assume  that the . 
probleM would be solved bysetting up a,Departmental "course". 
.Personal counselling is the best approach. Perhaps»Treasury Board.: . 
could work with the provinces-and universities to develop courses 
to train counsellors. 

Some personal "retirement handbook" also seems desirable. Again 
Treasury Board or the PSC could develop one to avoid the 
Departmental duplication that now pertains. An outline of such 
a handbook is included--to be issued 5 years and 1 year before 
retirement. 
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Sabbatical Leave  

The current practice of assigning employees' as university 
viSitors, education leave, language courses, etc., could 
with benefit be broadened: 

Tapering Off  

The abrupt change in activity and status on retirement is 
a problem. Some tapering off for those who want it might 
be beneficial by research assignments, reduced work load, or 
early retirement with a work contract. 

Post-retirement Liaison  

Most large private corporations and some foreign services 
have  established post-retirement organizations. Given the 
small number of Departmental pensioners this function might 
best be performed by a Retitenent -  Office  within  thé  Department. 
It could: 

(a) maintain address records 
(b) provide communication 
•c) send bulletins, etc. 
(d) invite retired persons to attend certain functions 
(e) issue I.D. cards for entry to the Department or 

missions abroad 

Use of Pensioners after Retirement  

A more extensive and imaginative use of Departmental people 
after retirement should be one of the principal components 
of any retirement program put into operation by the Department. 
This is developed in Section III (d). 

Section VII - Conditions of* Employment  

Departmental employees are subject to one year's probation, but 
this praCtice is both unsatisfactory and unrealistic for foreign 
service conditions. The year is usually spent in Ottawa under 
conditions making it difficult to fudge the adaptability and 
suitability of the employee (and family) for service in the field. 

The report recommends: 

(a)3 year probationary period 
(b) it should be applied 
(c) there should also be provision for diSmissal 

for good cause after probation 
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Public Service rules•and regulations should not be applied 
uniformly to the foreign service.': The Armed Forces have 
authority and mechanisms for diSmisSals. The  State Department 

. also followse system-different from other.branches of the 
U.S. civil service. 

Section VIII  -  The Persônnel .  COUnSelling Office and 
HRetire,ment PeoCedUres  

The report recommends the appointment of a Personnel Counselling 
Officer, preferably a retired senior officer who has not been 
associated.with Personnel Division, assisted by a retired 
senior secretary, both•under - contract, to run a small.retirement 
office.  The  duties are delineated in considerable detail. 

Section= - COnclusion  

The principal recommendations are summarized. Fôr ease of 
relerence these havé been tabulated in the following pages. 



Section VIII 
Section III p. 10 
Section IX p. 5 

Section  VIII .(b) 
p. 3 

Section III 
p. 3 . 

Section III 
p- 4-5 

Section VI p. 7 

Section. III p. 14 

Section VI p. 14 

Section III 
p. 9-10 

Section III 
p. 3 

Section VI p.13  

RECOMMENDATIONS  
Réfetente  

I. 
1 

1. A "Retirement Counselling Office". shoUld- - . be set up 
' under à recently retiree senior Foreign.Servité -

Officer,:staffed by -a retired senior grade secretary 
and ptovided with  an attractive  office:at.1-1.Q- for 

'employees about to _retire, or::who:have retiree.' 
"Duties ,  outlined  on pages  172, Section VIII (a). 

SetirementprocedUres Should be-drawn up-„to-start 
five yearéqprior to eaChemployee - reachinq 
compulsory retirement . aqe., 

3. The retirement procedures include 'recommendations 
- made separately in the report, viz., 

.(.a) :Start the retirement procedures fiveyearsteck. 
-(b) Full financial - information  re pension, OAS, 

' C p p  income tax liability when.resident and 
living abroad, etc. to be supplied at - statt.Of 
programme, i.e. 5years back. 	. 

(t) :To-work with:Treasury  Board and  other departments> 
to draw upretiremept handbook  for  all civil 

-. servants,  containing teach 
.information  and  tthet data of'.interest to a 
retired person.. Suggested details for 'inclusion 
In this handbook contained In SectionITZ,p. 9-11. 

(d) On retirement each employee to be given thorough  
medical  check-up.  

- . (e) To establish liaison  with CIDA, CES0,-:étà. and 
universities'to - ensure they are aware . tf - ,talent 

_ available in'officers retiring .from:the service - 
(f) To keep records of retired persons and:endeavour 

to retain their interest in the Department-and 
to equip each zetired person with an ID tard, 
giVinq hirrLaccess to the L. B. Pearson Building, 

(g) Explain in detail position Of pension - when post- ' 
retirement employment is taken with any Federal 

. Department. 

. That this  direct  preparation for retirement be 
supplemented by a long-range indirect  preparation, aimed 
at increasing the interest in all employees in outside 
activities which might include: 

(a) Sabbatical leave, not necessarily directly related 
to Department's work, but to include indeptl 
language studies allied to specific studies of a 
country's economic, cultural or social norm. 



Reference  

Section VI,  
- p. 13-14 

Section VII, 
p. 2 

Section  VII - 
p. 2  

Section V, 
p, 2  

:Section V, 
:p. 2 

Section VI 
p. 7 

Section III 
p. 19-22 

p. 21 

p. 21 

Section  IV 
p. 5 

Section III 
p. 4 

:1 1 

Taperingoff'towarda end.of career, of those 
officers looking  for  leSs responsibility, 	. :• 
-through:assignment to  'research  or development 
of-projects, either:full time or part time 
-(after earlyretirement).... 

That termS ,:ofhiring•be - changed to include 
-probationary , lperiodJto_fiveyeara, that thià period H 
be used effectively, 	, 	. 	: • 	 - • 

That  conditions of  serVice'be "altere&so that ifany: 
employee :consistently fails:to,produce adequately ' 
he  be •asked to resign„.: 

7. That the retirment programhe be discussed:with those 
other Departments having large numbers: of employees -
serVing. abroad. 

. That the programme be adapted for and applied to 
locally engaged employees throughout the world. 

9. That the Department should not set up "retirement 
courses" for its employees, but that it should 
cooperate with Treasury Board or P.S.C. in setting 
up courses to be available to all citizens at a 
fee and on own time - provided demand warrants 
such action. 

10. . Thatrthe:Department use the eXperience and abilities 
of its.retiredemplOyees:by•:. 	, 

(a ) .: Encouraging retired employees.to submit_papers 
- onideas they may have' - developed.' 	 . 

(b) .InViting-participation in preparation'of 

	

' 	position - papers where Officericnown to •have  

	

: 	acquired experience inparticular field, - 
(c) Encouraging officers tO participate in 

	

- 	:institutional conferences dealing with fOreign • 
affairé. 

11. That Department should clearly define its responsib-
ility towards its retired persons. 

12. That Department should vigorously support every 
move toward linking all pensions to cost of living 
index. 

(b) 

5. 

•••• 



Reference  

Section III  
p. '7-8 

13. That the Department should take steps 'to have OAS 
regulations respecting all wives of employees amended 
to ensure that they are entitled to the OAS pension 
whenever their husbands ‘are so entitled. 

14. That the Department works out with DSS weys and means 
to ensure that first pension cheques are received on 
due date and that severance pay cheque delivered on 
actual date of retirement. 

Section III 
1.)  n-12 

2 
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:- . REFORT.ON-FRE+RETI- plmer_TRAINING POLICIES . 

.. FOR:THE:DEPARTMENT OF EXTZRNAL AFFAIRS  
-SECTION I 	 .INTRODUCTION 

The terms of . reference that govern this-report required an exami-

-nation of Governmental and private -industry actions that  are  being 

taken to . belp employees into retireMeht after:a lifetime '.spept in 

Government or private service,.:with the purpose oftecommending -  what 

. steps the Department should'take to improveonexisting.procedures. 

Presumably“heneed for the  report as  based on theibeIief that . 	. 

current procedures are inadequate and in the realization - that retire,- 

ment poses  very real problems that . have been:insufficiently recognized 

in the past. In Canada and many advanced nations, these:problems are 	- 

being  more and more examined - under'the pressures of rapidly developing 

and increasing technology, resulting in trends toward.earlier . retire-

ment and a-population more:andmore top heavy with people of 65 and 

over, , :most of whom : by7no.Means are rtady for the scrap heap.. 

Tha:Department of-Externai-Affairs may-be said to have "taken 	. 

off'after the last Great War, When,it expanded rapidlY,from a tirTY. 

'nucleus into a.Departmentswith people scatteredover the . globe.and a 	. 

relatively large organizatioh in Ottawa. In .terms of-numbers, it has 

increased from 193 in 1939 to 3,213 in 1970. 'Before the war, the 

:problems of retirement were hardly recognized. .Certainly  for this 

"new" Departffient; the - numbers invOlved and.their ages were such-that 

there was  no ihmediate.problem;" in any .case, society.itself was not 	. 

yet-seized with.the'problem. Since then; much thought and research 

by society . as a whole has been devoted to prOblemS faced by the . 

growing numbers of people in the populations of most of the modern 

industrial ,nations who-are forced into. retirement loetause:they have 

-reached a statutory retirement age - (generally-65). .If.much has been 

written on the subject, the use of procedures  and techniques to deal 	- 

. With the problem_seeM to have been surprisingly slow in  implementation. 

.Possibly this is baSically becauSe of reluctance of management - whether 

Government or private - to become - involved in:what,.after  ail,  is à 

veryjprivate matter  for each individual. Possibly also, it represents 

absence of pressures because of lack of organization by retired 



people to -bring about improvements. It is hardly becauseof lack of 

need for improvements, because sociologists and experts inthe science 

of gerontology are able to document the need that hae been neglected 

for too long. 

Insofar as the Department of EXternal Affairs is concerned, this 
- need to care about or become involved in the preparation for retirement 

or in the fate Of its retired persons, or even to help them to bridge - 
the gap séemeto have been-almost totally neglected. Possibly, -  again, 

this is because there is no real evidence that the retired members of 
the Foreign Service - from whatever Department - have found the trans-

ition to retirement to have been particularly difficult. There is, 
in . fact, no record from which any firm conclusions on this point may 
be drawn. In deciding what, if any, action the Department should 

take, one must rely on suppositions, on trying to  relate the ample 
•body of evidence concerning  the general problem, to the reitred 

employees of the Departffient. 

The question- may be legitimately asked, whether the problenis of 

retirement apply equally to rotational personnel, whethér of EXternal 

or of any other Department,*.as they:do to other types of people in 

More static employemnt. Undoubtedly, the same problems do apply, ,. 

but there will be different emphasis placed on eachi . because of the 

nomadic type 'of life and because of the constant change in type of 
job that is characteristic of a Department such as External. More-
over, in keeping with most Federal Civil Servants with a long service 

record (surely the majority ,  of retirees in the Department), the 

Civil Service pension echeme dOes more to lighten the financial . 

burden than do most non-Government echeMes. Thus the problems of 
finance will turn more on management rather than on adeqUacy. On - 
the other hand, ewhere to live in retirement" will be more of a 

problem. Poesibly for many, the fall from positions of power and 	. • . 

.importance in the community will.present a greater_problem - the 

prestige factor. However, adjustment to new conditions in new-envir 

ronments may be easier at least for the rotational eMployees, 	. 

simply because-much Of their life has been a training ground for 

just such an adjustment. 	 • 
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At the  same time, there-are many,-zome - With_specialist quali- 

fications,. who .enerally will:not  have  been "rotational" Ighose 	- 

problems -and attitude.will not be much different.froni thoseof, 	- 

any other.Covernment-Department.or from those-retiring from private 

industry. 	• 	 • 

. In any case, 'Departmental policiesmilst-be - adapted to encompass 

the - needs of alltypes of:its eMployees t rotational - and:non-rota-

tional officers - and staff, specialists and non-specialists.- . ,and 

let it not forge“he locally . empIoyédin missions -a.12 Over the 

world as well as Canadian based employees. The policies adopted 

must te tailored:to , fit the particularrequirements of the Depart-

ment:and not simply follow some pattern adopted by anotherlkpart-

ment. Nevertheless, this is riot -to - say .îhat what Others do, 

whether.private'industry orGovernMent Departments, is irrelevant. 

SI:loll - actions based on experience:give valuableiceys to-the -options 

open to -accomplishthe.objective, and - there will be zome "procedures" 

thatshould:be common to all CiviLServants. 

While -there is Undoubtedly cônaiderabledifference of opinion 

about the  validity of having any compulsory maximum retirement age, 

it is certainly'common practice within our society todayi indeed, 

there is a perceptible trend toward retirement before 65. ,Tespite 

the  fact that it is certainly ,accepted by-those who  have ztudied 

the problems  of  "gr .oing old", that it is fallaciouzto'assume that 

older people cannot learn'new skills.znd that "retirement.on.the 

basis of age alone is socially wastefulRetirement Handbook), 

for our immediate problem it has been assumed that a. maximum retire-

ment age for all Civil Servants will continue to be the rule.and 

that the saine  age, 65, will appIy'tOall- Eârternar,Affaire:emPloyees; - 

 rotational:and non-rotational, - (be it noted however, that in theory_ 

the British have no maXimum.retirement age for their Civil 

Servants; employees 'May be kept on indefinitelyOn_an : annual basis 

after minimum retirement.age of 60 see appendix rfor further - 

details). 



.1 have also gone on the assumption that Civil Service pension 

-arrangements coupled with the severance pay provide considerably 

better financial resourcea than those:available to non-government 

employees, particularly now, with the built-in.partial inflation 

factor. These pension benefits are augmented by Canada  Pension 

-Plan,- OId Age Security and unemployment paymente, plus the 

medical, hospital and surgical benefits. While these latter 

- benefite are:available to all Canadians, the job security 

benefits,. the larger pension payments and severance paravaïlable 

• to Civil Servants are not. 

This job security factor ehould not be regarded lightly. 

It is an immense benefit, particularly in times of uneffiployment. 

In the Senate 'Committee on Aging, Chapter 3, Professor  John S. 

Morgan of the School of Social Work, University of Toronto, • 

noted that continuons unemployment from age 45 on will result 

in "an unhappy, insecure and damaged person loefore he becomes 

65". Also, the "National EMployment Service" reported that 

"...repeated rejection on account of age will eventually lead 

to discouragement, frustration and loss of Confidence, which 

will in turn affect the ability tO make a good impression on 

the employer". Presumably, the N.E.S. could have added . 

”..:.lead to frustration.and inevitable insecurity and•unhap-

piness in retirement". The Civil Servant and certainly the 

Department's employees are not faced with this anXiety,.to 

•anything like the saine  measure as those employed by private 

indilstry; this is an immense asSet. 

While my own  discussions  with private Canadian corporations, 

(Appendix B) . bears out this aseumption that the Civil Service 

pension plan is considerably better than Most available to non-

Civil Servants, (banks and insurance companies approach Civil 

Service pension  levels), a more thorough4going review of the 

phenomena was contained in a recent U.S. Senate report on 

conditions in U.S. industry (and surely Canadian practices 
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follow very closely those of the United States). It said: 

"The-overwhelming proportion of people retiring today received 

total income - from bothipublic-and-private pensions that was 

only 20-40;,,of their average earnings in the years before 

retirement". 	' 

In addition, at the'present - timé, the Civi1 Servants and 

this:of  course  applies to all Members Of the:Department whether 

rotational or not, can be àseumed to'be paid:at levelS which 

are reasonably comparable to priVate industry and  commerce. 

This is the accepted standard today it was not always so, 

presumably on the grounds that one traded the possibility of 

. higher mcinetary gain for job security - . One might  use the  analogy 

of one who chose to put his saVings intôbonds (the Civil 	. 

Servant) vs those Who risked more to gain more by investing in - 

common stocks (the non-Civil Servant). Moreover,:officers in 

the Civil Service, and most certainly in External, were prepared 

to accept lower waget.than they imagined they could . have earned 

in private life .because of the prestige and power they anticipated 

would - eventually become:theirs. But this increased level of 

wages available no:i to the Department's employees has not been 

offset by any serious diminuation in job - security, nor appreciably 

perhaps in the prestige/power factor. - 

Insuchcircumstances, it is difficult to make a case for 

any outlay of -funds by  the Department, specifically designed to 

prepare people for retirement. 1I‘hat ie to say, other than that 

required by steps or techniques normally associated with good 

personnel management that might nortally or usually be enCountered 

in-most large private corporations, and that lead to better Morale 

,and better performance'during the wor,Cing career. 

This is not to argue that preparation for.retirement is not 

necessary, or even Vital in a-society with rapidly-expanding 

technology and with trends towards earlier retirement from formal 

working "careers". This need iswell:documented and may be 
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summarized in a statement by Sister St. Michael of the Office on 

Aging; Branch of the Ontario Department of Social and  Family  

Services, who is undoubtedly  one of  the foremost Canadian 

authorities on the subject and an internationally recognized 

expert. In a paper delivered to an annual meeting of the 

Gerontological Society at Houston, Texas in October 1971, she 
said: 

In the technological world there is an 
increasing gap between life expectancy and job 
'expectancy .. We have a long term need for expanded 
research in order to formulate a new, relevant 
philosophy of work and leisure, to prepare the 
continuous education that will•prepare us to live, 
not merely to earn a living; and to discover new 
meaningful roles for work-graduates in these days 
of expandéd life expectancy. We have also an 
imffiediate need for an expansion of pre-retirement 
education.... 

There is'probably little doubt that the retrenchment of • 

1969/1970 when some Civil Servants were compelled to retire 

before the age of 60 and 65, came as a traumatic shock and was 

responsible for shattering of morale. Certainly in External 

Affairs, this "dismissal" programme, superimposed on other 

factors, such as the openly expressed doubts of the value of 

the Service, did much to lower morale in all ranks. While the 

court case challenging the legality Of the Government to dismiss 

or force  into retirement any Civil Servant on the grounds of 

age (before 65) alone, has thrown the whole-concept  of  compul-

sory early retirement into question, the important fact that 

should be considered is not just the legalistic approach but 

the effect on morale and relations between employees—and manage-

ment within the Department. Surely, what is important is that 

when a.person is  "sied  On" by the Department he is•made fully 

aware of the conditions of employment l  and that in the future 

these conditions should not be arbitrarily changed at short 

notice as :as  the case in 1969. It matters not, or very little, 

whether or not such changes are within the legal right of the 



Government.- the courtswill-decide that. What-matters from 

. a morale point of view and,also from amoral point of view is•

Whether actions affecting . the basic conditions 'of  employment • 

are changed suddenly•and without compensation from long and 

established practice. 

,It ie not  much use the Department,-or the-Government for 
that:matter, - adopting a policy advocating: the . 'earlyI)lanning 

for'retirement,  if  the - rules for employment and tenure are 

arbitrarily changed without previmis notice so that its employees 

are forced into'unexpected early retirement'without.time for 

preparation - as was the case in 1969. The acceptedpractice 

on which.all employees were justified on basing their plans 

for retirement then,was the l''ight to continue employment until 

age 65. it:follows therefore,that any.policydesigned-to encour-

age early planning  for  retirement (not planning for early retire-

ment) must carry with it blearly*defined:eonditions of tenure,* 

which should not be subject to change without adequate financial 

remuneration. 	 • 

This might be considered as a fundamental basis from which  

to start any planning 'for a  programme of preparation for  

retirement. 	 • 

It is difficult to know how wide-spread is deliberate 

counselling for retirement within  the commercial  life of Canada, - 

 but there is enough evidence to. suggest that it is a "science" . 

that is .growing and in the near future will probably become an 

integral part of any.sizeable organization that employs people, 

whether Government or private-industry.'  The  question, there 

fore, is not "Whether or if" but "how and what". 

*Note: It is not suggested that "tenure" should continue to 
be almost watertight as it had been up to 1969, when it 
was almost unknown for a Civil Servant to be "fired" 
except for embezzelment or traditional drunkenness and 
almost never for "inefficiency". It is not within the 
terms of reference to deal directly with terms of employ-
ment, but let it te said that, if employees of the 
Department were clearly to understand that continued 
inefficiency would expose them to dismissal - and not 
merely lack of promotion - the morale of the Service 
as a whole could be improved. 
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The National Industrial Conference Board in the United 

States has considered the problem for some years and in 1964 

prepared a well documented survey of the "Preparation for 

Retirement Programs in the Private Sectôr of the U.S.". While 

this-survey is somewhat out Of date, the findings are interesting 

and today, it may be safely assumed that the trend has.accel-

erated. 

The study then, covered 974 companies and it wàe found-that 

65% had some 'sort of counselling programme. However, this 

percentage is misleading in the context of what our enquiry is 

about, zince about half of these companies limited their 

counselling to an explanation of the company pension plan, 

Social Security and other post—retirement benefits — in other 

words limited to the financial facet of retirement. 

In any event, one is impressed by-the vast amount of 

literature on the subject of aging or of retiring; by the 

considerable number of conferences, committees that have 

studied the problems, by the number of organizations that have 

been set up to deal with these problems by such conferences, 

etc., and finally by the fact that, for all their brave words, 

relatively little progress has been made despite the estimate 

that by the end of this century the numbers of people over 65 

will exceed 10% of the population. It it true that financial 

resources available to retired people have been greatly improved, 

particularly in Canada by better pension plans, old age security, - 

Canada Pension Plan, registered retirement savings plans, 

unemployment insurance, hospital and medical coverage, reduced 

travel costs and other benefits available to the "Over 65 , s", 

but people still wrestle with the intangible. Ho:  to make it - 

possible for retired people to be and, what is perhaps even 

more important, to feel needed, useful and wanted? 

Surely the problem is not one of more investigation, more 

commissions, for the problems are recognized and documented. 

Even solutions for dealing with the end result  of the  "system" 

are legion. What we must try to do here is to set up some sort 



of principles:and procedures: particularly.suited to the Depart- . 
- 

ment that will - result in improVed morale, through.a- more 

"personal" handling of people as - they. reach-retirement coupled 

with the provision of factual dataearly enough to permit of 

and encourageadvance planning. 

It couldbe.argued that with - the:establishmentof unions, 

MUch of-this sort of'serviceand indeed . of "protection" should 

- be.proVided by the union through:the bargaining.process. I 

suggest that, while this method of union/management bargaining 

is clearly a "fact of life", that is now part and...parcel of 

Government relations with its employees, - because the Department 

will always have a large number of itsemployees on -foreign 

service.scattered all over the world in small units and because 

it is the image of Canada abroad, it is essential to create a 

spirit of-willing co.•operation  between  management  and:employees  

of all.rahks  and, of course of the most . willing,  and visibly 

willing,  service  to the public.  This can only be done,if morale 

is good; morale.will . be  goOd if all employees are convinced 

that the Department, not.only  the union, is concerned with their 

well-being at all times.  This includesgood policieS and pro-

cedilres for preparation for retirement andafter. retirement.. 

Thus, while it is necessary tà  devise  means of helping:employees 

to "bridge thegap", in their own.interest, it is also in the 	- 

lepartmentse interest to -adopt policies that will improve morale 

at all levels. 

There is a danger that Government, - or Government Departments, 

may approach this problem of pre-retirement  training in  isolation, 

as something that can - be dealt with euccessfully toward the end 

of one's career, by one method or another. :This will lead to 

drawing up elaborate plans and programmes that will seem to give 

an adequate answer but which will have, in fact, tut a pàssing • 

effect on those for whom it is designed.- It is unrealistic to 

exptect people who have no outside interests, who indeed have not 
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developed the art of "contemplation", who have, in short, wrapped 

themselves around their work.and careers, to suddenly change 

all this as a result of a "programe", however well that programme 

in isolation may -have  been developed. 

, This thought is not just idle speculation, for it is attested 

to by many who have contemplated the subject and who have had 

considerable experience in dealing with the problem. At a sym-

posium set up by the National Industrial  Conference Board in New  

York earlier this year, about 100 executives met to consider the 

problem from all . angles. They were from industry, from the church, 

from universities, from educational establishments and from the 

press.  Before embarking on any long-range policy decisions in 

this field, the article summarizing the symposium's  discussions 

Should be read and considered most carefully. The views eXpressed 

by the discussion leaders therein are suppôrted by much ofthe 

literature on the subject that is available both in the United 

States and in Britain. Some quotes are particularly relevant: 

The problem of the aged and those who are retiring 
is the problem.of society. The initiative must come from 
those who want to benefit from it (education for those 
over 60). The idea that it is all going to come on a 
tray and be provided>for people who are retired strikes me 

- as dangerous nonsense. (James A. Perkins, President, 
International CounCil for Educational Development) 

2. 	We control staff:time....We can 'help people become 
accustomed to being exposed to new ideas often. If we 
freed time for...the pursuit of interests that happen to 
be...important to the individual, I suspect that weld get 
back more than two or three times our investment...We can 
develop training - resources...to continue education on an 
individualized basis right through to-retirement. Prepa-
ration can't begin in the last few years before retirement. 
Men and women who are physically, intellectually, cultur 
ally, spiritually and possibly financially bankrupt after 
a lifetime of work-oriented,  single-purpose living are un- 
likely candidates for a'successful post-retirement resur-
gence. (Verne S. -Atwater, President, Central Savings 
Bank, New York City) 

1 . 
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• ...help people - to .  cultivate the - uncultivated side of 
life - the capacity to celebrate and to contemplatewithout 
which any kind of retirement will simply be a kind Of 
purgatory. (Harvey Cox, Professor'of Divinityarvard 
University) 

4. 	. For  far  too many people, all acquaintance with,subjects 
ther than those . they are using in their careers ends at 

- 18 or at beat 22.., (Walter Perry, .Vice-Chancellor, .The 
•- Open University of Great Britain) 

5. —.interesting if.executives were to'begin -talking 
with local  symphonies or museums about ways to'package art 
education and programs . that could be used by corporate 
employees. (Atwater) 

6. 'I don't think it''s enough at 65 to suddenly be given 
a paint-by-number box. (Charles R. DeCarlo, President, 

- Sarah Lawrence College) 

7. .What my,  institution  will do to help, prepare  people for 
.retirement dt is -likely to do more by stealth and by - 
accident than be direct intervention. I don't believe .  - 
you can take people and sit them , around the table and train 
them to retire happily. I think that what you can do is 
create  thé  conditions in which people can be exposedto 
all the. things they want to'be exposed to at any time 

' throughout life. (Perry) 

B. 	Generalized pre-retiremént programmes simply won't 
be productive....Unless we take the time etc.,.,.to deal 
With each person.individually,..it:probably  won 't  produce 
enough to make it worth the energy to start. (Atwater) 

Fundamental to any successfUl retirement program is 
some sense of economic securitY, and some aenseof a 
continuing tie with the corporation....We will have-to 
adopt different attitudes towards employees when they are 
leaving and when they have left....the return, in terms 
of their .Willingness to provide a little extra service to 

. the corporation will follow. (Atwater) 

10. If people work for 30 years and have a life expectancy 
of. another 30, ve ought to structure ourselves to see what 
opportunities we may offer them while they are with us. 
(Regindd H. Holland, Chairman, Consultant on Science and 
the Hummities, the Conference Board) 

11. We have said to all of our employees that if they'd 
like to take up to a year off to work for a social service 
agency anyahere in the world, they should make contact 
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with the agency of- their choice and come back to us with 
an application. Applications will be screened anonymously 
bY a committee of average employees whose decisien will be 
final. They will select a limited group who will have 
up to a year off, at full pay and with full benefits, to 
do anything they want to do in what we most_broadly define 
as a social service area, as long as it's legal and uncon-
nected with partisan politics. 

We are not thinking of them as preparing themselves . 
• to leave us; they are really preparing themselves to come 

back, because when they return from their work. outside, 
. they're bound to be  more sensitive, more aware, ,  more con-

cerned, and certainly more knowledgeable about many of today's 
difficult social problems. (James M. Wainger t  Vice President, 
Personnel and Organization, Xerox Corporation) 

12. ...how to learn to contemplate, to do nothing, before 
then (i.e. 65). I don't believe that having Oriented . our-
selves during the so-called productive years to an active, 
manipulative, result-oriented life, we  cari  suddenly make a 
shattering transition. (Cox) 

13. My association conducts seminars for executives approaching 
retirement.  lie  think five years prior to it is about right. 
We take them off on a week's retreat. (Leland Hazard, 
Chairman, Executive Committee, Oliver Wendell Holmes Assoc.) 

14. So I would say that one ought to examine one's concept 
of success quite carefully and should put a great deal of 
self into working with and for one's employees at all levels 

• and for the public good. 
The decompression is something you have to think(out in 

advance; otherwise you may find that you feel sorrier for 
yourself than you have any right to. (Dana L. Farnsworth, 
Director, Harvard University Health Center) 

	

. 15. 	There is no point in kidding ourselves that a change into 
an unknown state is not to be fearecL...A problem which has 
been anticipated and thought about and talked about a great 
deal does cause less fear....I'd suggest that every company 
require every employee at a given age to present a well-
thoucht-out series of alternatives -.perhaps three or four - 
of what they plan to do with themselves after 4 .1.1ey retire.... 
it would be a good idea to have retired people come and talk 
to-those who'll be retiring soon. (Perkins) 

16. 	:A .r.linimal amount of institutionalization of concern will 
pay off in ter= of good-will.. "(Farntworth) 
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17. • 	Uhen it's . possible to.continue somebody as a consultant, -  

or put employees through various stages of gradual retirement, 
possible to avoid the sharp discontinuity of going'ifrom 

•full-time employment to total:retirement and it's much less 
of a:blow, much less:of an'adjustment. (Welter Sullivan, 
Science Editori  New York Times) 	 • 

• 
. 18. 	The fact is that.only.a very 'small percentage•of our 

total population is adequately provided for. 'A few are 
, fortunate enough to be employed , by corporations where there 
is anappropriate retirement . plan, whereby theyoan look 
forward to retiring with dignity and the assurance .of some 
reasonably comfortable life style. But an awful lot of 
people in our society have no such provision. (Fletcher L. 
Byrom, Chairman, Koppers  Company  Inc.) 

• 
19. 	'I think we need to develop programs for tying growth 

in business and professional life . to  the  educational domain. 
I believe that one of the major - difficulties we face in the 
period ahead, dealing with questions of a lifetime  of. work 

. 	is how usefully to employ the educational mechanism  in the 
support of new societal programs. (William J. McGill, 
President, Columbia University) 

The foregoing quotations deal with many facets .of the 

problem,• the need for tying in end-of-career programmes with a 

more philosophical,attitude towards work,  devise  means of diver-

sifying interests during the whole career,(for the benefit of:the' 

employer as well  as 'the  employee), the need for preparation-and 

so on. 

This report deals with the responsibility  of the  Department, 

oUtlines in some detail.the problem that it faces, the problems 

that retired persons face, the methods that have been found effec-

tive in dealing with these problems, and suggests certain concrete 

*steps that the Department'should take to iMproVe.matters. 

I. 
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'SECTION II 	- 	WHAT IS'BEING DONE .  NOW .  

BY THE DEPARTMEM: 

The following is a briefdescription ef how -the procedures 

operate within the Department when its-employeesreach retirement 

(or when an employeeànnounces his decision to retire' before 
reaching 65). In fact, this , is the Only action now being .taken 	. 

under what might.be c811edmPreparation for Retirement": 

. 1. 	Superannuation Section -(ApR) keeps listsof all employeeS 	- 

approaching their 65th birthday, and some six months before•

'that date alerts the pay section (APRE) and Personnel Oper-

ations (APO). 

2. 	. APO sends  out  a letter to the employee along the following 

linesabout six 'months before retirement: 
• 

I have been informed that yoù will reach your-65th 
. :birthday-on (date) so thàt, as - provided  in. the Public' 

Service Superannuation-Act, you Should now plan on retire-
ment from the public., service on that date. ram:bringing 
this to your attention at this early date'becauselit may 
take several months to complete the administrativelDrocesses 

,:reIatingto your retirement and you would not wish , to have 
pension and other . arrangements delayed. 

Our Staff  Relations and Compensation Division ie 
new preparing-the necessary forms, .CT-400, T-1, and other 
documents and will be sending them to you soon. In this 
.cennection, we note that your home address is 	You 
will'undoubtedly be aware that all your vacation leave 

.credits should be.liquidated prior to-your . 65th birthday and 
I woUld suggest that it would - not•be too early.now to discuss 
the question of your leaye.and of your last day on duty 

. with (superYisor) and inform us in due course. 
' The USSEA will, of course, be informed ofyour 

impending retirement and will undoubtedly be writing to 
vou at a date nearer to the event. 

. 	• Signed 	Associate . DireCtor 
Personnel  Operations Division 

• 
This letter may also include a paragraph: . 

Je  rely-on you not to:divulge anysinformation of an ' 
'official nature that may have Corne  to your knowledge-as-a ' 

:result of your employment in the Department. In this 

	

connection you are reminded that you continue to be bound 	. • 
by the terms of the Oath of Office  and Secrecy. 
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In the case of early retirement, a letter is sent out by 

Staff Relations and Compensation Division (APR) advising of 

outstanding leave and giving the date of retirement. It does 

not mention severance pay at this time. It is only when the 

precise date of retirement is known that actual severance pay 

is given, though a rough estimate may be supplied before 

should the employee so request. The letter does give an 

approximate pension based on the average salary  over  six years' 

highest return which comes out at X dollars based on X number 

of years and X months' pensionable service. For details 

regarding deductions and forms refer to the letter attached 

(Step 4). 

4. This is followed by circular letter from APR after obtain-

ing the necessary salary information on which to base approxi-

mate pension calculation from ÂPRE (copy attached). This 

circular asks the employee to complete the TD-1 (tax deduction 

return), and to sign the completed CT-400 form, in which has 

been entered the employee's deductions for medical, savings, 

or other previously authorized deductions. 

5. At the same time, APR sends to Central Pay Division of the 

Department of Supply and Services the ccepleted form DSS-2000 

which is the Pensionable Service Record and states that 'Ur' 

will retire on immediate annuity, effective (date of 65th 

birthday). 

6. When the CT-400 and TD-1 forms are received back, APR 

advises the Superannuation Branch of the Department of Supply 

and Services that "X01 will retire on immediate annuity on 

(date) and provides the sied  forms. 

Later, APR receives from the Superannuation Branch of the 

Department of Supply and Services the Benefit Authorization 

Form which states final salary, date of separation, number of 

years of service, average salary for the highest six years, 

amount of pension (annual and monthly), effective date of 

retirement, deductions and reasons for them, and amount of 

service after 31 December, 1965. 
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E. 	pnreceipt àf these-docuentsfrom.EXternal Affairs ' 

needs.,DS3-2000 about three-months before the retirement 

date), Fay Division of the Department.of-SUpply-and Services 

•.makes outEGS Pay Form 2517, whiàh then has to be audited . 

- before.the lastipay cheque.is  paid and the severanceopay 

cheque  is paid - :both are sent_to External Affeirs for 

distribution to . the employee. 

9. 	Trom then on,, SuperannuatiOn:-BranCh of the.DepartMent 

of'Supply and Services -takescharge of distribution of 

the pension direct to the pensioner; the Department of 

Supply and Services will not divulge the address of the - 

pensionner even to his own Department. 

• Somewhereduring•the procesSing, the retiree is infOrmed'of 

his severance pay, and near  the departure date la asked to sign 

a formhin which-he elects to receive a lump sum orto put it 

into a Registered Retirement'Savings plan of. his choice . .(in 

;Ilich case the Cheque for the severance pay is-sent by the • 

Department of Supply and Services direct to the manager of the 

plan). 

There appears to be no established automatic procedure 

for the person-retiring to be reCeived by the Ministetorany: 

senior Officer, although such appointments. are probably- • 

arranged•somewhere along the line. Also, - presumably everyone 

does receive a letter of farewell from somebody before he 

retires. 

The answers to the question whether the Minister or any 

senior Officer had teenthe outgoing employee to•wish him 

well, etc.,. were far from sntiFfactory, and reinfOrce the 

feeling of unconcern. Thirteen Of the replies reported that 

no senior bffiàer had said good-bye and another who answered 	. 

in the affirmative addéd "I finally saw an,officerl"  The ' 

negative replies included officer grades, clerks, stenographers•, 

and security guards. 

I.  
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OTTAWA 

Dear 

In connection with.your retirement we have calculated an 
etioiate of the pension you  na' exm3ct to receive whiCh will 
amount:to approximately $ 	 per annum. However, when 
you are eligible to apply for benefiti under the Canada Pension 
Plan (age-65) there will be aslight reduction in Your Public 
Service pension .(thetwo plans are integrated) but'when the two 
pensions are addee together they will total slight more than 
the figure given above. .The Superannuation Branch will notify 
you of the exact amount of your annuity about the time when it 
.becames payable. To apply for benefits under the Canada Pension 
Plan you .should Visit the 'District Office nearest'to where you 
•are living  at that time. — 

if you are a participant under the Supplementary . Death 
Benefit Plan you may continue your cOverage paying the same • 
rate of premiur as,an employee. As you are aware both the 
benefit and the • premium is reduced by 10; .sach year from-age 61. 
.1.3o action is required on your part to continue this coverage. 
However, you may decrease your coverageto '500.00 with a 
premium.of .200 per month by writint; a letter and sending it 
direct te the Superannuation Branch. Please note you are UOT 
éligible to make this election until thirty days after your 
pension becomes payable.- 	 • 

For pension purposes, please complete and return the 
attached form TD1 - Employee's Tax Deduction asturn. :„Also for 
pension purposes we will require your permanent address. If 
you do not have a permanent address at this time please : provide 
the address of  .a relative Ce friend. -  àe.will pass the address 
on to the Superannuation Branch. After this initial notifi-
cation you will be expected to-inform-the Branch  direct:  of 	- 
any change in your address. Correspondence should always refer 
tc your Superannuation file No. 	 and should be 
-addressed to 

Superannuation Branch, 	. 
Department of Eupply and Services, 
Tunneyls Pasture, 
Ottawa,: Ontario. 
KlA OT9 
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_ 	If you have any questions about your pension cheques 
or deductions from them you should write to - 

Central Pay Division, 
Department of Supply and Services, 
TUnneyes Pasture, 
Ottawa Ontario, 	' 
au ori 

If you are going to reside in Ontario you may have 
premiums for Ontario Beath Insurance (combined hospital and 
medicare) deducted from your pension bg.signing and returning 
the attached form CT400 on which ve have-entered the premium. 
1r you are not zoinc to reside in Ontario please delete it 
and initial the deletion. Wherever you are living you may 
have uramiults for the reoup SurgioalmMedical Insurance 
deducted frow your ?elision as shown on fora CT400. Flea» 
note that if you are not going to live in Ontario it will be 
your responsibility to'obtain health insurance coverage 
where you are going to reside. If you have any'questions 
about your - health insure -ace plans please see thé Bealth 
Inauranoe Section, Staff Relations and Compensation Division, 
)rd floor Copeland Building, 2 7)4 Albert Street Ottawa. 

tnder-..ocretary of L;tate 
for External 'Affaira  



Turning to the actuaLprOcedures, it. will-be  sen  that by'any 
standards they fail to ,give anything but the minimum of information 
-and of help. .Moreover, they are quiteimpersonal. After-all, this 
is . one of everyone's most important milestônes and surely it is not 
necessary to use the impersonal eircUlar:letter'on such.an occasion. 
.Nowhereere the actual annual figures.shown from-which. the esti- 

• mated . pension.is  calculated nowhere-de there eny referencet.o 

survivoriaenefits, an explanationof thedifferent healthlenefits . 

(which authority is responsible'for what), no reference whatsoever 
to the option concerning the disposal of the severance pay - -the 
meaning of a Registered Retirement, Savings Plan ,- no . reference to 
possible prdblems over a wife's OldAge SecUrity•if she had not 

eStablished residencein Canada, Imedvice regarding the necesSity 
of applying for the Old Age:Security six.months before age 65, 

or three months forthe.Canada -Pension Plan, .no xeferencé to'the. 

benefits and optionsof . theUnemployment Insurance Plan, no refe-

rence'to the need.to look into  the tax implications if'one.decides 

to retire abroad, no cOncern that the severance pay will be paid 

on the date of retirement or warning that it may be a little - late - 

if so, why and to whom to appeal if the 'little late' becomes 'a 

long time' - no reference to.  the conditions  under which -  a person 

may or may not accept temporary  or  contract employment with the 

Pederal.Government, with or without effect on his pension, no 	. 

.referencc to some of the :benefits accruing to senior citizens by 

way of cheapert.ransportation and other concessions ho request 

if interested in receiving any'Departmental bulletings, and no 

suggestion that there might be some need for the use of the.retiree's 

skills and experience part-time. 

Finally, what information is given.is put i forward.only-six • 

months before•the actual date of -retirement (far too short a time 

'for any planning to take place), and:then it is given in'a most .:. 

impersonal way,-no word of acknowledgment for long service, well-

spenti  etc. - elmost as if the Department iS going.out.of its way 



to prove that it is a highly  efficient,  mechanical machine, - -too 
modern, computerized and organized to allow sentiment - to enter 

into this final act between.employee and employer. Moreover, 
while the pension plan and the  severance pay are generous by any 

standard, no attempt is made to point this out or to show how the 

resulting income should generally be adequate. 

It may be said that many, if not all, of these data just 

referred to are available to all - employees in the various pamphlets 

issued by the different agencies administering all - the Federal 
"goodies" to which all Civil Servants are entitled. That is true, 
but does the Department want or expect each of its employees to 

become a self-appointed "barrack-room lawyer", well-versed in all 
the.intricacies of these pension and other schemes? Surely, it 

is better that employees do not become overly concerned, confident 
that t  when necessary, the experts in the Department may be relied 

upon to give them the necessary faCts and to see them through the 

intricacies of moving into their new estate. 

Based  On  what is being done by private industry and on what 

experts in gerontology tell us, these procedures clearly leave 

much to be desired -. -Moreover, the replies to the questionnaire, 

inconclusive in themselves though they may be, confirm that the 

present handling of the retirement process is inadequate. 

Out of the 70 questionnaires sent out, only 25 replies were 

received. Of these 25 replies, only eight answered that the 

retirement practices were satisfactory. Only two of these, however, 
gave ah unqualified approval and several, having announced "yes", 

then replied "no" to.nearly all  of the  other questions! 

PerhapS.one quote from the reply-of a Senior Foreign Service 

Officer may underline the current situation and underscore -the 

need for improvement in the process by the Department to help and - 

adviSe those about to retire or who have retired: 

Despite the system, my experience was that one had to 
exert considerable  pressure  to - get what one was legally 
entitled to, and any feeling of a helpful organization assis- 
tins one to face the difficulties.of separation from 	. 



erlployment was. completely absent. 'Everybody wasl(ind, 
but  pressure of work, over-reliance on computers, confusion 
between Departments concerned, and an awesome-fear of - 	- 
'Treasury Board without .an  indication of the Department 
having any responsibility to . protect its , staff, did not H 
lew.re the pleasant impression which one2would like to have 
had on. termination of service. - 	• 

The samé:officer added: 

. 	My:greatest difficulty.arose,however, from the , most  
appalling  confusion in accounts: in Central Pay - Office.... 

	

Senior officers were perSonally- kind.....At lower levels 	' 
'there was little regard to ensuring easy retirement... 

A few indicated that procedures were generally satisfactory, but 
principalylecause they had served recently in Ottawa, and knew 

to uhom to appeal for help. Another quote from a former employee: 

I am sure emploYees  of long service Would feel:les 
• - rejected if,they felt the:Department had some consideration 

for them. 

Also this: "After-25 years' dedicated to Dcternal Affairs,  one 

 got the impression of 'good :riddance'", and ,"i censider the staff 

in Superannuation, Medical, Pay . Section, inadequate...they were 

far too busy te be able to spend much time in advising.personnel", 

and "ittook several months and quite a lot of  correspondence to 

determine  the amount of pension to enable me to 'decide if I could 

retire at 59 or 60", and "I. made enqUiries concerning my severance 

pay and found that no action had been taken  - - the clerk was on a 

'French course'; two weeks later,.. I-enquired again and found that 

the cheque had not been requisitioned. I was not informed about 

the Registered Retirement Savings Plans. I had to remind the . 

clerk that I had te - Sign-a form - he seeffied simply unaware  of the 

'requirement:S. Finally, I still await proper settlement of my 

superarnuation." (nearly two years -after retirement) 

In short, it seems clear beyondany doubt that the procedures 

are not satisfactory and-most particularly, there is lacking , a 

senee of Departmental concern for its former•employees or for 

those about to retire. Once -a person is retired, - all connection 

I  
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with the Department generally ceases abruptly and brutally; even 

his pension cheque is sent out by another Department. In effect, 

the Department washes its hands of its previous employees and does 

not even keep a record of their whereabouts. This is hardly good 

enough: 

BY CANADIAN GOIMNMENT DEPARTMENTS OR AGENCIES: 

During the last two or three years, several Federal Departments 

or agencies have become interested in the problems of retirement, 

and some of them have started programmes. With the exception of 

the Marine Services Branch of the Department of Transport and , 

National Defence, the direction that these programmes have taken 

has been in the form of group counselling courses given without 

charge to anyone nearing retirement who wished to attend. In all 

cases, such courses are held during the working day and for the 

most part, conducted by discussion leaders who have given their 

services without.charge. The "pioneering" department in this 

field seems to have been Public Works,  but Indian Affairs and  

Northern Development,  The Post Office and Supply and Services  

have all worked up and expanded elaborate systems. These not 

only involve courses but a considerable amount of production of 

material, notably some form of personal booklet dealing with the 

problems of retirement and,explaining in some detail the benefits 

accruing under the Superannuation Act and  other Government schemes 

such as the Canada Pension Plan, Old Age Security, Medical Bene7 

fits. In addition, Marine Services Branch of the Department of 

Transport,  while not offering courses, have developed their own 

guidance book and set up a form of peraonal counselling that evolves 

about their book. Statistics'Canada  has a much shortened course 

and National Defence,  operating in close co—operation with Manpower.  

and Immigration have a division that is directly concerned with 

the placement in civilian employment Of officers  and men who are 	- 

retiring at a relatively young age. Through their Service Bulle-

tins, they distribute articles on retirement and about help that 



is available to them to.prepare.for their entry into civilian life. 

Manpower and immigration  have  also prepared adetailed manuscript that • 

goes into thepension benefits, etc.', which apparently iS much used by 

their training and personnel  advisory officers. 	• 	 • 

1AND are sufficiently encouraged by  the initial  response  in the

Ottawa area that, this year i they are,operating_coursesin . Calgary, - 

Regina and Edmonton and hope to .start one in Toronto. For the saine 

 reasOn, DPW are increasing the number of courses in thé Capitol 

region and expanding- into Vancouver -  and Edmonton, and possibly into 

Montreal and Halifax. 

.From the foregoing summary it  will  be noted that severaldepart—. 

ffients haveqpeen busy writing'and publishing guide books — allexcellent 

and well prepared, but surely, at.an alarming duplication of effort. 

The idea of aipersonaLretirement handbook,. or "Passportto Future 

Sappiness",-so-aptly described by 100SS, isaxceilent and a practice 

followed by-many private industry firms. The Treasury Board  has 

expressed some concern-over this disjointed approach. An extract 

from a report . prepared by Mr. L. P. Wood of the Pensions and Insurance 

Division (TB)  may  be noted (his  report  is:attached): 	, 

There is no doubtthat large numbers of: Canadians including 
public servanté . are retiring without adequate preparation for 
this change int,heir life. There seems to1pe general agreement 

. that information in this area should be more readilyavailable 
to,persons approaching retirement; however a prime  question  is . 
'who should be responsible?' 

The government's future programs for the aged should be 
fully reviewed before the Treasury'Board attempts to coordinate 
and set guidelines in respect of the government's involvement 
(if any) as an employer. 

It is my personal opinion that the - Treasury Board must 
attend to thismatter,without delay if uncorrelated prOgrams  
of-every description are to be, preVented from springing up 	. 
(if maybe only temporarily . ) throughout the government. 

The coordination of pre—retirement training programs would 
seem to naturally come under the responsibility of the Manpower 

' 	Division of the - Treasury Board. 

After proposing a meeting_to éstablish "policy", he includes the 

following twO significant—areas for study - (among others): 
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NOVEMBER 1  	 1 972  

TIMETABLE - DAY'S EVENTS  

8:45 - 9:15 a.m. 	Informal - Coffee and Introductions 

9:15 - 9:30 a.m. 	Welcome and General Orientation to the Task 

. at Hand 

	

9:30 - 10:00 a.m. 	Objectives for the Day and Plan of Action 

	

10:00 - 11:30 a.m. 	Sub-Group Clarification of "Issues" 

11:30 - 12:00 p.m. 	Consolidation of "Issues" 

12:00 - 2:00 p.m. 	Lunch - Evaluation and Preparation for 

Afternoon 

2:00 - 2:30 p.m. 	Deciding How to Proceed - Raw to Involve Others 

2:30 - 4:00 p.m. 	Dealing with some Issues 

4:00 - 4:30 p.m. 	Wind-up - Summary 
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Fre-Rctirement. Counselling Meeting 

November 1,  1972 

For your information. This is an 

early report on pre-retirement 

counselling service prepared by 

L.r. Wood. 

George E. Roper 
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Mina 

Pre-Retirement.and Post-Retirement Counselling Programs  

The following is a preliminary report on- the above 
subject based on ideas and information obtained through: 

a) Attendance at a three day workshop seminar held 
by the American Management Association in Chicago 
last month. 

b) Discussicna with the Manpewer Division of the 
Personnel Policy Branch of Treasury Board. 

c) Brief talks with key persons in many of the 
government departments already providing or 
contemplating these services for their employees. 

The Chicago Seminar  

The seminar in Chicago was attended by 20 persons from 
various organizations throughout the U.S. and Canada. In , 
particular there were Canadian representatives from the Department 
of National Defence, the Post Office, the Treasury Board and the 
Canadian Broadcasting - Corporation. 

The two discussion leaders were older persons who had. 
succeasfully established employerAeriented counselling programs, 
were committed to the premise that employers had a definite 
responsibility to fully prepare their employees for retirement 
and, therefore, concentrated on how such programs should be run. 
Nevertheless, I was able to develOp the following.pros and •cons 
of eMployers setting up their oWn programs: 

Reasons why an employer should provide their employees with  
pre- ye Li relount counselling  

a) They arc morally responsible, especially for employees Who 
have given long  and faithful.service. 

b) Large sums  of  money are Spent on providing pension benefits 
and the extra expense needed to ensure that such benefits 
are effectively.used, is relatively small. 



c) Younger employees would be impressed by such a demonstration 
of concern on the part of the employer for their older 
colleague's welfare. 

d) It will improve company public relations. 

le) The problems connected with immlementing a flexible 
retirement age policy would be minimized. 

Reasons why employers will not want to become involved in  
pre-retirement counselling programs requiring the establishment  
of planned instructional courses  

• 
a) Pre-Retirement Counselling- cannot be demonstrated to be a 

costeffective measure. 

b) The state is identified with much'of the complexity in 
' 	to-days society especially in respect of the aged and as 

with other types of education the state should undertake 
the major responsibility in this area. 

c) -Major demands for:such services have not been made'by large 
- numbers of -employees or their representatives.and unilateral 

action by the employer WOuld be contrary to-established 
industrial relations procedure. 

d) There are much more pressing and immediate problems in 
need of attention; even in the area of personnel counselling. 

e) It is difficult to provide such services to all employees 
if they are dispersed throughout the country. 

f) Employer sponsored programs have experienced difficulty in 
involving the spouse of the employee. 

g) Many plans established by employers have withered by the 
wayside for lack of interest and dedication on the part of 
the person responsible for implementing the program. The 
best of plans obtain not more than a 60% participation of 
eligible employees. 

The status ofjore-retiremont programs in the  Federal Government  

Several departments in the federal government have 
introduced programs of pro-retirement counsel]ing and many others 
are in course of implementing or investigating them. The 
following is a listing of those involved. 

1) Departments which have already:introduced  a -seriez of 
courses  -are: 
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2) Departments Which provide information to employees either in  
bool;let form or otherwise are: 

a) Transport (Marine) 

3) Departments which are implementing courses are: 

a) Transport (Air) 
b) Supply and Services 
c) -  Post Office (More than one group involved) 
d) Energy, Mines & Resources (To use outside services) 

4) De artments investigating the sub5ect and those who have  
efgrred a decision are: 

a) Manpower & Immigration 
b) External Affairs 
C) National Research 'Coundil 
d) National Defence (At least two separate groups involved) 

CQMMBNTS 

[There is no dOubt that large numbers of Canadians 
including public servants are retiring without adequate preparation 
for this  change in  their life. There seems to be general agreement 
that inirrmation in this area should - be more readily availble to 
perSons approaching retirement however a prime question is "who 
should be responsible?" 

. The government's future programs for the aged should ho 
fully reviewed before the Treasury Board attempts to coordinate 
and set guidelines in respect of the government's involvement 
(if any) as an employer. 

It is my personal opinion that the Treasury Board must 
attend to this matter without delay if uncorrclated programs of 
every description are to be erevented from springing up (if 
maybe only temporarily) throughout the governmcnt. 

The coordination of pre-retirement training programs 
would seem to naturally corne  under the esponsibility of the 
Manpower  Division of the Treasury Board 	cl I therefore propoe 
that they .should call an immediate meet g of senior executives 
from each interested government department to consider: . 

. 
.1) The.extent,of the need of and demand by 

public - servants'-for prer.retireMent counselling. 

2) How these needs and demands arc currently being 
met. 	 1 
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(3), The likelihood of programs of education for 
retirement being sponsored and encouraged by 
the government for the benefit of all Canadians 
as opposed to just Public Servants. 

Subject to (3) the degree of responsibility the 
government, as employer, should undertake. 

5) The advantages and disadvantages of a uniform 
and/or'coordinated approach by departments to 
the employer's responsibilities. 

6) The role to be played by the Tteasury Board. 

i(,)tJ 
L.P. Wood, 

Pensions and Insurance Division. 
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Meeting  to be Meld November 1, 1972  

Pre-Retirement Counselling  

"Issues" tO be examined as,11 basis for preparing a policy statement  

(a) Need: 

	

	 What evidence do we have that a need 
exists? 

(b) Benefits: 	 Who will benefit from the program - 
individual - department - community? 

(c) Responsibility: 	 Who is responsible - individual - 
department - community? 

(d) Content: 	 What should be covered in a pre-retirement 
counselling service? 	- 

(e) Administration: 

	

	 What is the best way to administer a 
pre-retirement counselling service? 

Resources: 	 .Whet resources should be proVided on a 
central basis? Whet personnel are 
available to provide 'services? Whe use 
should be,made of consultante? 

"be 

(g) 	Costs: 	 What  •are the costs of pre-retirement 
counselling programs? Who should 
pay these costs? 

(h) Research: 	 What studies are required at this time? 
What research information is available 
to guide the development of programs? 

(i) Voluntary - Involuntary: 

	

	What is the nature of the employee's 
commitment to the program? 

(j) Union Liaison: 	 At what point should unions be brought 
into the discussion? 
What is the role unions can play? 

(k) Post Retirement Counselling: 	How are pre and post retirement counselling 
related? 

(1). 	Training vs'CounSelling: 	How are the training and  counselling 

. approaches to preparation for retirement 

related? 

(m) Central Agency Responsibility:'What  are the Central agency responsibilities 
in the , area of pre-retirement counselling? 

(n) Personnel: 	 -What personnel is required for pre retiremen 

• 	counselling? Is the personnel resource 	• 
svailable? -Howcan,thislpersonnel resource 
be trained? 



Point 1.  The likelihood of programs of education for retirement' 
- being sponsored and encouraged by the government for the 
benefit of all Canadians as opposed to just Public Servants. 

Point 2.  Subject  toi  (above) the degree of responsibility the 
government, as employer, should undertake. 

Point 3 . , He also suggests the need'toconsider the pros and cons of 

a,uniform or  co—ordinated approach by.departments. Again,'in this 

conteXt, Mr.:Wood . is Clearly relating "programmes" to "courses" and 

it ie here that I believe -ourthinking must bebroadened.' 'Courses 

are only one method; clearly, if -well done, of.great value to those 

attending, but for one reason or another not necessarily the best 

method andcertainlY not the only one:to be conSidered. 

I will.deal with these three cardinal considerations later in 

this report. 

- .More detailed notes concerning what each Department is doing 

are tabulated in Appendix A. 

BY'CANADIAN'COMPANIES:  

It is very difficUIt to ôbtain any  sort of  statistical summary 

of what "North.American" companies are doing in this area of pre- 

retirement preparation or . counseliing. Surveys carried out by various 

organizations in the United States, such as the.Conference Board for 

example, arrive at some-Statistical conclusions, but these are neces-

sarily incomplete and.may,. in fact, be misleading-. Uhat is a programme? 

. The best that ônecandà is to discuss the problem with a number of 

large companies and try to arrive at some  sort - of  idea of what is going 

on, what are the attitudes. 

In  Appendices B  and G,  I have given some brief  notes.  on company 

practices.in  bothCanadaandthe United States that are a combination - 

.of: the results of calls made, correspondence or information gleaned - 

from newspapers or. other articles. The details, such as they are, 

are given ridt so much as a study of-any one company!s pradtices,'but 

rather to give . an oVerall "feer - ofthe Situation in the'priVate 

eector. It Will be obserVed that of the 28 Canadian eompanies, Only 

four are now using the "course" method and a few have tried and abandoned 
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them for one reason or another. Most companies have personal counsel-

ling programmes of one sort or another, some backed by carefully pre-

pared literature -note particularly Bell Canada, I.B.M., Domtar, 

Northern Electric, Swift Canadian. This counselling runs  ai].  the-way _ 

from simple advice on pension benefits shortly before retirement 

and sometimes on demand only, to a more thorough and systemic calling 

in (voluntary but almoSt invariably accepted) of employees asmuch as 

five years before retirement When not only are the pension plans 

carefully explained but employees are urged to "plan" and. advice is 

.given, if requested,  on how to go about it. In many cases, employees 

are given annual statements of their pension status. 

In addition, note that nearly  ail  companies make sure that all 

employees and former employees are made fUlly aware of their medical 

plan benefits, of. their pension benefits and options, both from the 

. company pension plan, Canada Pension Plan, Old Age Security, Unemploy-

ment Insurance. This is not.done by providing printed information 

only, but is carefully covered by individual interviews. 

It is interesting to observe that.many retirement -plans are 

based on a voluntary retirement age (usually referred to as -"normal 

.retirement age") that involves a minimum age and length of service and 

a compulsory retirement age. Miring the years between, an employee is 

entitled to retire without any actuarial reduction in his pension and 

. the employer mav retire an employee without cause (the difference 

between what appears to be general commercial practice and that of the 

Civil Service is that these conditions of service are clearly under-

stood and accepted by-both parties). In cases Where a person is asked 

to retire early, i.e., beforé the compulsory maximum age, or sometimes 

even before the voluntary age, »  frequently - perhaps invariably - 

compensation of one form or another is granted. 

It will also be noted that most of the companies-have some method 

of keeping track of their retirees and encourage employees to seek 	• 

help from the company after retirement. Many have organizations of 

former employees, and many have arrangements for regular annual visits 

or contact of some kind to each  former  employee - as well as asking 
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them to all company get-,togethers.. Some coMpanies hellywith the?costs 

of_holding annual - pensioners , . gatherings - even to theextent.of paying 

transportation and.overnight hotel accommodation. 

: If any conclusion.can te drawnfrom these exaMples,it is that 

personal counselling is used widely'but that courses are neither very, 

commen nor are they particularly,popular amongempleyees. Most com- 

,panies_makea,particular point of„seeing toitthat'.employees-are-made 

fully awareofall their,pension benefits,and the options open to them. 

Also, companies find it to - their advantage to take an interest - in their 

employees after retirement and provide the means for them to keep 

contact. 

(D): CANADIAN COUNSMI,ING SERVICES AVAILABLE: 

. In Appendix C,I have given asummary of some -of the- counaelling 

'services available for those wishing to attend "classes" on théir own 

time for ,a fee, together with - sources from which help in Organizing 

courses may be drawn. This survey does:mot pretend to be complete by 

any means, but it covers at least some of the services - available in 

Ottawa, Toronto and Montreal. 

The main pointto be noted here is that in recent years.a demand 

for some sort of,pre-retirement help has influenced the.setting up 

of courses, particularly in Ottawa .ancLToronto. . At the same time, 

-'very few .commercial eompanies have taken advantage of the help made 

available to thcm to set up programmes. It also shows that consider-

able  research  has been undertaken on thesubjectof older people and 

on the question àf retirement problems.... In other words, there is 

already a lot of help available, literature, 'bibliographies, that. 

will help any.Department in -setting up counsellingiprogrammes - whether 

in the form of courses or of persenal counselling. 

(E) ADDITIONAL OrialrIZATIONS OF POSSIBLE INTEREST AFTER RETIREMENT: 

In Appendix D, I have listed a few organizations that possibly 

might be of interest to persons after retirement - whether as a means 

of further employment in Canada or abroad on a voluntary or paid basis. 
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The list is not meant to be complete by any standard;. it includes junt 

a 26: organizations i  mostly in Ontario and,Quebsc, that .came to my 

notice during my enquiries.  Avery  complete list.of organizations in 

the 'Ottawa area is included in the list put together by the Department 

.of Supply and Services. 

Since many people retiring will not be.aware of where to look 

for voluntary work, or for paid employment where their experience will 

be an „asset, such a listing should be expanded ànd.added to the mater-

ial made available when people retire. 

Insofar as organizations such as CIDA, CESO, OXFAM, United Ser-

vices Committee, U.N. Agencies, are concerned, it is also important 

that the attitude of these organizations toward using people retired 

from the Department should be known and, together with the naines of 

appropriate.officers in each organization, passed along during the 

retirement process to the persons retiring. To this end, regular 

liaison should be established with such agencies and, if they so wish, 

names - with their cùrricula vitae - of persona retiring who express 

interest in service of this sort, should be Supplied to .each agency. 

(F) BY LABOUR UNIONS:  
So far, the unions, in Canada have shown remarkably little interest 

in  the question of pre-retirement training. The CLC reported that only 

the UA J has set up a separate . section to deal with the question, and 

it has Worked out with Chrysler in Canada and the University of 

Michigan.a programme based on regular courses. Otherwise, the "locals" 

have not shown interest despite prodding by CLC headquarters in Toronto. 

Even there, I gather, pre-retirement training is not high on their 

list of priorities. The pressures in this regard are for longer 

holidays equated with length of service,  and for earlier permissable 

retirement without loss of pension. These pressures are not yet matched 

by  pressures for provision of training to enable members to use more 

profitably their increaSe in leisure time. 
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• 	_ Nevertheless, I understand the unions  at Alcan's-operation in 

Arvida and Shawinigan have coôperated in the programmes being started 

through the OUP's in those areas, and this.active co-operation with 

: community colleges elsewhere mey herald.growing interest. Some of 

the unions have negotiated leave of absence of Up to eight weeks with• 

INCO for-members.to attend the Labour  College at Port Hope. 'However, 

that college has not been concernedwith . pre-retirement training. 

Within  the Civil Service, -the PSAC are - showing interest in what 

Departments and the Treasury Board are doing and may be expected to 

be more -concerned in the future.  PAPS° las shown no trend in this 

direction. Attempts to sound out CUPE metwith no response. (A 

letter addressed to the Chairman of CUPE's Education Centre who is 

resident in Sudbury, went unanswered.') 

In the United States, the situation eeems to be  about the  same 

except that some "locals" there have started to . show interest, but 

this  interest may-be aimed more at loOking after.their retired workers 

rather than in training before - reference International Association 

of Machinists and Aerospace Workers - that have already negotiated 

earlier retirement in some of their labour contracts and followed this 

by establishing "lodges". to provide interest and activities.for their 

retired members. 

(G) WHAT IS BEING DONE IN  ITAIN: 

The British. appear to have done a considerable amoUnt in.the 

field of preparation for retirement, although, as I did not visit the 

United Kingdom, I am not able to give any - appraisal concerning the 

extent to whiCh personaloounselling or in-plant training is actually 

carried out in private industry. However, through correspondence, 'I 

have obtained some information on what is being done  in the Civil 

Service and by various:institutions in this field. 

- .The Rev. W. E. Beveridge, - Industrial Chaplain to the-Bishop of 

London, t,:ho has been.active in persuading companies to provide pre-

retirement training and has done -considerable research, hasthis to say 

about the situation in Britain: 
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A number of companies are now sponsoring courses in company 
_time, at which doctors, financial advisers, psychologists, edu-
cationalists and so on, look at the situation which retired men 
will have to face. The qàality of these courses varies; some 
take place too near to the retirement date to allow  men a real 
opportunity to get'their finances in better order or to prepare 
for new activities effectively before they actually retire. 
Some seem to consist of - little more than .a weekly series oflec- 
tures given by "experts" followed by a formal question period 
in which the same three or four more vocal members of the course 

- ask questions while the others stay silent. Not enough seem to 
take place with groups small enough to allow a full and frank 
discussion invôlving everyone. Part of the problem for many 
course organizers is that the pre-retirement course is on a low 
financial priority. The company has to pay the same fee:whether 
eight are in the group or 28; it is easier to book the lecture 
room once than on two or three occasions. So courses in fact 
tend to contain 28 more frequently than eight; I have known 
them to cOntain as many as 40. 

The possibility of'planned retirement" is  on é that some 
companies have begun to explore. 

In London, two cOmpanies at least have appointed retirement 
officers to advise employees on the problems of retirement and 
to maintain a link with their retired workers. 

,tTe do not yet ,know how effective preretirement courses 
really are in changing attitudes and initiating new patterns 
of behaviour. 

In Chapter 12 of "Solving the Problems of Retirement", Miss 

Lorna Hubbard, the Secretary  of the  Pre-retirement Association gives 

a run down  of the.  work being done by the various municipal and county 

authorities that are listed in that Association's literature. It 
would seem from this listing that many companies in Britain rely on 

these associations to provide the courses. In most cases, manage- 

ment gives time off without loss of pay and pays the per capita charges. 
Sometimes the courses are organized in-plant,during the working day 

and sometimes in the evening. Some of these associations also run 

post-retirement craft or hobby courses and a few courses for.personnel 

or welfare officers. As there are 26 of such organizations listed 

from right across Bngland and Scotland, it would seem that pre-retire-

ment training may be beComingsenerally accepted. 

1 
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. At the Conference Board-seminar, the British Constil:General did 

report thatpersonal counselling was:used by many .of the larger firms 

in'Britain. 'Whether or not ,personal counselling.is general in the 

large corporations in Britain,. it appears as if the use of courses 

outside the establishments generally based on day-long sessions, is 

much more - general there than,is the case in the United  States or Canada. 

-Also, there:are several residentialcoUrses:availàble where.the 

discussion .among:groups-led by:speakers is supplemented by the infor- 

• mal discussions held "out of school". 

In Appendix E, there.are Some notes concerning what the Civil 

Service, various.municipal and educational .organizations and some 

companies are doing in Britain. 

(H) BY THE UNITED STATES: 

' in,Appendices F, G and H, there are-some notes concerning what 

is beinudone in that country. -  In Government, -the-overall.watch-dog 

seems to - betThe White House Conference on Aginewhich has a-separate 

section on "Retirement Roles and Activities". This section in its 1971 

Conference recommended increased responsibility of "society" for 

pre-retirement preparation, but alsà emphasized that the employer has 

. a major responsibility 'for providing "programmes".. In addition, it 

stressed:  that counselling should be provided locally'"throughout the 

Nation". starting at - least five years before retirement, and that there 

should-be special courses for those nearing retirement. 

In Government, the Civil Service Commission his established 

policy supporting pre-retirement training within the Departments of 

Government - a Builetin:announcing the policy is attached to the 

Appendix. Inany event, most departments have "courses" and a few, 

including the State Department have a section excluSively-devoted . to 

looking after people aboutto retire and keeping track .of -those who 

have. A feature of their.courses isthat they are given for relatively 

large numbers, sometimes up to- 300".  The  'State Department.usually 

deals-with 200 each  course. These.are all given during the working 

• day, and usually wiVés areencOuraged . to attend. 
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- While it is impossible to show statistically the extent to which 

the recommendations of the "White House Conference on Aging" are 

being implemented by the business comffiunity, there can be little doUbt 

that the idea of pre-retirement counselling and training is becoming 

more prominent in the United States - although not necessarily oriented 

towards "courses". The notes on What some firms are doing in the 

United States give some idea of what a small cross-section are'doing. 

The "Harvard  Business Review" reported recently that current 

executive thinking is being increasingly disposed to accepting-more 

responsibility by their corporations towards their employees. Also, 

a confidential study prepared for the Institute of Life Insurance 

showed that pre-retirement counselling headed the list in answering 

the question; "Which possible service do you think Life Insurance 

Comapnies should provide?" -the score was double the next in line: 

"investment advisory service". 

There is no uniformity in their methods, but a reading of this 

Appendix will show how meticulous most firms are in seeing that their 

employees reaching retirement are supplied full details about their 

pension entitlement. In many cases, the information is repeated yearly 

as far back as five years, and put foward in'the greatest detail. In 

all of the firms where a.descriptiOn of the programme is given, the 

emphasis is on personal counselling. In considering these notes, one 

must remember that what is described in general terms and in - detail 

in some of the supporting documents is a description of company policy 

on paper - and probably in general intent. HoweVer, the - practice in 

many cases falls short of this "ideal". The success or failure of 

any programme rests largely with the personnel people or supervisors 

in adMinistering them, and several companies admitted that frequently 

performance falls short of stipulated policy. Nevertheless, some of 

the documents prepared for the execution of that policy are of parti-

cular interest; they do provide most useful ideas to anyone setting up 

a really meaningful programme, and should be used accordingly. 
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- It will be:clear that there is no agreement-on.the effectiveness • 

of in-plant group counselling..'The final paragraph of this section 

lists thebompaniesiand unions for which-the University of Michigan 

has set-up such courses. Most of 'these are large international corpo-

rations  - which presumably believe thatthese -courses are justified from 

results. I  have no information - cOncerning theextent to which these 

'corporations combine personal-counseIling with the bourses. 

In the United States, thé universities have donemuch research on 

the question  and several, notably Michigan, Chicago and Drake, have 

developed "courses" and techniques that  are  being used within their 

own organizations and for private.industry and the labour unions. 

Some notes on their actiVities are also . included in Appendix F. 

Apart from research and encouragement given by.Covernment and 

the universities, there are many private organizations in the United 

States. designed tdbelp people bridge thesap into retirement and to 

provide'help and support following retireMent.- Some of:these are direc-

tly related to management - The National Industrial-Conference Board 

some to retired Federal : employees t  including the Diplomatic and Con-

sularOfficers Retired, Inc. (DACOR), and the National Association of 

Retired Federal Effiployees - some to retired people from all walks of 

life and some strictly commercial organizations operating for profit.- 

Some of these are discussed briefly in Appendix H. 

(I) BY OTF7P, COMMIES: 

There are e few brief and most incomplete notes on what is being 

done in other cOuntries included in Appendix J. 
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SECTION III 	 THE PROS OF PREPARATION 

_There is a .  (Towing recognition that when - people are required to 

retire they do not  automatically find•the experience easy  and  enjoy-

- able. ,Many are .saidto dread the day and:find thatenfo:ced leisure 

"hangs heavy° .and leads to acute depression, unhappiness and sometimes 

even to early .death. As-society has-moved from one.in  which few. retired 

until wealth or ill health intervened, to onewiththe g'enerally accepted• 

principle of•compulsory.retirement at a:certain age,• the subject haa 

engaged the attention of  11  sorts of  -sociologists  and expertsin the 

science of gerontology and geriatrics.. There is much literatlire on 

the subject and in-some countries, including Britain and the United 

States  and  to a lesser extentin Canada, a growing number of organi-

zations, - universities, municipal, -governmental, service, have sections 

de7oted to helping retired  people or those about to retire, • While 

authorities give.different weight to each of the problems,..most agree 

to the general , difficulties that retired -people .  face, and:all .underscore_ 

the need for planned-preparations for retirement well-before the inevi— • 

table date.. 'Moreover, all  stress the fact that, if properly handled,. 

retirement can.mean the start of a new career-that may be, perhaps 	_ 

should 'be, unrelated to one's previous activities. But, being divorced 

from the ...pressures of competition, perhaps even from "making a living", 

thi.s third-and final career should be.one of great satisfaction — but 

it shouldbe planned•inadvance, the further back the better, if it is 

to provide the happiness and satisfaction to which - a lifetime of "work" . 

 entitles one. • 

Hc':: far back this .planning should etart is subject to debate, but 

it is the  factor  that should govern the.time when "management" ,starts 

to alert its employees to the problemst,hey must ineVitabl.face.When 

they reach the - compulsory-retirement age There is no Uniform peactice 

in private industry in Canada and the United States,• . but - the previous 

section -shows  that more and more of thé larger cerporatiOns.are intro-

ducing planned retirement cOunseIling systems somewhere along the line. 

This counselling consists• principally of providing fill  information 

.on.company pensions and other financial'assets,.• draing , attention to 
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thé-  problems that a pérson will face, sounding warnings and giving 

advice concerning where help may be obtained in solving the problems. . 

Out of respect to the individual't privacy, managements sheer away 

from attempting to advise an .employee concerning what he should do or 

how he should actually organize his post-retirement life, and •thit 
Mon■ 

• principle should be adopttd by the Department. 

In • any . case, it is generally 'recognized that thinking about • and 

planning for retirement shouid• start well .before the actual date. 

. Ideally, preparation for retirement•should Start from a very early 

stage in one's career, but what is• ideal and what is practical is proba-

bly very different.. One authority says bluntly that the time -to:start 

a counselling programme is five years before mandatory retirement - 

if the emlloyee is approached too young he will fail.to . see the - impor-

tance, if too late, he hasn't enough time to consider all the problems 

and digest the  information on ho to deal with them. 

Knuston Hall,Residential.Centre for Adult Education of North 

hamptonsiire County Council, England, summarized the problem: "...the 

age Ct whic people should be thinking about retirement is oftcademic 

interest, really - 	is important is the age at which they DO think 

about it". Their experience shows, and_ this is borne out by•much of 

the literature on the subjtét, tha:, that age frequently is after '• 

retirement. 

Agcir4 Dr. Cosgrave, when Counsellor for the Toronto 'YMCA Services 

.urtd by  people over 60 tays: "We•hoped for people of 50 .or 55,• but 

you cannot interest them (in retirement planning or•preparation) at 

the time they should be interested". In his view,  the answer lies in 

more persom ,l counselling  and suggests that "industry" should take 

this on. 

The Ontario Government in 1953 set up a long-term -research pro-

gramme (for 20 years) on the "Study of Aging". So far, it has been 

noted -that by the mid-50's the participants (2000 male volunteers who 

started in their  nid-40's in 1958) "evidenced a more positive attitude 

toward retirement . than they had in their 40's". 



. Several large companies_in the United States and in Canada may be 
said . to start some  sort of programme almost at the time of employment 
by annually sending each employee - a statement of his peneion benefits. 

Subsequently this factual data is reinforced byregular and more com-

plete counselling asihe:approaches the -compulsory retirement A.ge. 

On balance, the - mainthrust of any programme undertaken:by.the 

Department woilld seem best directed towariethe five year mark. .HoweVer, 

this is not to say that Departmental poliçies aimed at interesting its 

employees in outside and varied pursuits during their working careers 

should-not le considered. On the contrary,.this.sort of indirect . 

iDreparation for retirement ahould be.considered as an integral part of 

the project and also as of indirect benefit to the Department and to 

the country as a whole. ;.(see Section VI) 

The sort of rrobleMs that are generally recognized as needing 

counselling and-advance planning can be summarized under the f011owing 

headings: (a) Financial, (h) Health, (c) 4here to Retire - 7  and in 

what .sort of Accommodation, (d) Use of'Leisure, and(e) Development 

of Retirement Philosophy. 

FINANCIAL 

There is little. doubt that satisfactory financial resources are 

the most important factor froffi the solution of which most  of the  other 

problems can be based.  Most of the authorities writing about 1-etirement 

problems stress the importance of financial Planning and sugàest ways 

and means of going about it before retirement, stressing the need to 

recogniSe a reduced income that,. however, is offset by redueed expen-

ditures and obligations ,  requiring the  out—flow 'of  funds. Ho'Jever, - 

it is questionnable if adequate financial resources is the primary 

problenl faced by:mest of the people retiring from the Public Service 

of Canada. Thc Civil Service pension arrangements providing for 

maximum pension of 70•;, is reinforced by the Canada Pensien Plan, 

Unemployment Insurance, the Old Age Security payments, virtually.free 

medical und hospital benefits'. In additieni there is a substantial 
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seerance pay th3t  i  e:palled by few private corporation plans, except 

th,:t :omc-large corporations do have voluntarycontributary profit 

sharing plans that might bé•censidered as off—setting this lump sum 

. benefit for those who elect to pet itup. . 

. Possibly  the  major "orry" of pensioners or those about to plan - 

•'their  "budget" for  retirement lies in the  erosion -cf  the. alue  of • 

•• pension:  through inflation. This ha:  been partially overcome by  the  

. recent annual 	copt of living increase. However, this is• only partial 

and  with the cost of living increasing at a rate considerably above 

the Department, .as a first priority in helping its people enjoy . 

 their retirement, should try to remove this worry by supporting fully 

and forcibly the 'principle that pensions should be subject..to annual 

'increases equal to the full increase in the cost of living.  (It is 

recognized that, under present arrangements, this logically is a 

subject for bargaining by the . Civil • Service Unions:with the Treasury 

Board. -  Also, :ince the principle has been appliedto the Old Age 

Security payments, hopefully it vill come to be applied to Civil 

. Service Pension: as well as to all pensions in the private sector. 

However, the Department, as an employer, should show concern and  

interest in its retired employees•and should do all possible to enture 

that their pensions.are not eroded by inflation.) 

Generally, one may conclude that for nearly ail of EXternalfs • 

employees with any eort of long service record (the great majority), 

financial considerations need not pose insuperable problems, but that, 

until the inflation factor  is eliminated, that will be worrying. 

• However, the Department has an obligation to provide full finan— • 

cial  inform ation  to each prospective retiree. This'should be  best 

discharged by informing each employee five years before retireMent of 

the approximate amount of pension  he will receive at compulsory 

retirement date based on his current salary and record of servie- a 

age  65.  This should show  ho.: the  amount ,  has been calculated; in this 

,;:a7, un employee should be encouraged -to make his own calculatione 

from-there en in. In addition,, the employee should be told the amount 

I .  
I 

I. 



of Old Age Security payMents he - can expect for both himself and his 

wife and the approximate amount: of the  Canada Pension Plan Siipplement  

(this.latter necessarily in general terms as the calculation is compli-

cated). Moreover, he should be•told of .the effectof the CPPon his 

Governmentpension, what happens to hisCPP payments,if he takes gain— - 

ful employment afterHretiring at 65. Also, the entitlement under the 

UnemploymentJnsurance Act must  be explained and-its relationship to - 

the CPP. He must.also be told the - affieunt ofllis severance pay to be 

received at retirement age and how. this is calculated.  In addition, 

 this information should be supplemented by references to any built—in 

cont of living increases,to any of the payments. He should also be 

warned that.these payments wilLbe subject to income tax.-:and.medical/ 

hospital plan deductions.to that in estimating his assets at retire—

ment he:should take expert adVice concerning the income-tax deductions. 

What is also needed, however; perhaps more for the rotationalemployees 

(uho cannot be:expected to be au fait uith•Canadian tax yrations — 

who can? — even the experts seem defeated) than for thosein more 

-static employment in the Civil Service, is advice concerning the effect 

of income tax on the severance puy and the options open to each reci-

pient including (most importantly) the pros and cons of investing thé 

lump sum in a Registered Retirement SaVings Plan. It is not suggested 

th.lt te Departmentshould-itself giVe detailed advice on this parti-

cular point, but it should inform each.employee well.before retirement 

uhen 'advising of the amount of the lump sum he will receive, that it 

uill be subject to full income tax.during the year in which it is paid 

— with aeraging  oves  the past three years — if it is taken as a single 

lump sumpayment. liouever, if put into'a Registered:Savings 

the,tax willipe distributed over the years as it is eventually with-

drawn in segments, before the age of 71. What is most important is 

that the employee, 'having been informed of these-options, should be 

referred to a Trust Company, Life Insicance - CompanY or financial advisor 

of his choice in order to  have the relative advantages of each option 
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ful17 explained to him.• It is - significant and most unfortunate that 

only three of the replies to the•questionnaire said that theRegis-

tered Retirement Savings Planbption.was mentioned during retirement 

precessing, and none that  any explanation of what it meant was given. 

Ineofar as the Canada Pension Plan and Old Age Security are 

concerned, each employee should be told one year before retirement 

that he must apply for, these for himself and for his wife six months 

before each reaches the age of 65 for the Old .Age Security payments. 

(Although application for Old Age Security cannot be.made earlier than 

•six  months before reaching age 65, when an employee is.first warned 

five years before •reaching 65 that he will have to retire then,. this 

Old Age Security information .should be given then, with a warning that 

retroactive payments are only permissable for .one year. It  ma  y be 

that an employee's wife is older than he is  and unless he is warned of 

the.entitlement, particularly  if  serving abroad, his wife•might not 

make application in time). This .application will produce the neces.- 

sary application forms from the Canada Pension Plan which, in turn, must 

be sent in not  earlier than three months before entitlement (age 65). 

It j_E possible that many people 'reaching retirement, particularly 

if they approach this whileliving abroad, are unaware Of the conces- 

• dons Offered to "senior citizens" particularly by rail and .  airlines, 

and of other concezeione (theatre:3, local transportation, etc.) .  Each 

should be told about these at the start  of his five year - cyCle, and at 

retirement, to th:t he will know that after 65 his transportation costa 

and some entertainment costs within Canada could be sharply reduced. 

In all of these financial considerations, the position.of the 

employee's wife shoUld be carefully spelled out. - That is.to say, he 

should be informed that in the event of his death his wife will receive 

50% of his nension, that under the Canada Pension Plun there.are 

survivor benefits, ths.it there are no Federal inheritance taxes for 

property left to his wife, but that various provinces still have some 

inheritance  taxes.  Reference should perhaps be made to the fact that 

at death the estate iu :aaseesed for capital gains tax asif the .assett 
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had - been liuldated at that,time 7 hence the need for keeping:records 
of purchase eosts. .(Trust Companies are ready te.give guidance). 

'There also - appears-to be an•anomaly that should be looked into 

and cerrected in the case of Old AgeSecurity payments to.wiVes of 
employees under certain circumstances:,  and possibly_also to employees 

should they decide to retire abroad before reaching pensionable age 

(65). The Department of National Health and Welfarehas described the 
legislation as follows: 

.The legiSlation provides that  certain absences  from Canada 
of a resident of Canada Shall not interrupt his.residence in 
'Canada.  One of  these is an .absence from'Canada  of  :a resident 
of Canada  while employed by the Government of Canada provided 
he returned to • Canada at•the end of:such employment or•he 
attained pensionable age while so employed. The residence of 
a married wOman - who was:a resident ..of Canada and accompanied 
her husband While.  _employed outside Canada by the-Government of • 
Canada shall not •e interrupted if she returned te Canada before 
or at the. end  of  such period-of-employment by her husband or 
she  reached pensionable age while her husband.was••so employed. 
•I  might-point out that one •of the eritical aspects of this 
Di"evision .is that the wife.must have been a.resident of Canada • 
when she atcompanied her husband outside Canada. 

Apparently this legislation provides for no discretionary powers.. 

•te anyone- so that it is  possible some grave injustice and even see - 

- hardship could-arise  in the case of an employee who chooses or who may 

, be forced for health reasons (or any  other reason)'to •retire  abroad 

before reaching the age of 65. If he has married while en_poste,  his 

wife may not •ha -:re• been a resident-  of Canada before he was'posted - abroad. 

In  both caSes,.to compel the-employee and his wife to returnto Canada 

-(prcsumably by return is meant to establish:residence) in•order to 

qualify . forthe'Old Age Pension may not be possible for health reasons 

and, in any easel  it would put him to an unnecessary'and possibly . 

 insupportable expense. 

a strange proviso in the legislation that seems hard to 

justify. The eulployee while serving abroad has •paid Canadian -income 

tak as if'he were a. resident of Canada. In fact, -lie and=his wife•are 

regarded as residents for.all tax pilrposes when posted abroad.- 
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regardless of .  actil.:1 residence  in Canada  before posting. Since the 

funds'for the Old Age Pension are found out of taxes, then by any sort .  

of logic, a person .who has regularly paid Canadian income tax and who 

has been regarded for tax purposes a resident of Canada (with his wife), 

should be .entitled to receive the Old Age Pension for both himself and 

his wife. This problem will applY to only avery few persons, but to 

• those feu, the lack of Old Age Pension could pose a serious financial 

. problem. Until the legislation is amended, it is important that this 

"cavect" should be carefully explained to each employee five yearn 

. before retirement. However, as this does•represent an injilstice andiZ 

a penalty . for•serving Canada abroad, the Department, together with 

other Deprtments having rotational employees, notably Industry, Trade 

and Commerce, should take steps to have the legislation amended so that  

service abroad should be accented as residence in Canada for a11 	• 	e 

purposes,• tax as well as pensionable benefits without any qualifying 

limitations such as residence in Canada before being posted abroad, 

or return to Canada after service abroad unless pensionable age has 
been reached. 

This subject is covered in the 'regulations of the Old Age - Security 
Act, Parigraph 15. They haveaiready been .amended 'apparently without . 

much difficulty to include service with NATO and with L'Agence de 

Cooperation Culturelle et Technique and other international organi-

zation. Apparently all:that is needed is for the Departments concerned 
to make the uppropriate "case" to the Department of Health and Welfare. 

It is also important that, well'before retiremen-4 the  employee 

.should be informed of the etatus of, and , income tax liability for, his  

(a) pension., (b) Old Age Security payments for himself and- wife, (c)' 

Canada Pension Plan . supplement, and (d) Unemployment-InsurancelttitIe-

ment should-he decide to retire  abroad — otherwise how can he plan on 
where to settle on retirement? 

He should also be informed five years before retirement of the  

deductions that uill be made from .his pension for his medical/hospital 

services, a. detailed description of his coverage for himself and wife 
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:and -Jhat premium payments will Cease on reaching the age of 65. Until 

his final  place of residence is established,  this  data cannot be ass-

cssed tut since the majority - will probably - retire in - Ontario, the facts 

concerningthat Province might beoupplied as a general guide and the 

address of the health plan authorities in :each of the-other provinces 

supplied.  He must know- how' these medico/hospital benefits will apply 

if he-decides to-retire abroad, and theprocedure for Collecting. 

One year.before retirement,  this  sort of financial information 

should be supplied in as precise detail as possible so that at that time 

every employee will know ,  fairly accurately what assets hé has on which 

to base his final.retirement planning. • 

Another point where there is someiUncertainty is - that of the 

position of a retiree's pension' should he take employment after retire- 

ment with a Government agency, including ,  of course with the:Department: 

what effect will payments received have on his pension? At the present 

time, this informntion is not automatically spelled.caut in detail 

(only six-answers to the questionnaire said that- this had teen mentioned), 

yet it is important, partiCularly if the Department does accept the 

suggestionn in this report. that much greater use.should be made of 

the year:a  of experience ofits employees who-retire. (Nor is  this  

situation as clear  as  it may seem. Most probably assume that they " 

cannot accept parnent that would brinE, pay and pension,over the amount 

being earned atthe time of . retirehent.  But in fact it is not as • 

Etraight-forard as that. 

In general terms, if a retired person signs'on for part-time 

won:, 	lary  i  effectively linited to the difference between last 

Tylv and 1pc.:nsien.  On the  other hand, if an employee enters into a 

"contract", t'len Dcp7.:rtments are under . guidance rules from Treasury 

to go abeve this difference - but they may, if necessary, 

negoti::.te 	higher rate without the pem;ioner -being liable to loss 

of nen7ion, oen theugh presumably  the  Department w:Juld have to obtain 

Treasur7; Dpard 	on,this higher negotiated-rate. Moreover, 

there ::_re some,Federal Government. Agencies - such  an the  Canadian 
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Standard U Asoci7.itien and the - Canada - Council which,  in 'the terms of 

the Acts 'incorporating them, are not.part of the Public Service. In 

such cases, the Agency and the pennioner may negotiate contracts with-

out any °ver-lying effects on the pension.) . 

It must be recognized that when a person retires, especially from 

within the Civil'Service system, he is at a loss to know to •whoM to 

turn should questions arise over his various financial assets - and • . 

obligations, since he - is at-once cut off from his . own familiar' Depart-

ment. As à very real help to retired persona, and as a considerable 

-boost to morale, the bepartment should set up sOme particular office 

on a continuing basis tt . i.:hiaM anyone might appeal for help and advice 

in all matters, not only financial, after retiring. (see last para- . 

 graphs, this sub-section) 

In addition, when a person  retires,  he - shoUld be advised (a) to 

whom he should• apply for advice on his pension payments in the Depart-- 

 ment of Supply and Services ancl(b) to whom he , should apply coneerning 

the  use of and coverage of his various medical - benefits, i.e., the 

Frorincia authority in the Province of his residence, the Insurance 

Company administering the extra benefits and the Blue Cross. 

Finally, the Department should ensure that on retirement each 

retiree receives his .severance pay on the actual .date of retirement 

and that hi firnt  pension  cheque  is delivered ,  on its due date. It 
is not .good enough for the Department to wash its hands , of this respon-

sibility zimply.because the cheques are issued by the .Department of 

Supply and Service::. This seems elementary, yet more often than is 

acceptable (and that sUrely means never, ekcept in some exceptional 

- situation where a person is suddenly forced' into retirement,  and  even 

then he will almost _always have enough accumulated leave of one sort 

or another tO enable the pay division tohave the cheques  ready on 

time), delays  have  occurred. There can be no excuse  for. this whets°- 

. ever. Indeed, it uouldAae a courteous gesture if, during the last 

inter- rie.,::,' the retiree would be given by his own Department, his. 

severunce Ipy, or notice that it had been delivered• to a Registered 
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Retirement Savings:1cl= if that were his choice. Of the 24 replies 
to the question whether these payments were received  on due date only - 
four replied that their first  pension cheque  was -received on time and 
only twelve for the severance pay. Granted that the Departffient does • 
rlot know whether the.first pension cheque :is delivered, theycan ask 

the retiring pensioner to.advise'them if it .does not arriveandthen 

take up the question:innoUncertain terms with Supply»and Services 
on behalf ofits employee, should there be any delay. • - 

• 	 It would appear that the delivery of the severance pay  cheque on 

the actual date of retirement poses problems that may be insuperable, 

under current procedures, because there are tuo . Departments involved - 

and because of the absolute necessity (understandable) of ensuring 

that this se ,2erance pay cheque sould be.made out for thecorrect - amount. 

It cannot., therefore, be processed too far ahead; even if - it is dated 

for the  actual dute .of retirement, this may be subject_to.changé for 

unforeseen circumstances (illness for example).for those retiring 

before maximum age. There is also a mechanical problem of fitting in 

thi:: irregular processing to.the automatic every second Monday and 

Tueday processing of all the salary cheques for all the Departments.' 

There m:',y then be praCtical difficülties that need to be resolved to ' 

enulre that in iii  cases the severance pay  'cheque S are delivered on 

the exact  dite. Ho-:7e'.1er, I suggest that this is - an:important-point 

-thut should bpexmined closely before being put aside as - impossible. 

This  cheque  usually runs into severalthousand dollars for .  

ronoioner:D with any sort of long term service and mos -tof External's 

retirees wiri be in this category. Thepensioner has earned - the right 

'to this money ron retirement" and - with money being worth ::Jhat.it_is, 

each day he is-denied it, :he loses :heavily in interest Charges. But 

agin, the  morale  problem is equally - important as financial consider-

ationL; any perceptible-delay - will - leadto a sense of frustration and 

-a feeling of "1:«,ck of concern". I am told that some Of the lOng delays 

that occurred in the past - some correspondents reported having to 

wuit nine montiu: - do not occiir now, since the.Department of'.Supply 

and ;:ervices has - surmounted the log jam that'they were faeedwith 
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during a period of re-organization - or organization. Nevertheless, 

surely if the necessary documents are prepared far enough in advance 

by the Department and forwarded to the Department of Supply and Services, 

there should be some way of processing these cheques, post-dated,:and 

having them ready, for the pensioner on his retirement date. CoUldnot 

this be discussed between-the Departments concerned and ways and 	, 

means found to solve the problem? I find it impossible to believe  that  

a solution cannot be found; if, under current procedures, it is net 

possible to ensure that cheques, post-dated, if necessary, are issued 

on retirement date or before, then let the procedure be changed. 

All of this may seem elementary, but, however illogical it may 

be, it is a fact that many - perhaps most - people do notoand indeed 

cannot sit down and make this sort of financial calculation that is 

vital as the first step in planning a retirement future. In any case, 

it is clear from the answers to the questionnaire that most people 

coming to retirement in the Department do not know these facts. It 

is of no use to talk about encouraging people te prepare for retirement 

and in some respects that is what this survey in all about - if the 

Department does not put in empleyees ,  hands the full financial data 

'on Which he . must base his planning. . 

Probably the most effective way of providing a continuing.counsel-

ling service after (and before) retirement would be-through appointing 

a recently retired senior officer on a part-time contract basis, with 

a recently retired senior secretary-as his assistant. Such an officer 

should ha ,!e direct access to the UnderSecretary. He should not be 

responible for working out the regular,  financial advice referred to 

above for prospective retirees but he should be ready to help such 

employees througl-, the financial maze should sources be found not to 

be responive to ex-employees' appeals for advice or help. The'fact 

that someone in the Department who is also retired and therefore not 

subject to Civil  Service constrictions, is available to listen to and 

help former employees should do much to dispel the ; general belief . 
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that the Department is not interested  in the  Welfare of its - former 

servants.. -(Thismay well be.a-general belief-now. Certainly the 

replies to the 'questionnaire contain -several references tothis pheno-

menon.) 

It is,.recognized that it may'be difficgt -to find,an appropriate : 

senior - officer and secretary sincethe numbers retiring each year • 

leave:littiechoice. If the'system'istowork,;_clearly the:choice of 

the officer iS vitally important If.possible, he - should:not have 

been associated with personnel administration during his career - his 

task will be to fight for the interests of his "clients" and he will 

be more effective:if:he has not previously administered personnel 

problems within the Department.. Moreover l -his  record must show - that 

throughouthis career he has had,good relations with all levels of 	• 

-•  staff and to have shoun a realinterest in their welfare. 

If it is not'possible to interest a 'retired or retiring:senior 

officer in the office, then perhaps some officer with suitabletpali-

fications •nearing.retirement who-might find 'too onerous the pressures 

of operating a post or division in Ottawa-might welcome earlier retire- 

- ment.if .,he could be assured of taking on this task:on:a contract basis. 

- The estblishment of this office under the direction of a recently 

retired senior officer for - the pùrpose ofiprOviding a continuing link 

with the"Department and a-source of help to colleagues -  still emplOyed, 

.together with pulling together the financial facts for each- person 

approaching retireMent asproposed in this section, would do much to - 

improVe morcae  ad'  to establish a sense of being "wanted" rather than 

of being."rejected" after long years of service for Canada. (Suggestions 

concerning the respensibilities of.this officeand methodsfof procedure 

are contined'in Section VIII.) 

.(b) HEALT11 -:  

Obvioue17, if a persOn is to enter into this Valhalla of contented 

retirement, a reasonable measure of good health is an immense advantage. 

The De ,)artnent cannot be responsible for the health of its employees 

beyond eneuring that they have the opportunity . for satisfactory living 
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and working.conditions - which it does. However, it can ensure and 

should regard it as an obligation, that its employees are warned about 

the need for regular annual medical check-ups as they grow older. It 

can make sure that on return from a posting ebroad,  eech eMployee is  

given a thorough medical check-up. On retirement, this final medical 

check-up should be particularly thorough for both the employee'and his 

wife; probably each employee will prefer to have this undertaken by a 

doctot.or clinic of his choice, since this service is now available 

without cost. Perhaps the role of the Department should be to urge 

each person retiring to see to it that this is done and that he begins 

his retirement with thorough-going medical advice regarding diet, 

exercise requirements or any other "caveats" that may be thrown up 

by the examination. However, should any employee request a medical , 

examination by.the Department of Health and Welfare, the Department 

should be prepared to make the necessary arrangements. At the moment, 

this health problem is not necessarily discussed during the retirement 

pràcess. It should always be raised as a matter of routine. 

In any case, five years before retirement, the Department ehould 

refet employees to various writings on this question which spell out 

practical and sensible approaches to the health angle as one grows 

older and.to the mental  health problems involved.in retirement. 

The  Department need have no inhibitions in dwelling on the health 

problems that may arise for its emplOyees, however personel they:are.' 

Until ill health strikes, I  suppose  all of us take good health pretty 

much for zranted. After that, it may be too late, but by no means 

nece2sarily so. The "Retirement Handbook" summarizes.the importance 

of a sensible attitude toward health, mental and physical.. 

It is the state of your health, your attitude and adjustment 
towards retirement, the preparation you have made for old age and 
your diet - not whether you are retired or employed that are the 
governing factors in whether you live to a ripe old age. The 
negative effects of retirement have generally been over-emphasized. 
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In the section' on  Financial Problems, references are made to the 

need toOnsure that all persona are aware of their:medical benefits,  and 

to whom to turn for,further;advice. Canada ,  has done much - to ensure - 

that  the cost 'of healthservices will not oripple financially, any 

citizen. The Department'sresponsibility should be to ensure that all 

of its •employees .know about .  these "assets" and that they ate .given - the 

full protection providedlsytheSystem, atlthe sametime•making . 

particUar provision that its employees"health is protected as much 

as possible againstthe hazards and after—effects Of haying lived -  • 

abroad, possibly in in—salubrious climates where one can pick up some 

• rather . stUbbon, debilitating "bugs".• 

I. 

(c) UHERE - TO RETIRE — AND IN WHAT SORT OF ACCOMMODATION: 

. 	The problem of where to settle on - retirement and inwhat .sort 

of accommodation is one that isgiven some prominence by experts on 

the subject. Generally, the question •to be 'faced is whether.to stay 

in the same place where  one  has spent,one's working iife,,whether 

to live in a hour.o that may be unnecessarily large after the family 

her:left, whether to move to an apartment rather thàn a house, or vice 

,iersa. Perhaps for many people in' External, this problem is more dif— . 

 ficult- than for' others in more static employment; certainly for many 

- 110 have  spent mo.A . or  a large part of their eareer abroadthere is 

neeusy or automatic anL:wer. 	 • 

.:rnen con,::idering the place to which one will retire, the writings 

. are full of uarnings about "selling Out and moving to the greener 

p .:7turee. of sunny climates and year—round golfing, swimming, etc." 

They cite mr_ny  cases  where retired persons who have done that find it 

. 

	

	is not the climate and easier living conditions that are important, tut 

onc'e former associates, friends and familiar surroundings where one 

. is 1nn, thet make for happiness. 	. 

...it is the things he can't pack up, -  not the climate he's 
cttinz that are essential to a happy retirement. Familiar things 

and places are priceless as we grow older — make no mistake about 
that. 
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Henry Arthur Jones, .Professor of Education at Leicester Univer- 

sity, and previously Principal of the City Literary Institute, London, 

where pre-retirement training courses were pioneered in England 

expresses this in another way: 

Maintaining an effective relationship in a community is, - 
I am convinced, on of the basic needs:of everyone after retire-
ment, for it takes the place of the status that was formerly 
enjoyed at work. 

l If  this is so, it surely points up one of the basic problems 

particularly applicable to rotational employees; for them, often it 

is not a question of "maintaining" but of."creatine a.new relation-

ship. 

This sort of warning has.particular validity for the members of 

the Department. If one is considering the position of a rotational 

employee who may have spent the majority of his working life in various 

places outside Canada, he has no familiar'things and places to go an 

living with unless he decides to retire in the place in which he is 
II ;  serving when retired. But even there, his familiar things and friends 

were familiar because of his "job". Once he is no longer a member of 

the "Corps" or even of the soCiety that revolved about the Corps, he 

• no longer automatically belongs and may find himself gradually being • 

eased out of the mainstream of a society in which he formerly moved 

automatically. Similarly, if most of his career has been in Ottawa, 

if he  i7 u relatively senior officer at any rate, the same sort of 

situ:Ition arises. ThuS, for many External types (unless they are quite 	 - 

sure they Want  to settle in the Ottawa area, accepting the fact that 

in a very short time they will be on the outside looking in but confi-

dent ther have enough association with the.non-CivilService  ide' of 

Ottuwa to provide the safe haven of retirement all :aspire to), a II: 
deicisien tO move (probably for the last time) just has to.be made. 

The warnings, therefore, take on a new dimension. ClearlY this 

ie u decision each individual must make and it cannot be the Departmentls 

responibility. Ul that the Department can do'is to warn that sun-

shine resorts or retirement heavens without-the support of friends and 
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familiar aSseCiations may.turn,out to.be  bitter disappointments that 

will take conSiderablefunds to rectify, funds that may not be avail-

able. The:DepartMent can help by warning that .people dùe to retire in 

five years should read„some of the case histories  dealing -with.this 
aspect of retirement - as weII, .of course, of . other aspects included 

in the many books and articles , on the subject. If members of the 

Depsztment object that'thiswould:be unnecessary interference :or rather 

too juvenile Counselling, reading some of the case histories should 

deal with any such objection. 

It will be noted that this subject is alWays treated in the group 

pre-retirenent.training courses. Those who are in doubt-about where 

and how tb settle after retirement-would be well advised to grapple 

with the problem long in advance of actual retirement; they might find 

attendance .at such courses helpful in making their decision. 

• (d) USE OF LEISURE.:  

- • After monetary-concerns, most .authorities agree, and the  -pre- • 

retirenent courses pay much:attention to this . aspect, that ancither major 

problem - faced by . retiring or retired -persons -  is what to do . with the 

newly-found, virtually UnlimitedIeisure time. However, itlis debatable 

uhether this is. a Departmental 'or-Governmental responsibility; beyond 

providing information on where help to pursue any.post-retirement 

. 	-projects may=be seughtand encouraging "extra-mural" interests during 

cnel ,s e:ireer.(dealt with elsewhere). Surely this is  a person's own 

responsibility. In i:my ca se,  this particular.•problem, which-is undoubt-

edly ...,ery real  and  probably looms larger in the lower income•groups.of 

employees, should be less diffiCult for Many of External's.empIoyees 

who  have of necessity been-exposed to-new ways to  use  leisure thrOugh 

their successive postings and changes inoccupation. 

But "work" is undoubtedly - a motivation for-mest people's happiness 

and uill continue to remain so until society undergOes a radical 

change in its scule of values. • As recently as'1965.when -giving•evidence 

before the Senàta Committee on Aging, the Jewish Vocational Service 

said in its submission nUork gives form,. dimension and meaningto the 
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life of the average citizen." •While.this is undoubtedly true, it should 

not be the over-riding factor after retirement; but, unless retirement • 

activity •is.planned well in advance, it may be a factor that destroys 

the tranquillity and .satisfaction of retirement. The work ethic as a  

virtue most certainly does apply to the senior officers in Dcternal 

'(most•particularly. to those•trapped in the high strata 'of._"killerls • 

ro:"), but  it is doubtful if this total immersion in workwill appeal 

after retirement - probably quite the contrary. Indeed, it is probable - 

that for most employees'  of the  Department, and certainly those on the . 

rOtational list, the so-called "horrors" of retirement because of loss  

of work routine,  wil1 be less.than is the case for most people. This 

is bccaure anyone with a minimum of curiosity and initiative can hardly 

fail to develop interests .outside of hiu work. He has been accustomed 

to meeting new people in neu environments, in taking.on new and differ- . 

ont types 'of jobs in differing circumstances every.three_or four years 

during-his whole working life. Retirement should be "just another.post-

ing" with the added incentive that now and forever the retiree will be 

hi! ,  own "head of post" to do what he likes when  he  likes,  to  pursue 

hi. . interests cultivated and developed during his nomadic, interesting 

life, :it hiE own rpeed and intensity - limited only by his financial 

and physic:11 capability. 

On the Other hand,• perhaps the "Dcternal type" might  have more 

difficulty in :.djusting from a position uhere the apparatus of "diplo-

mac:7" surrounds him With  prestige, • position and respect in the  community, 

to thc life • of an ordinary retired person in a community whic h.  generally, 

in C:nad.,:.. at any rate, .couldnIt care less and is not partiCularly imPressed 

by any sort of diplomatic rank  or  career about which it knows very little. 

Dut-thie psychological chock is not one that is particularly _difficult 	' 

to overcome und shOuld give rise more to hilarity ,  and mirth rather than 

despondency. 

icr Lama  Hubbard, the Secretary•of the Pre-retireMent -Association, 

London, has this to sar: 

1 
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• 7tetircmcnt is not a problem for everyone. Perhaps as many 
-as  l0  looked forward to it....people who throughout their 
education, training and werk, have continually been making new 
contacts and adapting theMselves to new circumstances. To them, 
the change from full time employment to the full time leisure 
of retirement is no more than a change on a well planned journey. 

Also a University of Michigan study of a large sampling of retired 

people presents ,:evidenCe to show .  that:those who:develop' absorbing 

interests outside of the job. at:least"five - years : before retirement 

are most apt, to  have a rewarding time of'it. 

Surely it - may be assumed that •many Of External's peoPle, certainly 

more than Miss Hubbard's 2.0% wOuld come within -  the category desCribed 

as 'looking forward to it ,  .and woulcL meet the criteria. of having a 

more than even chance of Successfully meeting it. Again,. because of 

the exposure. to different styles-of - living l .new interests, new prObleme 

for - much.of'one's working-lifei many.:of EXternars people will have 

developed. "absorbing• interests" outside•of their, particular-work years 

before retirement. and, therefore, are more apt to Make-a go of it; 

In any .case, by any sort .or sensible argument, the' use of leisure 

time after retirement must be the.responsibilitrof-each individual. 

What the Department -can do is to offer to use the store of  experience 	  15' 
and training built up over - the:years in the service of Canada, .or • at 

least • encourage  the-continued participation Of its former employees in 	. 

the affairs,of.Canada after retirement. 

Ac long as 1:2 years ago l •Dr. Wilder Penfield vigorously -sounded 

the warning of-wasting the assets  of people  who have retired. • -After 

pointing to the "...ever increasing company of' men in Western çountries . 

betueen 60 and 90", he  claimed that 	• . 

The theorythat the man or woman of 60 bas nothing more to 
•contribute to society during the • 10 '017 : 20 years of active life 

• •tt remains-is wrong. The belief. ..that men -  in late years cannot 	• 
lsarn new si:ills.and educated men new professions is false. 
lo:t••cn 	.retire could:centinue_On . in  constructive work, if• . 

that they were needed. 
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It seems clear that, insofar as the Department is cOncerned, it 

is these last few wos  (underlined) .t,bat spell out one of the most 

serious defects in the retirement process up to now. In the past, some 

use has been made of some of the "superstars" of the Department, but 

this process has been generally confined to the chosen few within the 

inner circles of the Department. However, recently the Historical 
QMIMMMMI■MM 

Division han begun to cast its net more generally  — a process that is 

to be-commended and should be extended more widely - within the Depart-

ment. The point is that such a general possibility is not now held 
1 out to employees systematically when they are being retired. Whatever 

is done  no'.':  by the Department in the field of preparation for retire-

eent must deal with this particular psychological problem — every effort 

should be made to make the retiree feel that he is not rejected, that 

the Departmentl   while it cannot continue to employ him full—time,"is 

interested and recognizes that  hi:  long years-of service are an asset 

that will be  used  whenever possible. What is important is-that the 

talent, the experience garnered over the years of. service should not 

be entirely lost to the country. It may well be that many officers 

and staff reach the end of•theircareer with some sense of unfUlfill- 

ment, if.not frustration. It is this aspect of retirement.that-needs . 

attention both for the benefit of the• individual and  .for the benefit • 

of the Department and therefore of the country. 

During one's career., perhaps .inevitably, most people will 'develop 

ideas, pet .  theories concerning 'Canada's role in the world, how we are 

or are not playing our part, how we are or are not deveioping.our pos— . 

eibls trade opportunities, how we are or are not displaying. to . the wOrld - 

our cultural achievements, how we are or areHnOt serving the Canadian 

public in our mission: abroad, how improvements could be made in the 	• 

organization or administration•of the missions, and so on. . Perhaps 

some of these'"bees in bonnets" may have been let loose froffi time - to - 

time during one's career, but unless they happened to hit a•responsive 

chord in the immense orchestra of the .Ottawa hive, their chantes of 

sur:ivra or t -.ren of serious consideration are slight. .Moreover, more 

often than not, these idea: may forever'remain ideàs  for  the simple 



rcaron.that theholder may never have had the time to think them 

through or develop the necessury research to put them forward as a' 

cohesive proposal. Yet:successive postings may constantly reaffirm 

that the theories are sound, if only one had the time to work them 

through. There is also the Pessibility, since even External . types 

arehumn, that sone ideas mey be thought to .be  against-present 

trends-in policy, und to-push them couldIlamage one's, career. 

S'hotild not people  on  retirement bc encouraged to work on any 

ideas they may wish to explore by the offer of facilities, access to 

records, departmental library, and a promise to consider any papers 

so developed, und of an offer, ofa personal-presentation to senior 

officerr by  the  author? In addition, when the .Department is engaged 

in preparing position:papers on any . particular - subject, should not 

recently retired officers whese .creer•has giventhcM a particular 

Jr.iioledgc or experience  in  the subjecter of the Country Concerned, 

be asked if they 7:ould liketo contribute •their View and be given an 

- opportunity Of presenting them'in person to the group in External 

- :orking on the project?* For example., the Department recen-É.ly  issued 

. a pnper on Canada—U.S. Relations. Uere any of the recently retired 

senior officers ;:ith service in thc U.S. — particularly in Washington 

or New York .::ho. -Jere concerned with political, economic, financial 

or trade matters, asked for their views? Also, .in the many institu-

tion;il conferences . dealing with economic; finanCial-or trade matters 

between Canada .and the U.S. or Canada and other Cduntries or areas,. . 

should not the experience of - recently retired •officers be used? For 

c=lpe, the recent =nference  of CO, could'not the Department help  

to ensure that iteexofficere ,  names,are. put forward or et'least that 

these retired officers .be advised of such  conferences and given:the 

opportunity to participate should they so wish? 

* If  the Depurtment does encourage its former employees to submit 
del-?s,-  either on their initiative or on specific - requests it is vital 
th3t these should be considered and, Wherever possible, the  officer - 
invited to present the paper in person and argue for his point of view. 
o invite stibmissiens and to olitel acknowIedze them without an • 
in.ication of ::hy the views are or are  not being accepted would defeat 
one of the reasons for the exercise. 

•• 
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This use of retired officers is common practice in private indus-

try and commerce. According to a report published in the "Business 

Record" entitled "Company ReLitions with Retired Executives", the 

.practice in private industry of using its retired executives in a 

consultant role runs all the way from-full employment under contract 

.for life, through working inside the corporation on certain committees, 

.to actual prohibition of post—retirement employment  in  any èapacity.. 

Apart from 'encouraging him to submit papers on matters of current 

interest and actually employing him onspecific projects under indi-

vidual contract, the Department should work in close liaison with CESO, 

the administration of our aid programme, the U.111. and any agen-

cies national and international where skills developed by work in the 

service of Canada would be useful. Perhaps  arrangements  could be 

made whereby lists Of those'retiring (and who would like.to become 

involved) with an outline of their careers and particular 'interests 

could be sent to such organizations and, close contact kept with them - 

with a view to bringing "supply and demand" together. 

:There is another outlet for some of the talent available — liaison 

with the universities. Could not the Department enter into arrange-

ments with the univernities whereby - the  naines and records of Officers 

retiring might be•supplied to them (possibly through  the Association

of Ccndiun Universitiez and,Colleges)?. This listing might  be açcom- 

-pzInied uith notes concerning particular interests of each in the policy 

of Canada or possibly in some :branch of the .arts cultivated 'during his 

wandering'career no that he might be uSed to give lectures. _Surely, 

the univ.ersities would benefit from hearing from people with:practical 

firsthand.experience and kno -;:ledge of some  of theissues confronting 

Canada today, looked at.from outside Canada. 

, Clearly only relatively few people will become involvedwith the 

Department after retirement. What to do with the newfound and unlimi 

ted leisure_that -suddenly becomes one's due after retirement.has- been 

Proven to be "problem", not.one that  cari  be assumed to be a. - "boon" 

and not one that thc Department may shrug - off as being - irrelevant for 

-D2 
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its employees. Ad ,.rance planning is necessary, -  and prodding. should not 

be neglected.- •llorcover. r. - there - are plenty of warnings that'pIanning 
for  unlimited golf or fishing.or-suchpleasant.diversions almost 

invariably proves„ to be inadequate and:ends in frustration and'unhap7  • 
piness.• There is needfor•mindstimulating.activities if one .is-not 

to go to seed prematurely, planted in a•morass Of disenchantment.and 

- unhappiness. 

Bernard -Shaw- may.be quoted: "A perpetual.holidy is a good  
working definition of Hell." 

One might also note a paragraphfrom the literature prepared by 

"Harvest Years" for retired people: 

..The second misconception about retirement is the idea that 
it can• be loafed through.  A. man  who has worked all his life - 
cannot stop working when he gets his pension without something 
happeningto his-body  and mind - a sort of gradual rusting 

• away. Almost without.exception, the retired man who goes to the 
oemetary first is  the one :2>ho retires and  just sits down. 	. 

Some  employees still in reasonablysood health at•the compulsory 

retirement age may seek solution to their cOntentment after retirement 

in.other paid work either full or part-time. In times of unemployment, 

•this will bc particularly diffieult to find  and, in the age of rapidly 

advancing technology, one can expect that employment for those 65  and  - 

over will ,be increasingly difficult. It is  possible that society as 

a whole will come to realize the assets that their senior citizens, 

-hold for • the  community as a whole and attitudes will change to the 

•point where employment will be more readily available than is the case 

now -.but thi:His not so  no;;.  Apart from the intelligent liseJof its - 

.ciuri retired personthe Department could help its:former employees 

.with•further employment outside of Government service, making•avail-

:<uble information  about the agencies where.its 'retirees might apPly for 

work, botl-,..voluntary , and remunerative - and•this should be done. 

it  is .  unlikely.that many of the Department's employees will seek 

new guinful employment on'.retirement. The .Senate:Committee on Aging 
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(Chapter 	notes that the number  of males  beyond 65 still Perking is 

showing a steady decrease, from 60  in 1921 to 25 in.1965.(whereas 

the number of women over 65 working shows a slight increase, 5.8% 

in 1963 against .4.25 in 1950). .It is probably that the work pattern 
of External's employees and the satisfactory pension arrangements .• 	• 
would work toward substantially.lowering the percentage of.those 

seeking gainful employment after 65. - This is reinforced by an analysis 

in the benate,report of the type of work done by those over 65 - males 

29.E in agriculture, 13.4 in service, 10.8% in manufacturing and 

on 12.510 in managerial. For women, 40.3 were in "personal Service" 

• and the balance in professional and clerical work. - 

With the advance of technology, accompanied by the trend to 

shorter or more concentrated_working hours and longer holidays, more 

three day weekends, most workers today have leisure time during their 

working life to arrange and dispose of. Whereas a few years age, 

leisure time - or any appreciable .continuity to it was a rarity until 

retirement; today this is not so, and this'applies to all employees • 

of External (except possibly the top mandarins!) While it is undoubt-

edly true that most writings' on this particular aspect of retirement 
still stress the sadness and futility of inability to use leisure, 
the re-organization-of the work in today's world automatically -must 
be giving greater incentive to  the satisfactory use of leisure during 

one's working life. Surely this problem will be a diminishing one in 
the future, but for the time being it ir; not one that can:be ignored 

even though. it can be argued that in general it is a problem for 

society as a  whole - rather than a Departmental one - - insofar as it is 

anyone's responsibility  but  one's own. 

(e) THILOSOPHICAL PROBLEMS: 
There ,can be little doubt-that retirement  for  most people presents. 

as many psychological problems as physical. The latter can be dealt 

with provided one has the .financial resources - assuming ill health 

has not intervened - and that one is prepared to face up te them. 

However, one will not face up to the physiCal problems unless one has 
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madeonels peace with the psychological problems. Such-problems are 

general and involve loss of prestige, loss of a sense'of achievement, 

of being wanted t .of companionship of ane's , feilow workers, of having 

à place - to-go each day and something that is "laid on" to do t .some 

goals to:reach, of adjustments in one's home Where the wife's routine 

may.have to be adjusted. 'None Of these need be fatal to-the enjoyment 

of retiremént,:but unless they are faced.squarely - they very well maY 

be. Butto.c6pe with them, one needs a long period of philosophical 

adjustment that can rarely be.achieved at the end of one's working 

career. 

Perhaps it is a fair deduction to say that all members  of .the 

Foreign Service — of'whatever Department — but partiCularly those.of 

.Externa1 andIndustry, Trade and  Commerce, .have a greater chance of 

coming - to the final "starting gate" well prepared and conditioned, 

'because-by the nature of their. -work they have frequently faced new 

problems, new challenges, new-conditions, met new people, seen and 

experienced other types of lives and living (after all, retirement 

is in-many ways a repetition 'of what they have been doing all their 

lives — just another posting or another-assignment in Ottawa to a 

totally different job). Perhaps, then,-one can argue that there is 

no excuse for most people in External succumbing .to this psychological 

malaise at the end of their career. Mr. Les Cannon, President-of the 

Electrical Trades Union in England, has this to  Bay: 

For those whO have a liberal education, who have come to 
anpreciate the arts, who have enjoyed a cultural life along with 
well paid , employment, who have lived in the secure knowledge of 

•  a substantial pension on retirement,there should be no problem 
except one of adjustmer4 and-this shouId.be within their power 
to resolve. 

Surely this fits neatly a definition of most employees of the Department. 

On the other hand, there is no doubt that, more than-is the case 

in many other types of employment, most EXternal Affairs employees, 

particularly officers but also staff members who are rotational have 

become accustomed to a pretty heady status when serving abroad. They 
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have, many of them, enjoyed heavy . responsibility at a fairly young 

age, they have had to learn new'skills, develop new interests, meet 

new people, coped with new life styles, aImost from the start of their 

careers. While some of these conditions will help them to meet 

retirement successfully and unafraid, the sudden loss of status and 

of belonging to the decision—making apparatus, not just of a company, 

but for their country, could be a traumatic experience that cOuld 

• sap the joy out of their retirement years. 

Perhaps the only real defence against this sort of "let down" 

is the development of a sense of humour and an adequate philosophy of 

life early in the gaine.  H. C. L. Heywood, Provost of Southwell and 

member of the "Preparation for Retirement Committee" in England 

expresses this point: "An adequate philosophy of life is something 

we can never start too soon." 

This surely is the key to this particular problem to'be faced in 

retirement and it is hardly one that the Department can do much about. 

It is the responsibility of the individual — all that the Departffient 

can do is to encourage the development of outside interests .(Section 

VI (d) ), to ensure that its handling of its people throughout their 

career is fair and understanding, and to let it be known that at the 

end their service will be appreciated and that they will not be imme-

dictely forgotten. Certainly this °adequate philosophyn cannot  corne  

about through a "crash course" at the end. 

1 
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SECTION IV 	• — 	THE RESPONSIBILITY  

A 

- In trying to.determine how far and in what way the Department 

should:go aboutlpreparing its employees for retirement l - one Must first 

:decide anthe  basic  responsibility of thelDepartment:as anemployer. 

.Some of the literature  on the subject.of - retirement, and preparation 
- 

for it, :assimes that the Welfare of its former employees is a direct . 

responsibility of the.employer. For instance,:the FinancialPost 

article on retirement  (issue of 24 June, ,1972) says that "E>pertsin. 

retirement gerontology said that industry is sadly shirking its respon-

sibilitieL to ensure the welfare of its retired employees." (It is 

asoumed here thA this goes beyond the question of  adequate pension 

plans.) :Presumablythese experts would include . most other .employers 

as well  as "industrye and almost-certainly "Government", with this 

very imrortant difference: "Government", in:comparison with private 

irdustry,  lias  ensured that its pensioners are reasonably well taken 

care of fin:Incially through its pension scheme. On the other'hand, 

Government otherwise has been  .Les:  concerned with the fate-of its 

retired.employees thm many private corporations. The point that needs 

to be considered is thelaland assumption that it is industry's.— or 

let 	s..?.y the employer': — responsibility.to  "ensure the welfare 

of its retired employees", beyond the citiestion of pensions. 

• 	 From an industry's  point of vie ,;:, - there are  a number of:oonsider- 

'ations, und since Government :as an employer must compete with industry, 

what'ineustry does 	relevant. In the first place, renSuring the 

. :.e.ifarc" must cost meney after.the employee has retired unless the 

pre—rtirencrt programme is such that it automatically "ensUres the 

welnrs" ,:.ter retirement. •Eut  ,none of us live,in isolation, much 

les:; in Canada where such a high percentage of .our:GNP  cornes  from 	- 

ëxmOrt:,, where because of our small, widelyspread population.high 

cout nf winter, demunds for parallel standards with the U.S„involving 

clor.e: -  related wage rates, - enployers are.not 'free to adopt policies 

or -.-)ro7,-me:7 tt add to costs of production. (A point raised by the 

General at the Conference Board Seminar) If industry 

'c ,nnot sdet such programmes and thus assumethe "responsibility" for 



the relfare of its former - employees alone, the civil servant has no 

more 'claim on the public purse than the citizen who works on his own 

or for private industry — particularly considerinE that the Civil . 

Service pension schemes are more generous than those of most private 

industries.  It - is only if it can be-shown that Such a programme • 

lowers costs of production by increasedAnorale and productivity that , 

such programmes'become desirable and employersjUstified crithat' 

ground alone for assuming the responsibility for "ensuring'the welfare, 

etc." 	 • 	. 

This view is probably one generally held by industry. - One of 

the leaders in this field of personal counselling in Canadian industry 

writes "Few would deny that the responsibility of solving the problem 

of adjustment (to retirement).lies uith the individual" — this . seems 

a reasorr_ible and sensible conclusion — a conclusion moreover t . that so 

far at.least 	hardly been challenged bythe  labour  Unions. 

Perhaps one of the most telling summaries cf the problem is con-

tuined in a statenent by Senator Desmond,  former  Chairman of the New 

York State Joint Legislative Committee on Problems of the Aging: 

The thermostat of true-  aging is Set by one's mind, by serenity 
of spirit, by continued g,,rorth,  and  by purposeful activity. And 
underlying these, financial security. These .are, for the most 
-part, responsibilities of. the self. One cannot legislate peace - 
of mind, nor can youthfulness be allocated like roads-and bridges 
and post offices by.leginative fiat. 

Azain to quote from Sister Et. Michael: 

...our long term aim should be a total reform of oureduca- 
tion:11 system so tht, citizens of All  ages ean learn to appreciate 

lorks . of leisure', to experience the joys. of thé volunteer 
o  helps build a good commUnity and to relish again the happi- 

ness of contemplation and crentive play....Education-shoUld build 
an  inner room of freedom in man's seuil  where he can find the 
lent:.1 .7,nd emotional energy to celebrate that life. 

the Dep:rtment cannot be held responsible for changing the 

n:tionl concept of education, its policies for handling its employees 

.dur:Lriz their. working life should be fraMed to recognize the dangers of 

thc " -.:or ethic" as  well as its good points. 



Again  - in.ithe ,teport of the "Special Senate Committec.on Aging" 

(ChaPter I, Para. '4), when ciuestioning whese responsibility'it is to 

provide for services and facilities for . à1d peciplei there is this 	' 

significant conclusion: "...the individual should be'expected tà carry 

a personal responsibility for his  Own health, welfare and happiness 

in old age  as in-earlierlife',up..to the limita of  his means and 

capacity." 

There are otherreasons why we should hot necessarily acCept 

generalized conclusions:concerning the employer's resPonsibility. 

First, we may be exaggerating the problem or rather over-evaluating 

the possibility of correcting.it insofar ,as the Department is Concerned. 

(Most studies on -the problem can present  ample  statistics to  support. 

the  theory that the majority-do net prepare and have few resources 

to fall back on when the event does occur, but it is difficultto 

determine to what extent pre-retirement counselling .has seriously 

cut into the actual - problem,'while UndoUbtedIy improving .morale and 

relations between.empIoyee and employer, .Probably -Eeternal's employees 

are no more pronetoprepare in advance than anyothers, but because 

of their type of work they should have developed more varied resources 

on  which to depend after retirement.) 

. • Secondly, the.failures are surely,more the resûlt of our:educa-

tional system and -  the wayin which society is organized as a whole, 

more.than  the  fault Of the employer. In saying that the employer has 

the zrinciple  responsibility for the:"welfare" of its'employees after 

retirement, axe : we not suggesting that the employer  -is responsible for 

the educational system and for the broad criteria under which society 

operates?  If  our educational system is-geared primarily toward edu- . 

catins people-to earn money, and if society judges a man by the success 

he inakes-of  hi  p working-career, should the employer:be held responsible 

,if,'at  the end of that career, an employee has ne'or fewiresources to 

helt him to stop work happily - simply .because the employee has found 

hanpinep:-. in devoting his whole life to -make that work satisfying and 

productive (udmittedly in his own interest'as well as that of his 



employer?) To hold that it is the employer's responsibility surely 

is to say that the employer is Tequired to alter human nature and  indeed 

to enter into the private mind of its employees. 

On the other hand, responsibility or not, the literature on the 

subject for preparation or counselling for retirement, refers again 

and again to the positive benefit s .  derived.by  those.companies who have 

shown concern and adopted counselling programmes for itsemployees for 

several years before compulsory retirement. These benefits.are reflec-

ted in better morale and therefore in productivity and in good public 

relations. "It is good business to do what you can to have your retired 

workers think well of your company." 

• This general concept is confirmed by many authorities. One may 

note  this: 

...retirement couneelling programmes have proved to be of 
pobitive value to the employer.-  This has been accomplished by 
linking, to the pension programme a service that both person-
alizes its benefits while the employee is still at work and 
convinces him that when he retires he means more to the company 
than just a clerical operation of mailing his monthly pension 
check. 	• 

While this quote is - taken from the promotional literature of 

Retirement Advisors Incorporated of New York and is designed to sell 

its programmes, the thoughts expressed are valid in the context Of 

the DepartMent. 

If then it may be generally accepted that it is natural and . 

indeed essential in the interests of good public relations and of 

good morale that the Department should be Concerned that its retired 

employees are contented and prepared to enjoy the well earned retire—

ment years, there is surely ancither aspect of the problem. The 

Department, through its investment in the rotational eMployees in 

particular, repreeented by the high cost of maintaining its missions , 

all  Over the world, the relatively large allowances and costs of -trans-

fer, has an interest in ensuring that maximum use should be 'obtained 

from this investment in other words, when an employee retires before  
the maximum age, this represents a loss of "investment" that is 
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proportionately.larger than that of the Civil Servants who are not 

rOtatiotij.l. It is therefore clearly in the interest:of the Depart- 

•ment and  of the Canadianipeople, that. , as -Iong as an employeeis in 

good.health and - interested  in. his work, he.should  carry on  to the 

• age of 65. 	 • 

There will -te - differences of opinion concerning the extent of 

this responsibility by the Department but surely-there can-be no 

argument that..it shoUld shoulder  more  than it.does now. I suggest 

the Departments responsibility might encompass the following: • 

(a) To ensure that during the working career of all•of its 

enployees, a sense of fair 'play and creditability of management is 

-developed. - (Senator Desmond's "Serenity of Spirit") 

(1) That demands on-,its employees are not such as to discourage  AF
, 

. 

the de7elopment of outside interests • in the best interests of the 

Department. It should -therefore encourage 'B.S far as practicable its  

CMDloyees to =vein and out of the Department for reasonable cause. % 

(c) That each employee is given adequate warning of the compul- 	 , 	mi  
sory retirement date and advisedto prepare for retirement, told-how ' 

and where to seek advice if needed, given complete - data:of  the  finan-

cial assets that will be available on retirement — pension, severance 

may, Old Age Security, Canada Pension Plan,- pnemployment Insurance, 

medical coverage, etc..., 	well before the Compulsory - retirement date. _ 

(d) - That the actual retirementiprocedures  'are efficient, coMplete. 

and -lbove all "human" — not coldly mechaniCal. - 

(e)That after retirement j  tO keep track  of its'employees,  provide 

for Departmental counselling if required, and make it clear that the 

ide' of former  employees will be welcoMed by the.Department. 	. 

(f) ro use insofaras possible-the experience, intelligence and 

interest  of its former employee's thrOugh Contract or voluntary work 

in fieldr .7here their service  has given theM expertise and knowledge. 

The adontion of some sort of prograffime to Meet these several 

rernonribilitier in not accepting the responsibility for the eMployees , 

 herp:Lnecs or welfare.in retirement, but it  is pointing to the respon-

sibility to uarn, to show interest and compassion. 

w 3>à. 
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- Theoc very broad responsibilities, if properly carried out, 

should not add significantly to the cost of administration but should 

add appreciably to the morale of all ranks. But, having ensured 

through its pension plans', retirement benefits, etc., that its employees 

are provided for , financially, in the final analysis, the "responsibility 

for the welfare of the employees of the Department:after retirement 

should rest with each former employee; it is the Department's respon—' 

sibility to make it possible and desirable for each employee to 

exercise and to want to exercise that responsibility. 

It will be noted that in Section II of Mr. Wood's report to Mr. 

H. D. Clark of the Treasury Board one of the recommendations made is 

that there should be a meeting to establish (among other things) "the 

degree of responsibility the Government, as employer, should under-

take" (in this field of pre—retirement training). I suggest that the 

foregeing might well be considered.an appropriate framework for 

consideration. 





I .  
SECTION V 	- 	THE EXTENT OF THE PROBLEM 

If one considers the nurnber of people retiring from External 

Affairs as a problem, its magnitude is illustrated by the attached 

graph and table. Briefly, this shows that in terms of numbers, 

the "problem" grows fairly rapidly until the 	 Within 

the next, five years the numbers retiring at 65 rise from 13 to 29 

in 1977 but by 1987 they amount to 64 when they begin to fall off. 
The graph of the rotational ernployezs, whose problems are undoubt-

edly different in -emphasis from those in static emulovment, 

follows roughly the same trend. As a mile of thumb, it may be 

assumed that about half the Department's employees at any one 

time are rotational, but in general most of those corning to 

retirement probably do so when serving in Ottawa. If, however, 

the process of preparing for retirement is to start say, five 

years back, then 'whatever system is developed must be geared to 

handle those serving abroad  as well as those  in  

Of course, there will be a number who will retire before the 

age of 65, either to take other employment_or for health reasons 

so that the exact year-to-year numbers are unimportant; they simply 

give some indication of trends.  Those taking voluntary early 

retirement for reasons other than health may be considered as 
needing less counselling, but they will need full information 

concerning what their "assets" will be after retirement just, as 

much as those going the full route. In any case, to a large 

extent it, may be accepted that the majority of employees will 

continue to expect, to carry on until they reach the age of 65, 

though this assumpt.ion may not be valid in the near  future  if  
trends toward early retirement throughout our society continue. 

It is too early to assess the effect that lowering the volun-

tary ret,irement age to 55 will  have on employees, (voluntary 

retirement at 55 is without any actuarial adjustment, to pensions 

as long as a person has a minimum of 30 years' service. There 

is still no limit by years of service at age 60 to qualify for 

a fully earned pension at that date.) It. would seem -that, as long 
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_ 
as there is a severe unemployment problem coUpled with the emphasis 
on youth in hiring practices, the lowered voluntary retirement age 

should not have too much effect. Moreover, with the escalation of 

salaries that has occurred and  will  continue to occur in keeping 
j with the inflationary trend in general,  the  temptation to "hang. 	. 	II 
on" might also be expected to delay retirement (off-set perhaps 

by the knowledge that with increasing income the income tax rate 

rapidly increases alSo, SO that an employee may have the feeling 	 11 
that it is hardly worthwhile to work the extra years to. add signi- 

ficantly to his pension:) 

However, these numbers should not be treàted as an "External" 
problem in isolation because, if anything far reaching and drastic 

is done by the Department in the field of retirement counselling 

and the intelligent use of its retired persons, then sUch policies 
and actions should be adopted and worked out in co-ordination-with 

ot.her  Departments having rotational personnel, and therefore l - with 11. 
similar problems and opportunities. In addition, while the terms 	 II 
of reference cover a study of the problems of Canadian-based 

members of the Department,any recognition that - retirement counsel- 

- ling and procedures need drastic overhaul should carry with it a 
recognition that the same solutions should also be applied and the 	 1/ 
policies adapted for the hundreds of loyal and efficient "locally 	R Le ele 
employed" persons throughout the world. 

The graph therefore, is simpioy the tip of an iceberg, showing 
-a trend, but not by any means the depth of the problem. Moreover, 

this trend is not:just a Departmental one but a National and  even 

a world-wide trend. For we - are living in an_age Of rapidly 
• shrinking family size, so that-the population pyramid is'steadily 
growing top-heavy. We, in Canada, in company with other developed 

countries, are "becoming a society  of  elders". This represents one 

-of the most important Changes in society in centuries and one that 

will have à profound effect on the treatment  of and regard for 

elder citizens ln the near future. 
I/ 
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In addition, there is probably some trend toward totally new 
conceptions of "work" and "leisure"  as exemplified  by the experi- 

ments being conducted in the United States, and probably to a 

lesser extent in Canada, with a four. Or even three day work week, 

-with  longer -hours to make up approximately the same.number of 

working hoUrs per week. In Canada, Imperial Oil ls reported in 

a recent -magazine article to-find thatsuch-a pattern-is working 

out. very Well in increased productivity and improved morale. 

Should such a system of work gain general acceptance, presumably 

it will.have its effect on Civil Service methods and demands. 

It will also bring with it.an  automatic change in attitude toward 

the use of leisure.-- - hopefully one that will reduce  the trauma 

of switching from total work to  total leisure that tendsto occur 

now on retirement, all:of which points toward the need for re-

'thinking the -  role of the employer tOward the retirement proceas. 

In the,case of the Department,•the fact -that. the numbers involved 

may not be-particularly large does not'take away.from the morale 

effect throughout the service of seeing that those.persons retiring 

are'dealt with sympatheticaliY and-effiCiently. In fact, because 

the numbers are relatively few, the- - possibility of dealing with 

the problem wdth a personal touch.and with more effectiveness is 

more manageable. 
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to be done in the earlier years must be done by "stealth". Thils, 

in looking at the "tools", one should not focus only an those 

most obvious ones, but look at the whole work philosophy of the 

Department and also at the procedures for  handling people before 

retirement. For if a person has the intelligence and initiative 

to plan in advance and to be able to meet the transition to 

retirement without difficulty, he still needs the sympathetic  and 

understandin .  Without this, he cannot 

carry out his planning effectively. Moreover, if he meets indif-

ference at the end of his career, the bloom will be off his 

retirement in that he will carry with him a sense of grievance 

aeinst Government  service. 

Direct efforts at pre—retirement preparation that are current-

ly being used in Government and industry principally develop around 

some form of counselling. This may take the form of "in—plant" 

group discussion meetings, personal, individual_enunselling,  or 

contracturai service from a professional private counselling  

organization. Other indirect forms of preparation — and by being 

indirect, no less effective — may be listed as: 

(a) Urious forms of "sabluticel_igere  

(b) TIEfileLeff 
(c) Post—retirement liaison 
(d) Irse of pensioners after retirement 

Counselling: 

In Section II and the related appendices, considerable detail 

is given concerning the types Of group counselling courses- being 

offered in Canada,  the United States and Britain. There - is also 

some detail on how the various private firms organize individual 

personal oounselling. Full information concerning the professional 

private counselling Services available in  Canada and the United 

States is also given. 

Insofar  as  group counselling courses are concerned, this is 

the method principally used by those Departments of Government in 

Ottawa that have•gone into the question of pre—retirement training. 

Also in the United States, - Government Departments there make wide 
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u«Se of this method. Most of these Departments supplement the 

courses with considerable pminted literature, including booklets 

specially prepared by each Department giving considerable infor-

mation on the financial assets evailable through the various pen-

sion schemes and warnings about the pit-falls of retirement. But 

none of them in Canada and few in the United States have regular 

personal counselling programmes. To that extent, the Government 

trend differs from industry where personal counsellinistdoubt-

edly more widely used than group counselling  - again  se Section 

II. Although all Government Departments in Ottawa that have 

started courses report good reception and attendance record, this 

has not been the generalexperience of private industry. 

It may be significant that when the Workmen's Education 

•  Association circularized seventy firms in the Toronto area 

advising them of the availability of their course this year, 

asking them to draw this to the attention of their employees, 

the Association received no candidates from their circular. One 

worker experienced in this field of gerontology and in the prob-

lems of preparation for retirement, expressed the view that indus-

try in Canada generally has found that when they have tried to 

set up such courses within their own organization, the attendance 

has been poor with a high percentage of drop-outs before the end. 

In organizing the courses for the first time this year Canada 

Packers sent out invitations to employees betwèen the ages of 60 

and 65. Some 21 out of 60 of the salaried classes responded, but 

only 15 out of 114 hourly employees showed interest. These 

courses are held after work from 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. 

On the other hand, the'courses operated by the UAW in the 

United States with the automobile companies reported that 864 

Of those who had taken the courses were satisfied with retirement 

compared to 70> of those who had not. The three principal benefits 

from the courses were listed as: 1. Reducing dissatisfaction 

with retirement; 2. Reducing worry over health; and 3. Encour-

aging participants to engage in all kinds of activity. (These 
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figures are not particularly conclusive in the context of our 

problem. In the first place, they apply mostly to manual labourers, 

and secondly, it may be presumed that:those volunteering for the 

courses are the men with sufficient initiative and intelligence 

to make the best of retirement in anycase - they have used the 

courses to help them plan, the need for which they recognize). 

Insofar as private industry is concerned, the technique of 

company-provided courses seems not to be used to any appreciable 

extent, either in Canada or in the United States, the University 

. of Michigan:sponsored COurses.being the exception. The trend 

here, if there is any trend,,appears to be away from courses and 

toward more complete personal counselling. The Labour Gazette 

of September 1971 summarized the subject as follows: 

• In North America, industry's approach to preparing 
workers for retirement is confined largely to individual 
counselling, explanation of pension provisions and, in 
the case of a worker who reqUests guidance, a number of 
interviews to discuss specific problems. -There are 
indications, however, t naznies_2ihatmorecot -ebe'in 
to introduce the group-discussion  type of program. 

If these courses are well prepared, there can-be no question 

that they are of great.help to people who are  retiring and who 

may be at a loss to know how to start to prepare. In themselves, 

they are not alone the answer to the whole problem and it would 

be the greatest - mistake to assume that by setting up a Departmental 

"course" the problem has been solved. Such courses do not and will 

not reach the people who have made rwork" their exclusive life 

interest. It,is unrealistic to expect a person who has spent a 

working life of 30-40 years exclusively oriented toward his work, 

for his friends, his interests and his'philosophizing, to have 

his outlook changed by a few lectures spread over a few weeks 

before he is actually cut adrift from what has been his almost 

total "raison d'%tre" up to"then. The problem goes deeper than 

therapy at the end of a career. 



It will be argued that courses offered by each Department  

haVe more appeal and will be more effective because the members 

of each Department have their own particular problems bred by 

the type of work and life they have had, plus the fact that the 

compenionship of ane's own fellow workers on such courses may 

lead to more productive discussions. I suggest that this argu-

ment 'should be  put aside, certainly in the case of External 
Affairs. .For those who are on the non-rotational list, their 

careers and life in Ottawa will not have been too much different 

from those of any other citizen, but for those on the rotational 

list, it is precisely because they will have to meet new situ-

ations in retirement that the fellowship of other Canadians 

attending courses should in itself start the ,tiecompression" 

process. 

Although those courses now being offered by other Departments 

are during working hours and at no charge to the attendees, it is 

surely difficult to justify such "largesse". .To do so is to 

offer Civil Servants further benefits at the tax payer's expense, 

benefits which are not available to most non-Civil Servants. Most 

courses offered by private industry are at the end of the working 

day or one hour on, and one hour off. Moreover, when such courses 

are offered during working hours, this must be an admission that 

the Department concerned is aver-staffed. There is the other 

consideration which is that, if such courses are offered without 

cost to the applicant and if that applicant is not prepared to 

lay out a nominal amount and attend on his own time, surely then 

he or she is not particularly interested in the content and is 

less likely to be affected by what the course offers. This may 

be a cynical approach, but that does not make it unrealistic. 

There is also a danger that if each, or many more, Departments 

in Ottawa adopt their own courses, the quality will almost inevi-

tably deoLine and the cost of operation increase considerably. 

There are not many experts available to give guidance an the 

subjects discussed. Certainly there are not many knowledgeable 

of the facts who can also develop the subject in such a wayas 



ta encourage active participation by the attendees. So far, in 

Ottawa, most of these "experts"  have  given their time without 

remuneration, but if the demands grow the situation will change. 

Furthermore, there is a danger of disorder and duplication 

that will not reflect favourably on the Civil Service  or on the 

concept of pre-retirement training courses. In Chapter I of the 

report of the Senate Committee on Aging, when stressing the need 

for co-ordination of the efforts to deal with the problems of 

the aged, there is this paragraph: 

Some disorder is to be expected in the early stages of 
any important undertaking, but if this disorder continues 
unduly, especially in an area as many-sided and complex as 
that of aging, there is an increasing risk of ineffective-
ness and failure. 

While these passages were written with particular reference 

to the "aged", nevertheless surely they are equally valid if 

applied to those who are about to retire or who have just retired 

from within the Civil Service generally. Independent actions in 

the way of group counselling courses by Departments may well 

create unnecessary duplication, rivalry and discontent within the 

Departments of Government and dissatisfaction and jealousy within 

the general public at what may be regarded as over-protection and 

molly-coddling of Civil Servants. 

What seems preferable is to encourage employees to attend 

such courses some time before retirement, on  their own time and 

at their own expense - after all, they will be in receipt of a 

substantial severance pay which is hardly ever duplicated in the 

private sector. It may be significant that in answer to the 

questions concerning whether those who have retired over the last 

three years would be interested in taking such a course, 15 out 

of 24 replied positively, and all of those said that they would 

have attended after work at their own expense. Admittedly, the 

only course so far available in Ottawa and open for general 	. 

enrolment is that given by the Ontario Department of Education, 



but with advance planning those based in Ottawa should be able 

to arrange attendance. 

Alternately, it would seem preferable and more equitable to 

establish such courses in Ottawa and wherever the demand exists for 

all people after the working day and for a reasonable fee. There 

• should be no difficulty in setting up such programmes, not only in 

Ottawa, but elsewhere, where nuffibers would justify them. The 

Ontario Department of Education'has had the experience to run such 

an operation and the universities should be willing to "weigh 

in" if the project is broad enough in scope. .........ha».21.1_m_Peitreas 

Board, acting for Government, could work with the provinces and the 

universities to establish such courses and courses to train 

counsellors. 

To repeat, however, tàese courses are only one of the tools 

that can be used in this whole question of preparation for retire-

ment. It would seem as if they will be useful to those who have 

had the foresight to think about retirement and to be determined 

to prepare for it, but in themselves they are not enough. Mr. 

H. L. Douse, who is one of the prime movers and organizers of the 

course offered by the Ontario Department of Education in Ottawa, 

admits that the courses do need personal counselling within each 

Department to supplement the Eeneral information available from 

the courses. It seems clear that it is this personal counselline  

that really is at the root of the problem. Depending on how well 

it is done and with what sense of interest by "management" in its 

employees, will dividends be gleaned in the way of improved morale 

within the Department - and, of course, employees materially helped 

to bridge the gap from an active life to a "second careeuM,  in 

retirement. 

Sorne personal_"nassport" or "retirement handbook" seems to  

be a most useful, if not essential, adjunct to any group counsel-

ling course or to any personal counselling programme. There is 

no reason why such a book should not be prepared for general use 



by all Departments, thereby cutting costs of production and 

eliminating unnecessary duplication of effort. This might well 

be a co-ordinating role or the Treasury Board or of the Public 

Service Commission. Attached to this Section is a list of some 

subjects that should be included in any such book. 

As  raï as the Department  and  personal counselling is'con-

cerned, under Section III (a)  I  have suggested  setting up a  coun-

selling office, preferably under a retired senior officer. In 

Section VIII, 1 have elaborated on what such an officer should' 

do and suggested therein a procedure for counselling all employees 

starting  rive  years before each reaches the age of 65. 

The commercial.-coungelling offered by Paramount Retirement 

Counselling of Montreal ds undoubtedly well-peepared and managed, 

but it is expensive and would not supply.thepersonal link that 

I believe is so essential in any programme developed by the 

Department. 

In summary, I believe that the Department should not develop  

any group counselling courses of its. own; it should support any  

initiative by Treasury Board to set up courses open  to all  

Canadians; it should encourage its employees to attend  these an  

their own time at their own expense; and  that it should concen-

trate on developing a separate counselling office under the direc- 

tion of a retired senior officer (if possible),  and that through 

that °Mee, a regular retirement procedure should be developed 

that will be a very real help to all employees in bridging the 

gap and inculcating a feeling that the Department is grateful for 

past services and concerned about his future and that he has all 

Possible help in meeting it. We need not be overly influenced 

by -the fact that Washington  uses "the course method" widely. 

Most of these courses are given for very large numbers, whereas 

all experts point tO the futility of trying to cope.  with numbers 

over 30 or 40 at the most. On paper, these pre-retirement 

training courses being used so widely in Washington may look as 

if much is being done; in praCtice, I suggest that'it is better 

than nothing but not as good as-it looks. 



SUBJECTS:THAT SHOULD BE INCLUDED IN CIVIL SERVICE RETIREMENT HANDBOOK  

TO BE ISSUED FIVE YEARS BEFORE RETIREMENT AND AGAILONE YEAR BEFORE 

• Naine,  Department, dates showing taken an strength, struck off 
strength 

2. Superannuation benefits: 
(a) how .  calculated 
(b) survivor benefits 
(c) built-in cost of living increase - now 2% per year 
(d) table allowing blanks for highest six years' salary to 

be entered and calculation of superannuation 
(e) where to report change of address to DSS and to write 

for information on superannuation after retiring 
(1 income tax liability if resident outside Canada 
(g conditions under which annuity affected by contractual 
• work for Federal Government after retirement 

3. Old Age Security: 
(a) amount with cost of living increment 
(b) eligibility for self and wife 
(c) need to apply six months before 65th birthday and how 

' 	to apply . 

(d) explanation that with acknowledgment of eligibility 
will receive document to determine whether entitled 
to Canada Pension Plan 

(e) eligibility for self and wife if resident abroad 
(f) failure to apply allows only one year retroactive 

payment 

4. Canada/Quebec Pension Plan and Unemployment Insurance: 
(a explanation of tie-in with superannuation 
(b with Unemployment Insurance 	. 
(c for calculation of anount and deduction from super-

annuation, refer to CPP office, Ottawa or to QPP office, 
Hull 

(d) survivor benefits 
(e) effect on payments if gainful employment undertaken 

after 65 
(f) explanation that not affected by residence abroad 
(g) Unemployment Insurance regulations - brief explanation 

5. Medical and Insurance Plans: 
(a) list various plans and indicate in which coverage held 

by each employee 
(h) list optional benefits held 
(c) explanation of which plans carried into retirement, 

reductions or elimination of premium payments at 65 
or changes before 
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(d) 

(e) 

(f)  

1 
1 
1 

brief note explaining what each plan covers, where to 
write for information, where and how to write for 
information, where and how to make claims 

effect of residence abroad on each plan, how and where 
to obtain payment for claims 

NOTE: "The Passport to New Horizons" has an excellent 
layout covering most of these medical/insurance 
plans. 

list of all provincial authorities to whom persons 
should apply regarding transfer of their Ontario 
medical insurance schemes if they retire outside that 
province 

6. Severance eay: 
(a) how calculated and when paid 
(b) how taxed, i.e. as lump sum or as Registered Retirement 

Savings Plan 
(c) need to sign option under (b) before payment can be 

made and state when employee will be asked to do this 
(d) advise consulting Trust or Insurance Company to work 

out relative tax position, lump sum VS R.S.P. - no 
charge is made for this service 

7. List deductions from salary that will continue from superannu-
ation, unless employee wishes otherwise. 

8. General paragraphs an income tax, warning that when taxes are 
deducted at source, this is not usually the total, since it does 
not take into account total income (i.e. any income arising from 
personal savings, etc.). Therefore, in estimating income after 
retirement, calculate total income tax or consult Trust Company if 
in doubt. Include information on income tax including capital 
gains  tax, when a Dersons retires outside Canada. 

9. Brief reference to inheritance tax, Federal and Provincial, 
capital gains tax, when husband or wife dies and when both die, 
if resident in Canada or if resident abroad. 

10. Include table to be filled in by employee showing all income 
now and at retirement, with estimated deductions for tax. 

11. Benefits to Senior Citizens: Reference to reduced fares 
cefered by C.N. and C.P. for travel in Canada by people 65 and 
over and local transportation, theatre, etc. reductions in some 
cities - apply to Municipal Governments for details. 

12. Health: Brief warning about need for annual check-up from 
60 onwards. Thorough check-up on retirement. Advice an exercise, 
diet. 
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13. Where to retire: Some warning about following the sun - 
reference to importance of people, familiar surroundings over 
location. Suggest books to read. Consider costs of living and 
local tax rates. Advise where to find information, incl. Da.S. 
publications. 

14. Use of leisure: -Warn about,need of mental stimulation. If 
 interested, new:full time or part timeemployment. .List few 

agencies -CESO,.0r.FAM,  etc., but  say - full lie. Dfreervices 
, available on demand. - 

15. Legal: Advise need to make wills, choosing executors. 

16. List of useful reading material available; perhaps send out 
Royal Bank Letter. "Today is The First Day of. the Rest of Your 
Life" - the only book written for Canada - should be referred to 
as available an demand. 

17. Lists of organizations offering further opportunity for 
service such as CESO and OrFAM, or that might help in finding 
employment if that were desired. See Appendices C and D. (There 
will be others that could be added.) 

•  18. Blank space for superannuation number and name, title and 
address of contact officer in Department of Supply and Services 
to whom enquiries on superannuation after retirement should be 
addressed. 

19. Ruled page for listing Social Security number, insurance 
policy numbers, credit card numbers, etc. 

20. A warning concerning security, disclosure of information, 
after retirement. 

NOTE: The compilation of this information for all Civil Servants 
'Mead not be difficult. Excellent work has already been done by 
several Departments from which most of the foregoing may be extrac-
ted: Department of Supply and Services "Passport to New Horizons"; 
Marine Services, Ministry of Transport "Planning your Retirement"; 
Post Office "1971 You and Your Employee Benefits"; Indian Affairs 
and Northern Development "Pre-retirement Planning and Preparation"; 
Mampower and Immigration document not available but a most thorough-
going analysis of information needed on retirement. These docu-
ments are included in the docket "Canadian Government Department 
and Agency Papers". There are also many useful guides included in 
"Canadian Corporation Papers". 

11 
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Sabbatical 	Leavel,.. 	• 
Even though the : nOrmal Occupations of an employee of the 

Department should - help in developing outside interests, there is 

still much to be gained by•further encouraging  diversification 

during the.working career - gains both for the individual and for 

the Department. Already this is recognized in principle by the 

assignMent of officers to various , universities•for  a spell of 

auty, and by the arrangements for "Education Leave". -  However, 

tnis last appears.to  be more directed toward up-grading the employ-

ee's eaucationai standards in order to improve his possibilities 

of advancement in the service. 

I suggest that this question be looked at with a much wider  

perspective..  Perhaps it may be argued that this does not really 

come within the terms of reference of this study, but since it is 

part of a solution looking at indirect preparation during the 

whole of one 's  career, I hope it will be considered seriously in 

the development of.any pre-retirement programme. 

In Section II and the related Appendix, reference.is  made to 

the way in which XEROX encourages its.employees to apply for 

leave to join various relief organizations outside of the United 

-States, while guaranteeing their promotion rights within the 

company. They argue that when such people come back-they are 

better employees of the company. I suggest this same technique 

might be followed by the Department. Most officers, when poSted 

abroad, almost of necessity mainly-deal with and come to know 

their "opposite numbers" in the host.country; they have little 

chance of mingling extensively with the general public. By 

spending time with these various relief organizationS they.Will 

learn to look  at the problems from "a marm's eye view" — not a: 

bad lesson for a diplomat. 

But this principle should be expanded. In Canada, we have 

few experts in some of the less familiar subjects not Common to • 

Canada - archaeology, ancient pottery, etc. In certain countries 

With a difficult language - such as Japan fbr example r where the 
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language can only be learned properly by, say, a two year exten-

sive course while "off the job"; we might combine this in-depth 

language training with a thorough study of some art form.  Sup-

posing an officer showed a genuine interest - the development of 

Japanese pottery from its earliest forms to the present. He might 

be given two years'to live with a Japanese family, to study the 
language, and at the same time concentrate on Japanese pottery. 

When  it was all over, he would not only be an expert Japanese 

speaker, but he would have an insight into the Japanese character 

and attitudes that could never be developed by normal attachment 

to the Embassy. Moreover, Canada would have gained an expert in 

a field where few experts exist-on retirement his services 

should be very much in demand for the further development of this 

particular interest. Other forms of this sort of activity of 

more direct application might be to assign an officer in the same 

way but to concentrate on a study of the Japanese credit eystem 

while learning the language. There are simply two examples used 

to illustrate an idea - there are, of course, endless opportu-

nities for developing the idea in other fields and in other 

countries. 

Tapering Off: 

Since one of the problems met on retirement is the abrupt 

change in activity and in status, from one of total occupation 

and position to one of leisure and non-status, the more this 

division can be blurred the better. Some companies are already 

doing this at the executive level and on the work bench; when 

their people find that they  cari no longer keep up the accustomed 

pace, they are given less onerous tasks, sometimes cutting down 

on the work week, with of course correspondingly less pay. 

It is difficult to see how this tapering off could be put 

into effect in the Civil Service, with its rigid work rules, but 

perhape those who do not feel up to accepting the'responsibility 
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of managing a post abroad or a division might  welcome assignments 

on specific research  projects, possibly in the historical division,  

though not necessarily on subjects related to historical research. 

Such assignments could well be for full time. If a person pre-

ferred to further cut his work load, he could opt for early retire—

ment on the  understanding that he would continue to work on a  

contract basis. 

PostRetirement Liaison: 

Most large private corporations have some sort of post—retire-

ment organization (See Appendix B) through which they keep contact 

with their former employees and through-which the latter find some 

stimulating activities that provide a continuing sense s 'of belong-

ing, note particularly Bell'e Pioneer Club.  Such elaborate 

organizations and systems probably would not be supported by the 

relatively few former employees Of the Department, but one of the 

responsibilities of the "Retirement Office" -(Section VIII) would 

be to establish somé form of communication with the Department's 

former employeee, at least to keep a record of  their whereabouts, 

and see that those who wish to receive Departmental Bulletins Or  

press releases do so. The Office might also-possibly eventually 

develop some sort of bulletin recording the doings of the "veter-

ans".  This  Office might also be the focal point to which all 

retired persons would be welcomed and to which appeals for advice 

or'help would be directed. 

There may be occasions aleo when the retired people from 

External should be invited to  attend certain  Departmental func-

tions — for example,- the opening of the new External Affairs 

Building. 

To facilitate this sense of belonging, all EXternal's people 

when retiring should be issued an I.D. card certifying their years 

of service. This would be used to facilitate entry into EXternal 

offices or Canadian Missions abroad — similar to the card issued 
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by the.State Department, sample included in docket 	Govern- 

ment Publications". 

Use of Pensionners After Retirement: 

The more extensive and imaginative use of EXternal's people 

after retirement should be one of the principal components of 

any retirement programme put into operation by the Department. 

This is developed in Section III (d). 

I  

1 
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SECTION  VII CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT 

Up until recently, it has been a generally accepted fact 

that almost no matter how unsuited to Foreign Service, or how 

inefficient an employee turned out to be, he or she could and did 

(and perhaps may continue to do so?) go the full route, even 

without much promotion, but being shifted from one job to another 

and from one post abroad to another. If we are to deal satis-

factorily with this retirement problem, it is of the greatest 

importance that it be tackled from the start and  not anly at the 

end. 

At the present time, officers and staff joining the Depart-

ment are theoretically subject,to one year's probation. This is 

both unsatisfactory and unrealistic. EVen if the option were 

conscientiously exercised, which almost invariably it is not, it 

would still be unsatisfactory because it is not possible within 

a year to judge whether a new recruit is suitable or mentally 

conditioned towards Foreign Service. He or she is usually kept 

in Ottawa for at least a year on joining, so that even if his 

work technically seems sound, there is no way of judging how he 

and his family will react to Foreign Service - how can he or she 

adapt to making a new home in a strange land, possibly strange 

language, no built-in social environment, etc. How will the 

recruit adapt to working perhaps in a small mission where even 

as nlow man on the,totem pole, he may have to shoulder sudden 

responsibilities that may be bewildering, where he must adapt to 

the idiosyncrasies of only a very few colleagues from Canada and 

a feW ulocale whose .  lifestyle may be totally different from 

anything he has experienced before. How will he react to a 

”difficult" head of post, knowing that he has really not much 

hore of relief for at least two years? Perhaps the head of post 

will be incompatible with the new recruit so that the latter 

receives a poor rating, yet in fact both may be blameless, for 

one cannot force compatibility and therefore sympathetic under-

standing on personalities that may be mutually abrasive. 
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L The solution to such a problem should include: 

(a) The probationary period should be extended to five 
years. 

(b) The probationary period should be used, and those 
employees who do not show that they are suited to 
Foreign Service or whose competence does not 
otherwise prove up to standard should be forced 

- to resign at the end of or during the understood 
probationary period. 

(c) Subsequently, if_during the career.of anemployee, 
should it be shown that he or she is no longer 
producing efficiently, or proving unable to cope 
with living ana working abroad, he or she should 
be asked to resign. (Such a "dismissal" for in-. 
efficiency clearly would have to incluàe adequate 
warning and provide an appeal procedure.) 

While these recommendations do not directly relate to prepar-

ation for retirement, indirectly they do. By weeding out consci-

entiously during the five year probationary period l -and systema-

tically from then an when efficiency falls below normal expec-

tations, the number of times that an employee reaches retirement 

with an unsatisfactory  record of service, end therefore almost 

certainly with a sense of grievance, will be sharply reduced. 

If this breaking down of the traditional, almost iron-clad 

job security in the Department is somewhat radical, for'that 

reason it should not be rejected. Already in the.Armed Services, 

this.principle is standard practice among officer ranks. Also, 

as reported in Section II, the  State Department in Washington 

follows just such a system, Which is not in rorce in other .branches 

of the Civil Service. Surely, the benefits to be gained by the 

adoption of these principles would justify any temporary conster-

nation. 
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:SECTION VIII - 	THE  PERSONNEL CCUNSF7X.ING OFFICE.AND 
RETIREMENT-PROCEEURES 

In Section III (a), the suggestion . is made that the best way 

to carry- out.personal counselling in-a systematic and thorough , wey 

. would be thaappointment of a Personal:Gounselling'Officer, who 

Ipteferably should be a retired senior-officer with a good record  

of personnel management, but mbo had not been associated  with the 

Personnel DiviSion within the Department. -Admittedly, these may 

be difficult conditions to fulfill since few officers are retiring 

each - year, but it is an important point. It is anly when a person 

has leisure  and  experience, freed from the built-in discipline of 

 beinuan. employee, that one has freedom:to - contemplate, appreciate 

and, most -important, to criticize, but with maturity and judgment, 

and mith his own job :prospects  unaffected by . the criticism put 

formard. If such an bfficer is not available, perhaps•one can be 

Hfound.,:whd would be prepared to take early retirement in order to  

set up this office under contract-and .  here  the, point  is important 

enough to argue with Treasury Board that his salary should be 

considered without reference to his pension, because it.is upon 

- operation of this small unit that the success or failure of a pre- 

and postretirement counselling programme depends. 

(a) The duties of such an officer will be: • . 

1. To devise a retirement procedure and to work with the Treaaury 
Board or deSignated agency to produce a -"retirement handbook" for 
use throughout the Civil Service. Suggestions for the contents 
are  outlined in Section VI under "Counselling". There are many 
sources that will help in the production of such a handbOOk, such  as: 

"PasspOrt to  New Horizons'  Department of Supply  and Services  
"Planning Your Retirement" - - Marine.Services,Sinistry Of Transport 
"1971 You and Your EmployeaBenefits" - Post Office 

."Pre-retirement Planning and'Preparation" -lIndian Affairs and 
•Northern Development 

"Instruction Policies" - Manpower and Iffimigration for personnel 
advisors and trainers 

"Retiring . Soon" - Ontario Welfare Council 
. "A Guide to Services" - Ontario Welfare•Council 
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"Thur  Northern Electric Benefits Program' - Northern Electric Co., 
Montre al  

"Your Retirement Handbook" - Bell Canada 
"Your Bell Canada Benefits Program" - Bell Canada 
"Your Bridge to the Future" - IBM, Canada 
"Are You Planning on Living the Rest of Your Life" - Globe Insur-

ance Co., Chicago 
"Towards Retirement" - Civil Service Department, London 
"Retirement Planning Program" - R.C.A., New York 
"Transition - a Guide to Retirement" - State Department, Washington 

Copies of most of these booklets and others are included in the 
docket containing various papers related to this report. Much of 
the content is repetitious but some cf the formats are interesting 
and bear studying for ideas. 

2. He will be the one  link in the Department between the employee 
in questions of retirement and the various divisions within the 
Department. Having set -up a procedure, he will be responsible for 
its execution, though the details reauired concerning pension, etc., 
entitlement will continue to be,developed by the appropriate 
divisions. 

3. He will set up a library of booklets and information dealing 
with all facets of retirement and preparation for it, and see to 
it that those retiring have access to it and know about its contents. 

4. He will establish liaison with CIDA and outside agencies that 
might.be  interested in the services of retiring officers or staff 
of the Department. (reference Appendix D) 

5. He will also maintain liaison with the universities, CIDA, 
Canadian Club and other groups who might be interested in hearing 
from recently retired officerS - a speaker's bureau, in fact. 

6. He will set up a register of all retired people and try to 
keep track of them. He might also consider setting up a "bene-
volent fund" by asking for volunteers to agree to a certain annual 
deduction of pay equal to X number of minutes per month - the 
fund to be used to help any ex-employee in distress, to send 
flowers or designated donations at time of death, etc. 

7. Possibly, as time goes on to develop a regular bulletin 
reporting on doings of former employees in retirement. 

8. Any other activities'that may be required to see that in the 
preparation for retirement, each employee is given all the help 
and consideration that he may need - short of providing advice 
Concerning what he should-do and where he should do it - that is 
each person's own responsibility. 
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• 	(b) The Procedure: 

1. Five years before each person reaches retirement, each person 
will Teceive a personal note signed by the Under-Secretary, thank-
ing him for his past services, warning him that under statutary 
regulations he will be required to retire on (date). The letter 
will also make clear that a similar letter goes out to each 
person around his 60th birthday, and that this • is not related in 
any way to his future promotion or to early retirement - it is 
Just a warning so that he will beginthinking about retirement 
and preparing for it. It should be emphasized that this is not 
an attempt to interfere in his personal actions or decisions, 
but that the letter is inspired by the knowledge that experience 
and researchers show that those that make adequate preparation 
generally,  have a happier and more productive  retirent.  

It would go an to say that the Department has set up a Person-
nel Counselling Office under  (naine), a recently retired senior 
officer of the Service with a distinguished record (I) whose 
sole responsibility is to see that each person is given full 
information on pension and other assets to which the addressee 
will be entitled when he retires. Se is also there to answer, 
or to find where the answer may be obtained, any other questions 
related to retirement that may occur to the employee. Finally, 
the letter will say that (name, the Counsellor) is writing to 
give the factual information on his particular pension etc. 
position and other information that may be of interest. 

This letter would be prepared by the Counsellor, after con-
sulting with the Under-Secretary, to ascertain if he would like 
to include any particular personal note that might relate to past 
service together or other circumstances. 

2. The Counsellor will send a letter over his signature, refer-
ring to the USSEA's letter, and giving as much information as 
Possible, as outlined in Section VI - Counselling, either in the 
form of a completed "Retirement Handbook" or given separately if 
such a handbook is not available. It will be necessary to ensure 
that the addressee fully understands that the pension, etc. 
information given is based on his present salary, but that this 
is not meant to suggest in any way that it has any bearing on 
his promotion during the next five years nor ,  to the actual amount 
of pension etc. be will receive then. The figures are given 
early so that from now on he will be able to calculate with  saine 

 degree of accuracy as changes in salary occur, what he will end 
up with. 

3. This letter will also be accompanied by a copy of the "Royal 
Bank Letterd' attached (or some other equally sound short summary 
as time develops new sources), and a list of publications avail-
able on demand, with particular reference to "Today is the First 
Day of the Rest of Your Life". (Copies of tnis should be sent 
to all of the large mission libraries, at least one library in 
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Retirement: 

THE TIME TO ANSWER "What Then ?" is before the day 
of retirement comes. That may not be due until one 
reaches sixty -or sixty-five, but at forty a person 
should be learning about it and developing the ex-
pertise to cope with it and accumulating the necessities 
to make it comfortable. 

When a child arrives at the age to go to school, 
when the youth enters high school or university, 
when the man or woman takes a first. job and gets 
married: these are not thought of as age tombstones, 
but as events in the stream of life: as changes in 
status. In the same way, retirement is to be looked 
upon as the beginning of a new life experience. 

Every person who retires is a special case, and he 
needs to give himself personal attention. No formula 
will fit everyone, but everyone can benefit by applying 
the experiences of others to his own case. It is sad to 
see those who reach retirement facing -difficulties 
which they might have avoided by forethought and 
planning. 

A fresh outlook 
it is disappointing when one depends upon  the 

 reputation and memories of the past to sustain him 
in the present. One need not copy youthful was  or 
ai  in a skittish manner in order to keep a fresh 
outlook on life. The fire of youth may be tempered 
with the gravity of age, but the circumspection of age 
may be enlivened with the vivacity of youth. 

The greatest diN idends in terms of retirement success 
and enjoyment are gained by those who start planning 
early in life, so that the transfer from their first to 
their second career is made without anxiety. As one 
of the youthful discussion group in Cicero's "Essay 
on Old Age" remarks .. "Although we are at present far 
distant from old age, we have reason to expect — at 
least to hope — that it is a period we shall live to 
uttain." 

The man is depriving himself of much enjoyment 
and satisfaction who reaches the day of retirement 
with no programme in his mind except to do a little 
fishing or take a month's motor trip. It is unwise to 
trust that chance will turn up some occupation that 

What Then? 

is worth while. Just as a corporation sets objectives 
for production and profits for years ahead, so ob-
jectives for desirable retirement should be made and 
reviewed. 

Planning this second life can be done more in-
telligently than planning the first, because a man is 
smarter now. The clever thing is to make a list of the 
thfrigs you might like to do when you leave your 
present job, and then, in your spare time, try them 
out. It isn't enough to think that you might enjoy 
working with tools: get some and try them out. 
Don't just dream of having a market garden: go for 
a two week vacation in one and spend your time 
digging, spraying, hoeing and harvesting. 

That is planning intelligently. In its simplest form 
intelligence is the ability to think rationally and to 
weigh situations. This is usually called "common 
sense". It is also the ability to plan actions after 
constructive thinking. It shows itself in the satisfactory 
way we adapt ourselves to circumstances and make 
the best- use of them. 

Putting a plan down in black and white, making a 
resource list of aptitudes, skills, interests and physical 
assets, enables a man to assess the degree to which 
his plan will enable him to achieve a suitable balance 
among his various needs and wishes, and to fill his 
life adequately. 

Filling the time 
Do not approach retirement with the idea in mind 

that you are going to play games you are not used to 
and do not particularly like in order to fill the time 
and _escape boredom. Some people, after a life of 
heavy or tedious work  have .a  natural desire to rest, 
and providing they can find some quiet interest to 
keep their minds alive this may be the wise thing for 
them to do. 

Dr. A. W. Kelly', Managing Editor of the Canadian 
Medical Association Journal, put it this way: "Relief 
from the pressures of immediate responsibilities is the 
first and most agreeable sensation experienced.  But  
this will not persist for more than a few months 
unless one becomes immersed in a neve and relatively 
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challenging occupation which keeps one's talents at 
comfortable st ret ch." 

During his working years a man spent a .large part 
of every da) thinking about his job, execuung it with 
professional competency, and being pleased when it 
turned out well. It has become a habit of body and 
mind. Unproductive leisure will . not take its place. 
An empty spoon will not satisfy a man's need for 
something substantial. 

Satisfying work does not have to be .associated with 
wages. It may consist in the c-ultivation .  of special 
tastes. Some people have developed artistic, literary 
or scholarly interests which make the leisure of 
retirement valuable. Perhaps there is a book you 
wish to write: a novel or an autobiography or a 
fragment of nature study or a textbook on your 
trade or profession, or an anthology of the wise or 
witty sayings you have come across in your reading. 
Macchiavelli, forced into retirement, had time to 
write the works that have givemhim irnmortality. 

Social contribution 

As we leave the arena of our active wage-earning 
life we have a deep desire to pass on our knowledge, 
experience and wisdom to others. We feel, as Tennyson 
wrote: "Some work of noble note may yet be done, 
not unbecoming men." 

The fulfilment of this desire brings profound per-
sonal satisfaction and the feeling that life has been 
worth living. It provides a man not only with some-
thing to -do but with the satisfaction of using his 
talent to make a contribution to the world after 
completing his normal work career. Every retired 
person has developed skills and has accumulated 
knowledge which could add greatly to the welfare of 
the community. Now is his opportunity to enrich in 
some way the culture of his society, so that other 
generations will receive a heritage that is richer 
because he lived. 

"It is the great reward of losing youth," said 
Bertrand Russell, "that one finds oneself able to be 
of use:" If material circumstances permit, a retired 
person may. for the first time in his life,  have the 
satisfaction of spending freely large amounts of time 
in helping others, a service that can be more valuable 
than money contributions. 

There are opportunities everywhere — in Canada's 
small villages and in her big cities — for the retired 
person to concern himself in community development 
in a positive way: to rejuvenate community living so 
as to make it a favourable environment for people of 
all ages. This is a particularly inspiring and acceptable 
challenge. 

To promote community youth activities along 
educational, recreational and creative lines is to use 
one's own creative faculties and to maintain a bridge 
between youth and age. 

'An outstanding evidence of the satisfaction that is 
found in helping others is given by the Canadian 

Executive Service Overseas (the CES0). This is - a 
non-profit organization operated since 1967 by a 
group of Canadian business leaders veith the support 
of the Canadian Government through its Canadian 
International Development Agency. 

Ordinarily, foreign aid flows from government to 
government: CESO gives direct assistance to in-
dividual industries which have problems and need 
the know-how and talent of qualified people. 

Requests come to CESO for technical and manage-
ment assistance from organizations in either the 
private or public sectors of developing nations. 
These provide the opportunity for retired Canadians 
who have technical, professional or executive skills 
to make meaningful voluntary contributions to the 
welfare of their fellow men. They serve abroad with 
no salary. CESO pays the air fare of the man and his 
wife to the country -involved, and the client organiza-
tion pays the normal living expense of the couple 
while they are away. The maximum time of an 
assignment is six months. 

Those wishing to volunteer their services should 
write to CESO, Suite 420, 1010 St. Catherine St. W., 
Montreal 110. 

Skills, hobbies and crafts 

Everyone has qualities and abilities that can be 
exploited with relish after retirement. For example: 
the executive talent that once served a company may 
now serve a community with usefulness; the skill with 
figures that solved financial problems can seize upon 
the study or mathematics and astronomy, or it may 
be applied to keeping books for a church or a club or 
for small firms; the mechanical know-how acquired 
in a garage or factory will pay off in the leisurely, 
craftsmanlike making of repairs and gadgets in a 
basement workshop. 

To discover assets of skills and resources that may 
be expressed in activity at the time of retirement is 
as exciting as coming across money put away long 
ago in some . disused trunk and forgotten. 

Hobbies assumed at age sixty in preparation for 
retirement are unlikely to be satisfactory or ab-
sorbing. To seek for something to do on the day after 
retirement, and then drive oneself to do it, defeats the 
purpose of the doing. A hobby is ridden because it is 
fun. A pastime that was enjoyable for a few hours a 
week can get tiresome as a full-time project. 

Some people divide hobbies into three classes: 
activities, crafts and collections. Activities include 
gardening, painting the house, repairing gadgets that 
go wrong, operating an amateur radio station, bird 
watching and nature photography. Crafts are nu-
merous: weaving, knitting, quilt-making, model 
building, arts such as painting, wood-carving, sculp-
ture and photography, handwork in leather, metal, 
wood and clay, and playing a musical instrument. 
Collecting includes stamps, coins, medals, matchbook 
covers and pressed flowers. 



A hobby can be made a mirid-rouser, not an 
exercise in cutting out paper dolls. One man devised 
a way to make stamp collecting a fascinating•pursuit. 
Instead of merely.collecting stamps and - pasting them • 
in an album_he placed his stamps in a frame around 
a page and  wrote  in the middle the history of the 
stamps. The research led him into interesting and 
exciting hunts for information. 

Many thousands of people enjoy crafts as a hobby 
or as. a part-time or full-time profession. There is a 
basic need within ,  everyone to create •things with his 
hands. To make something, to discover something, to 
contribute something: these are  expressions of the 
creative spirit. 

Travel for the -sake of travel is  not  satisfying to 
many. Some people develop interests, such as .art, 
music or the various national cultures, and travel with 
the purpose of enjoying them and learning more about 
them. 

It is well to make travel constructive by going to 
places  that have interesting things to see, and thus to 
keep your mind alive. For a nature fan there are 

• associations and groups in every province that have 
- meetings, movies, field trips and summer camps. For 
the art lover, there is a gallery somewhere •within 

• reach, with a display of paintings•and sculpture and 
perhaps lectures and instruction. 

• 
Be positive 

Retirement does not require us to abandon in-
terests and activities wholesale, but merely to change 
the emphasis and reassess the values we assign to 
varied enterprises in our daily lives. 

Think of retirement positively. :  It is not loafing or 
Withdrawing, but participating in life in a  new  way. 
It is being your own boss, having work geared to self-
satisfaction instead of to a pay envelope, doing things 
you never had enough time for. It is learning and 
exploration and new experiences..-It can be an ex-
citing adventure of positive living and active con-
tribution. 

A person needs something purposeful and con-
structive. 'Retirement is a chance and a challenge to 
fi nd pleasure in new vistas, to search for and find new 
levels on which to find expression, to look forward. 
When he was responding to a toast at a gathering of 
distinguished people celebrating.his ninety-fifth birth-
day, Sir William Mulock, Chief Justice of Ontario, 
said: "The Castle of Enchantment is not yet behind 
nie. It is before me still, •and daily I catch glimpses 
of its battlements and towers." 

As retirement approaches  test your plans: try them 
on  l'or size and comfort. Anything you decide upon 
should have been sampled at its worst as well as at its 
bc›t. The village you visited in summer and fell in 

•lo\ e with ma> he quite different in winter when you 
ha‘e lost the privileged status of "visitor — . 

Some problems 	• 

There are worry-saving devices • that are useful 

throughout life but are specially needed at retirement 
age: for example a ,written record of where important 
PaperS - are to be found. Some people make a synopsis 
of documents  such as leases,. insurance .policies, wills, 
contracts and agreements, and keep this synopsis •at 
home while preserving the papers -  in a 'bank safe 
deposit  box.  

.Anothet way  to  avoid trouble .is by consulting 
competent professional people. The decision to sell 
one's house or other. property, to purchase expensive 
equipment, to enter upon a lease or a contract that 
places obligations on either party: these . are poten-
tially troublesome • matters that should be discussed 
with à lawyer.  • 

Retirement is not made up of dreams.- There are ' 
realities to be dealt with, and a leading.contender for 
first . place is finance. 

A pension plan, .whether government or company, 
is not designed to provide a life of luxury, but to help 
prèvide a sense of security. Even those with-liberal • 
pensions .have to think about the financial .aspects 
.of retiring. 	 • 	• 

Most people plan to reduce expenses. Transporta- 
•tion to work, parking fees, gasoline, lunches, enter-
taining: all these are reduced. Men and women can 
save on.clothing costs. They can save money by doing 
things for themselves that they did not have time for 
'while they were working, such as repairs and improve-
ments around the house. 

Orderly analysis of the post-retirement financial 
. set -up should be made well in advance. The points to 
consider include: how much income will you need to 
live in • comparative  comfort? what does your com-
pany or government pension plan give you? have you 
an annuity programme, one into which you pay now 
and receive periodic payments after retirement?-have 
you  any  maturing insurance policies? what dividends 
will be yielded by investments? if all these do not give 

• prospect of  meeting ,your needs,..what can you do to 
•supplement them? 

• Deciding •where to live is probably nurnber two 
-priority on most lists 'of things to consider.' Some 
•couples look forward to a second honeymoon in a new 

house newly furnished; others decide on a place in the 
country; others go into an apartment, divesting them-

- selves of the work of maintaining and servicing a -  • 
• house. 

When deciding upon a place to live, do not assume 
anything: find out the facts. List the features that are 
important to you: climate, friends, business ofipor- 

• tunities, transportation, quietness, •church and club 
associations. 

A gOod way to - hedee- against disappointment .with 
a move. is this: take a long vacation in the new loca- _ 

• tion ; find out first hand about the weather, living costs, . 
• chances for making friends, church and community 

associations, and activities, paid or voluntary, to 
employ your time. This plan leaves you  the.  old home 
to go back to if things do not work out. 
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The need for suitable housing fc>r retired people is 
bringing about action to supply the *demand. In addi-
tion to apartments and houses supplied by private 
builders, there is a slowly growing supply in some 
cities of public low-rental housing, co-operatives, and 
rental housing sponsored by non-profit groups. • 

The third item on the "must attend to" list is health. 
Even if a fine disregard for common sense in physical 
care has marked your pilgrimage so far, retirement is a 
milestone where an attempt should be made to 
balance the books. 

It would be foolish to expect to be without some of 
the infirmities that come with the passing years, and it 
is folly to deny them. One's hair turns grey or dis-
appears; one's walking gait changes; one is inclined to 
develop round shoulders.; one has to take care to eat 
proper food and to get sufficient exercise. 

Few people today would care to resort to the 
prescription for old age given in a book entitled Old 
Settlers' Remedies, compiled by Marion Robertson for 
the Historical Society at Barrington, Nova Scotia. It 
says: "Take tar-water morning and evening. Or, 
decoction of nettles: either of these will probably 
renew their strength for some years." 

Everyone, young or old, has limitations tvithin 
which he must live. Even the greatest of athletes cannot 
flout with impunity his own physical limitations 
without paying the price. 

Family,  and friends 

A man's family should become involved early in his 
retirement planning, not only because of their af-
fectionate interest but because the plans he makes 
concern them. They have a stake in the success of his 
efforts. – 

There should be agreement between husband and 
wife on what they expect retired life to hold for them, 
and what they are going to do to prepare for it. Give 
and take, mutual adjustment, are as much a part of 
retirement years as they were of the honeymoon 
months. 

Friendships should bc maintained. Men and women 
are not built to function alone. They need contact 
with other people, the feeling that they matter, that 
they like and are liked. 

The test for friendship is similarity of interests. Older • 
 people can have friendships with younger people, to 

the great  profit of both, if they ,are genuinely interested 
in younger people, their hopes', fears, and activities. 

But a person must remain an individual. He does 
not wish to become only a statistic upon his retirement, 
or an anonymous member of a class called "aged". 
Success in his job and the winning of status symbols 
were enough to tide him over his active adult years, but 
these props to his ego are now removed. It is futile to 
tell him when presenting him with the gold watch that 
he has done his share of the world's work and is now 
entitled to rest. He wants still to be useful and to feel  

important; he feels the need for a sense of personal 
worth. 

These he expects to find in his community, but com-
munities differ greatly as to the opportunities they 
provide and the services they give. Public support is 
gradually increasing, not for the nursery school type of 
service — which the retired person does not want — 
but for friendly involvement in community life and 
provision of centres for meetings and activities. 

Churches, synagogues, and other religious institu-
tions are in ideal position to participate in this kind-
hearted work because of their beliefs, their authority 
in their communities, and their resources of willing 
workers. A church, a young people's society, a service 
club or a recreation club may provide facilities, help in 
planning, suggest projects, assist in transportation, 
and join with groups interested in crafts. 

If there is not a centre of activity for retired people, 
one may be started with the co-operation of a church, 
a school board, a service club, or by getting the editor 
of the local newspaper interested. 

Don't let go 
The vital thing for a retiring person is not to let go. 

Life consists in movement.. In a world that moves as 
fast as ours, no one can keep his balance if -he stands 
still. His life must have direction and purpose. 

Activity as a primary human need is basic to the 
retired person just as it is to the youth leaving high 
school. Both need activity that will give them a 
feeling of adequacy, accomplishment, and usefulness. 

Retirement is a time to take up new and useful 
occupations adapted to one's capabilities. A slack 
existence is the opposite of aliveness, and it contrib-
utes nothing to our continued need for dignity. 

By the time they reach retirement age people have 
coped with many other situations requiring adjust-
ment: entering and leaving school, the first job, 
marriage, having and raising children, and departure 
of the children. Retirement is just another occasion 
requiring us to adapt ourselves to a new place in the 
social scheme. Every part of life has its own advantages 
and disadvantages. Each has its qualities and condi-
tions to be met and adjusted to. 

The way to answer "What Then?" with assurance 
is to start now to notice things having to do with 
retirement and to find the answers to problems before 
they start nagging you. 

No one need feel apprehensively sorry for himself 
as he steps out toward his second prime of life. 
Almost nothing can happen to him that can rival the 
hardships of body or mind that somehow he managed 
to live through in his earlier years. 

Now, with his developed power of judgment un-
trammelled by the passion that often afflicts youth, he 
has the opportunity to display his dynamic maturity, 
to continue to live meaningfully, and to embrace what 
can be a most satisfying life. 
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éach area to be so equipped. Ideally, each mission library should 
have a copy, out since for the moment the numbers retiring are 
small, many would "gather dust".) The Departmental Library in 
Ottawa snould also develop a library of relevant retirement 
literature. Some useful books are included in the dockets, but 
many are repetitious and it would be best to concentrate on a 
few of the better ones. Apart from "Today is the First Day of 
the Rest of. Your Life" already mentioned, "The Retirement Hand-
book" by Joseph C. Buckley and published by Harper & ROW, New 
York, is probably as good a basic book as any - though the latter 
chapters deal with retiring in the United States, it is still an 
interesting and convincing argument for adequate and sensible 
preparation. "Solving the Problems of Retirement" published by 
the Institute of Directors" in London, is a sophisticated series 
of essays that is readable and authoritative. 

4. Each time an employee who comes within the 60-65 zone returns 
to Ottawa from a posting or is moved to a new assignment in 
Ottawa, he should be asked to drop in and see the Counsellor for 
a discussion, when the subject of retirement should be discussed 
in general terms, and, if needed, any help given an demand. 

5. One year before retirement, a second letter from the Under-
Secretary should go out, again expressing gratitude, noting that 
he has one year to go and reminding him that the services of the 
Counsellor are available if needed. 

6. This will be supported by another'letter and newly completed 
per5onal handbook brought up to date, together with the OAS 	- 
application forms.and à warning that.appliCation should be made 
within six.months of - reaching 65.  This  time  the  letter will 

• give information re leave credits and suggestthat plans should 
. be made to liqùidate these before.reaching 65, and thus'to.calcu- . 

late.last date 'on  duty.' If abroad, heahould be.told.When he 
should . report for duty in Ottawa, for final precessing-and he 
should be given shipping instructions concerning  hi  s* personal 
belongings. If he hes any in storage, he should be told how long 
they may remain thereat Government:expense, and the extent to 
.which the Department„ will parshipping,costs to ultimate place . 
of residence. 

7. At the appropriate time, ahead, to enable D.S.S. to process 
all documents in time to ensure that pension and severance pay 
are made on due date, forms CT-400 and 'TD-1 and option form for 
severance pay will be sent forward for signature. If in Ottawa, 
the Counsellor will call the retiree in, explain the forms and 
stress the importance of signing them promptly.  (In the  meantime 
it is to be hoped that procedures will be worked out with D.S.S. 
to ensure that these payments are made cm time, the severance pay 
cheque being post-dated and handed to Superannuation 'Branch ready 
to be handed over on the retiree's last day on duty in the Depart-
ment.) 



8. The Counsellor will "shepherd" the retiree through the 
interviewing process with different divisions, pay, superannuation, 
passport, etc. giving him a written appointment schedule. He 
will also arrange for the necessary medical examination should 
this be required. 

9. Finally, he will see that appropriate appointments are set up 
with the Minister or the Under-Secretary and with the division 
heads where appropriate, when his I.D. card together with his 
severance pay cheque - or notice that it has gone to a Registered 
Retirement Savings Plan - will be handed aver. 

10. Before actually leiving the Department, the Counsellor will 
ask the retiree what documents, i.e. Admin. Personnel Bulletins, 
press releases, Canadian Representatives Abraod, etc. he wishes 
to receive after retirement. He will, of course, make a note of 
his address and ask him to keep the Department informed of any 
subsequent change in address. 

11. Where appropriate he will also ask whether the retiree has 
any idees concerning the improvement in the Department's work, 
or concerning handling of aspects of foreign or commercial policy 
that he would like to put forward in the form of a paper, or if 
he would be interested in contract work an some specific subject. 
Would he like to become involved in seminars dealing with parts 
of the world, or with subjects with which he has been involved 
during his career? Would he be interested in giving papers to 
university audiences, CIIA, or other appropriate bodies? 
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SECTION IX 	- 	COEICLUSION  

On balance, after considering the foregoing report, one may 

draw the conclusion that most of the  Department's employees should  

have enough  diverse experience and resources to cope  with the 

"terrors" of retirement. They will need well in advance full 

information about their financial assets after retirement, to 

whom to turn for advice, and information concerning new activi-

ties that may be open to them. Most of the emphasis an prepa-

ration for retirement so far within the Government Service has 

been placed on the organization of courses at the end of the 

working career. In the United States Government Service also, 

this has been where the emphasis is put in practice. For the 

Department's particular need, I suggest that this emphasis is 

wrong. We should start at the beginning of the career - parti-

cularly since nearly all employees end up as long career employ-

ees - to encourage the develomment of "an adequate personal philo-

sophy of life". We should ensure . that the procedures for retire-

ment start at least five years before the  event, that they are 

so designed that every person will be confident that, as he will 

not only be informed of his retirement assets but will know to 

whom to turn for clarification or fuxther information, that he 

will be "handled" as a person, not a cipher, and that when the 

fateful day arrives, his long service in the interests of Canada 

will be recognized by some personal gesture, that his experience 

will not suddenly become a nil asset but will be given an oppor-

tunity for further use, and that after retirement the Department 

will be interested in his' 'fate - should he still desire to 

maintain the connection. 

It is around these principles that I have tried to design a 

programme for the Department. In reaching these conclusions, I 

have read a great deal and talked to as many "experts" and 

personnel managers as practical - and 1 have drawn on my own 



expériénceefter 40 years in the Service and after going through 

the-rctireMent process. One could draw up all sorts of detailed 

programmes from the study designed to meet the needs that are well 

established. There is  a dangeri however, in trying to follow a 

too theoretically perfect and complete plan based an'an analytical 

•survey; one will ignore the,human weaknesses -  towards:”laissez-

faire". One could end up with a costly programme tailored for 

those,who would probably make some preparation for retirement in 

any case. Experience seems to show that most people willnot res-

pond and may in fact resent attempts to interfere with what is 

essentially a personal matter. 

The study commissioned and published àt the end of 1968 by 

the U.S. Civil Service Commission, suggests that the growing 

need for pre-retirement planning programmes is responsive to the 

increase in thé 'complexity of life in retirement and to the fact 

that  the numbers of retii.ed people compared to those still-working 
are steadily growing. That is so, but it does not follow that 

;'programmes"  should be interpreted to mean crash courses at the ' 

end. Nor does the study take into account the Changing attitudes  

toward work engendered by the increase in leisure time.during one's 

workinE life (including.a possible shift to a fouror even three 

day work week). This should lessen the cultural or psychological 

- shock betWeen work and retirement. On the other hand, there is no 

doubt that the increasing complexity of taxation laws fiscal  

options now open to people with any sort of monetary assets - 

-pensions or private investments - do point to the need'for making 

information available and advising where professional adVice may 

be obtained, well enough in advance to.allow and encourage advance 

planning. 

Further attempts at - evaluation  of programmes  now in operation 

seems not to be of-much use - attempts to do so, which are docu-

mented in the U.S. Civil Service Commission's report seem to lead 

to questionnable conclusions. What is'needed now is to recognize 
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Urom the-evidence presentedhereinY that the Department does' 

virtually nothing by way oflpreparing.its employees for retire- 

•eent; : tne retirement procedures, buch:,as they  are, are insuffi-

ciently tnorough —  they do  not pro-vide the necessary facts : that 

will nelp , an employee to prepare'orto unravel the oomplexities 

of - retirement.; there'is.'è.lamentable-"lack-of humanity in the 	- 

•'procedures. In'short,'in.'devisinua programme .  we:are-:virtually 

free to start from scratch. 

It ièalmost impossible to foretell how any programme will 

be received by members._of thé Department there4smo way this . 

can he measured until èomething is.tried. Under  the circum- 

stances,.it:would seem :advisable to move.into the field by a pro- . 
cess'oftrial and error. Such money  and  time could beapent in 

.setting up some elaborate programme that would look good on  paper 

but that could easily develop into another "empire" based on 

Parkinson's Law. 

Because the work of each Department varies, the problems of 

retirement will assume different emrhasis. There is no need for 

uniformity in meeting these problems or in the application of 

any broad policy objectives that may be laid down by Treasury 

Board. The interpretation should be left to each Department to 

•work out in accordance with its own particular needs and circum-

stances. 

The "programme" suggested may be considered to be made up of 

two parts, the active and direct part  that hinges around the 

Office" under a retir establishment of a "Personal Counsellin 

senior-Officer with a retired senior secretary tohelp.him 

working under contract. Theduties of this  office and the 

procedures for handling people coming to retirement  and  :after 

retirement are spelled  out in Section VIII Which ia the core of, 

the report. 

both 



- The second or indirect part, that is no less important, is 

made up of several proposals that require changes in attitudes 

as well as working conditions that  go  back to the time of recruit-

ment. This second part requires no new machinery, but it does 

-propose some fundamental changes such as changes in the probation-

ary period  at the start and alpreak-down in the almost iron-clad 

tenure. It provides for. a'radically expanded system of sabbati-

cal leaves, for the tabering off toward the end of careers for 

those who find the pressures too great, for some . sort of 12E17 

retirement liaison, and . for a much greater use of the talent and 

experience of retirees,after they have retired. 

.The report also goes into -the responsibility of the Depart-

ment towards its employees,  and in Section IV Sets out some guides 

concerning the responsibility. It also gives factual figures , 

of the extent of the problem in terms of.people reaching 65 
•■••••■•■••••• ■■■■•■ 

within the next 20 yearS. The point is made that the relatively 

small numbers, rising from 13 in 1973 to-64 in 1987 should not 

be  regarded as a measure of the problem; we should be concerned 

with providing adequate counselling as a means of improving 

morale. Moreover, it is important to consider also the hundreds 

oLie 2221 agescattei r_Uf,use.lflocallyenaedp -edallo d; if we 

accept the principle that  Civil 'Servants need guidance and help, 

so do - these non-Canadians who serve Canada loyallyand conscien-

tiously. We must, therefore, adapt our policies to meet their 

needs as well. 

. In Section III (a), reference is made to the worries engen-

dered by the .rosion of pensions.(despite the 2% annual cost of 

living increment) and suggests the Department should support any 

move to bring into effect the full cost of living adjustMent (as 

is the case for the Old Age3ecurity payments). The same section 

draws attention to an anomaly in the payment of the OAS to wives 

and recommends  that the'problem.should be put right with the 

cooperation of Industry, Trade and Commerce and DM&I - the 

. Departments having the most employees in Foreign Service. 



It is realized that the somewhat detailed list of duties 

suggested for the Counselling Officer, procedures for handling 

people coming up,  for retirement and the listing of subjects that 

should go into a personal "Retirement Handbook" may seem too exact. 

Any officer taking on the job will naturally develop his own 

ideas. It is hoped that these suggestions may help in the setting 

up of the "programme". 

As far as costs are concerned, the only substantive recurring  

costs will be the salaries of the Counsellor and his secretary. 

These should be set sufficiently high to attract first class 

people, for upon the way they operate the office will the success 

of these proposals depend. 

In addition to the running costs, the Counsellor should be 

supplied with an attractive office, well equipped with easy chairs  

and the appropriate reading material that will encourage former 

employees to "drop in" and use the office as a continuing point 

of contact with the Department. , 

I believe that if these proposals are carried out they will 

materially improve morale and provide the needed guidance and 

information that all people reaching retirement do need. The 

cost will be small and the benefits to both employees and the 

Department relatively great. 

DOCUMENTS:  

Accompanying this report there are a considerable number of 

documents divided into various groups, such as: 

Canadian Government Department and Agency Papers 
Canadian Corporations and Institutional Papers (including the 

University of Toronto) 
United States Government Papers 

. United States Universities 
United States Private Industry and Organizations 
British Papers 



- 	Among these will be found a great number of bibliographies 

that I suggest-for the moment at any rate need not be given too 

much attention. If it is found, however, that interest in reading 

this sort of material develops, these bibliographies will give 

all‘the leads that can be digested. There are, however, a number 

of books that are mentioned in this report which, for the moment 

at any rate, I believe will be sUfficient for our purpose. 

AlsO, among these.papers for Canada, United States and Bri-

tain, there are a number of programmes  illustrating the pre-retire-

ment training courses given by the Government, private corporations 

and institutions. These include the programmes now being offered 

by various Canadian Government Departments together with the 

supporting materials (kitS) used in connection with these  courses. 

The United States papers also include a number of programmes used 

in personal counselling as well as kits handed . out by various 

organizations such as the "American - Association of Retired People". 

. There will also be found a great many pamphlets iasued by 

various authorities in Canada that would be.a useful starting point 

for building up a source of material for the use of the Retirement 

.Counsellor in the Department. 

Finally, it will be seen from this material that there is no 

lack of information on this subject that will be useful for .anyOne 

wishinF to develop programmes ofwhatever type in this field or in 

assessing further what different countries and different organi-

zations are doing already. 
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APPENDIX - A 

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS OR'AGENCIES, 

- Canadian Government DépartMents  have  only :recentlybecome 

involvedin pre-retirement preparation programmes. Three years 

agoprobably-no Department was doing anything.in this-field. Now 

several have started programmes and the following.brief notes 

summarize  the situation.  

-DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS:  Started courses in 1971/72 with -one 

course from January to March. This .wes followed by another during 

the saine  months in 1972; as a result,ofthe good response from 

employees they will:have another in 1973 and also a:course in 

French for the Capitol region. In addition, the Department is 

organizing , courSes in Vancouver and in Edmonton and hope to do 

the saine for Montreal and Halifax  for  their employees in those 

areas. The courses  last for ten weeks-.with two hours in the 

.morning, either 9:00 .a.m. -11:00 a.m. Or 11:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon 

:on:Thursdays or Wednesdays. These are for employees only, no 

wives being invited. The only personal Counselling is  on an. ad 

.hoc basis, but the -personnel division at Headquarters sends out 

a warning letter one year in advance of the 65th-birthday, ,and 

this is,followed by another .six monthslater. 

DEFENCE RESEARCH 'BOARD:  Started looking into establishing 

pre-retirement training courses but plans  dropped when inter-

ested officer retired. 

DEPARTMENT OF LABOUR:  No current plans for preretirement 

training. earried.out survey of all employees retiring in next 

ten years and had insufficient .responSe to warrant action; 75 

 out of 15U replied and .of those replying only half were  inter- 

-eted - strangely, the-survey disclosed that those showing interest 

were closer to 55.tnan t6 , 65 years of age. ,No personal counsel-

ling  programme in effect. 

DEPARTMENT  OF'SUPPLY & SERVICES:  Haveljroduced a kit Which 

contains basic "Harvest Year's Guide to Pre-retirement Training" 



and other pamphlets, Royal Bank of Canada Letter, Housing for 

Senior Citizens (Ontario Housing Corp.), Leisure in Latex-Years, 

Planning  for the Later .  Years, Food Guide for the Older Person, 

The Canada Pension Plan (all four Health and Welfare), A. New Law 

for Consumer Purchases, Consumer's Handbook (Consumer Affairs), 

Guide to thé New Unemployment Insurance (Information Canada),  

Semi-Private-Group  Hospital Care, Ontario Blue Cross (Ontario 

Hospital Association), Ontario Health Insurance (Ontario Health 

Insurance Commission), Group Supplementary Medical Insurance 

Plan (Treasury Board), Your Superannuation Plan (Superannuation 

Branch) 4  Towards Better Health (Quebec Health Insurance Board), 

Blue Cross (Quebec Hospital Service Association), Disability 

Insurance (Government of Canada), C.E.S.O., A Full Life after 

65 (National  Institute of Mental Health, U.S.), "Passport to 

New Horizons"  (particular attention should be given to this. 

It is an attractive "passport" of a size easily pocketed and of 

good quality paper, imaginatively prepared and giving much of 

the information any retired person or person contemplating 

retirement might need. It willrbe mailed to each employee retiring 

between October 1972 and 1973.) A complete list of and descrip-

tion of volunteer agencies in Ottawa; and plastic notebook with 

pen. 

The  passport is being revised into two sections,:evaiIable 

April liay; one will be "Passport to New Horizons! which is a 

planning guide, and the other a personal pension and asset guide. 

Current passport cost is $600for 200 copies froM scratch, 

but Personnel Division did the writing of it and Public Relations - 

Division did the art work - not included in the cost. Cost of 

programme per person $25 including courses, etc.  • They also rUn a 

seminar that cànsists of 12 hours of three hours per day for four 

days (Monday and Wednesday) - see Personnel Letter describing 

Phase I, II and III. Have  1,200 retiring over the next five 



- years including early retirement.and'those reaching the .maximum - 

too many for indiVidual counselling  but have  counsellors avail-

able ..(three employee:counsellors and welfare counsellors)." For 

Phase I, those retiring October 7270ctober :73, 122 people-- the 

seminar has 60 .including wives-7 but it will pull in-anyone for 

an interview if,  When apting for  voluntary retirement, it is 

found that by carrying an (say six months),there.would be consi-

derable pension benefits. Of 60 volunteers, about 25 below 60 

years of age with 20 + years' service. Developing audio-visual 

videotapes as a means.ofcoping with the numbers. 	• 

- MANPOWER AND IMMIGRATION:  Have considered the establishment of 

pre-retirement training system, but have decided against it as 

a need not warranting expense and man-hour requirement. However, 

they put some of their report into a manual for personnel advisors 

and trainers which was a complete suminaryof pension and other 

benefits- . This received a good response and is now  out 'of print 

so that no copy, was available., .It is being - re-printed. 

STATISTICS CANADA:  Started a short course - last year.' Will repeat 

it this year with four sessions' oftwollours, 	- 11:00-a.m. 

.per.week, cm Thursday. No wives invited. They have from 30 to 40 

empaoyees retiringper year. Will send out-35•invitations and 

anticipate a response from about 25... .No -personal counselling 

provided, except - on:an ad hoc,:friendship.basis. 

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT, MARINE BRANCH:  This branch has decided 

to follow a form of personal counselling based on a booklet that 

.they had prepared for them. (Estimated costof-production $1.25 

.per book) "This book is:being:rewritten in lightof.the first 

year's experience and will be avaiiable . at the end orthis year. 

It is used by staffing officers in the field who give it to those 

.appraaching retirement. They had hoped . for :a full time advisor, 

but this was not approved. They hope that if their  sort of prog-

ramme iS adopted by the whole Department, it will . be reinforced 

by . a  full  time counsellingafficer. 
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INDIAN AFFAIRS:eD NORTHERN DEVELOPMENT: They have about 300 
coming, to retirement per year and possibly because of this rela-

tively large number, this Department- together with Public Works 

and Supply and Services has done more than others in the provision 

of pre-retirement "courses". They  now operate three courses per 

year and this year they are concentrating these in 12 sessions 

spread overfive  full  days .(2:;_: days consecutive). In addition 

to Ottawa, they are also running three courses each in the 

regions of Calgary, Regina and Edmonton and hope to run one in 

Toronto. They, have not provided for any correlated persanal 

counselling. They have published an evaluation of the first 

course in 1971-1972. They have also prepared an interesting 

and.liseful  book 'for uSeduring their course. This includes tables 

ta be filled in'..bremployees covering income planning now and 

after retirement; expenses now and then; lists of assets and 

liabilities; and location of valuable papers, etc. 

ENERGY, MINES AND RESOURCES:  Have recommended "courses" to their 

"management aomMittee", estimating that it Would require  one  man-

year to operate. Recommendation not accepted but they have sent 

several personnel afficers to attend the course offered by the 

Ottawa School Board. Will also pay for any employee who wishes 

to attend such courses. 

DEPARTMENT  OF NATIONAL  DEFENCE:. • For some time, this Department 

has operated a counselling service under the expert guidance of 

a psychOlogist. Their problem is clearly 'different from that of 

civilian departments in that they have persons of all ranks, 

requited to retire at relatively early ages. Thus, their coun-

selling is largely directed to.finding "jobs" at all levels of 

education and at varying ages. In fact, it is entitled nivilian 

Employment Assistance Programme (D.N.D.)m or, in keeping with 

current usages, simply "CEAP". This is open-to all servicemen 

within five years of GRA (Compulsory Release Age). Through an 

arrangement  w1 th  Manpower and Immigration counsellots of that 

Department have been designated and trained  as  military special-

ists - mostly ex-service men. 

I 
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II  
- Apart from direct counselling, the office turns out regular 

articles that are published throughout Canada and overseas in 

the armed forces press services. The articles contain practical 

suggestions that will help a man to find a new job best suited 

to his qualifications and cover the usual psychological problems 

related to retirement from one environment (protected) to civilian 

unprotected environffient. 

The counsellors also help the men to prepare career resumés 

and will run off twenty copies of them for use when job hunting. 

For details of this programme, see Canadian Government 

Department and Agency Papers. Although the thrust of this pro-

gramme is necessarily different from that required by External 

Aff  airs  where job counselling and seeking will be well down the 

list of priorities, nevertheless, I have included these details 

in order to show how one Department is responding in a practical 

way to a definite need through co—operation with another Depart-

ment. 

POST OFFICE DEPARTMEtZT:*  This Department has developed an employee 

benefit.book which is sent out each year to every employee. This 

describes the various benefits available through the superannuation 

plan, the Canada Pension Plan/Quebec Pension Plan, severance pay, 

Uld Age Security, Unemployment Insurance, Workmen's Compensation, 

Medical Plans, leave credits and procedures to be followed in the 

event of death of an employee. The book also includes a Benefit 

valuation 'Form which is a do—it—yourself form to help in financial 

planning for the future. It is made clear that if an employee has 

any difficulty in understanding any points in the book àr in 

filling in the Valuation Form, tne supervisor or personnel office 

will provide additional help. This Benefit Valuation Form is a 

forerunner to a computerized print—out that is planned. It is 

umder,tood that the Department is planning to develop a post-

retirement counselling service. Each employee taking the pre-

retirement course is provided with an excellent and readable book 

(the only one ce its sort published and written by a Canadian for 

*See statement  "Postal  CorpOraté Policyr attached& 



Canadian conditions) ehtitled "Today is the First Day of the Rest 

of Your Life". It was Written by Robert Thomas Allen and published 

with the co—operation of the:Canadian Life Insurance Association, 

by McClelland and Stewart. (available in paperbacks at $1.50 

retail) 

In addition, this year the Post Office is running a pilot 

course for 18 employees selected out of the 60-65year—ol&group 

of. employees. It has eight sessions,.two hours each, in the mor-

ning during the work day — no wives. It is also considering the 

use of professional commercial pre7retirement counselling ser-

vices such as that offered by Paramount Retirement Counselling 

of Montreal. (see - "Cahadian Retirement Counselling Services 

Available") - 

TREASURY BOARD: The  Treasury Board is taking an interest in this 

whole subject, apparently'beceming concerned that without some sort 

of guidelines there is a danger of duplication and unnecessary 

"rivalry". To this end the Treasury Board an the first of Novem-

ber convened a meeting Of Departmental officers known to be 

involved or interested in the subject. A list of those Eittending 

is attached as a quick reference to the officers involved and the 

Departments that have estàblished . programmes or have given some 

thought and perhaps preliminary.  planning to the problem. Where 

more than One officer:is listed, I have underlined the one who 

appears to be principally involved. 

The "inspiration" for this seminar seems to have been a 

brief paper written by Mr. L. P. Wood, Pensions and Insurance 

Division of the Treasury Board, following his attendance at a 

three day-workshop - held by the American  Management Association  in 

Chicago in June. This report was passed out to:those attending 

the November meeting in Ottawa. It was - not used as the basis 

for discussion. Mr.:WoOd lists reasons why an employer should 

provide employees with pre—retirement counselling and:also why 

they do not want to become involved - . The reaSons, both pro and 



can, are related to interpreting'prerrétirement counselling as 

meaning group counselling courses and not a system of personal 

counselling. He also iists - some of the Canadian departments 

involved or interested in the subject but his list iS not complete, 

. spedifically not including, PUblic Works and Indian Affairs and 

'Northern Development, both of which have extensive courses and 

pTobably pioneered the use of  these "formal" group counselling 

courses within the Canadian -Federal Services. Also, no mention 

is made of the more limited  course  developed by Statistics 

.Canada. 

The:Treasury Board broke the group up into.several - informal 

task forces_to  explore further the need, the responsibility, the 

best -way.to proceed and.therole of the Treasury'BOard with a 

view to a further meeting_beforeestablishing Treasury Boardls 

attitudes-orloolicy.— the Treasury Board Officials màking it 

clear that-they were seeking guidance from : thedepartments before 

taking any  action or  issuing any policy guidelines. 

GAL:  It may be relevant to note that Of . all the Departments 

of Government that have gone through a process of retrenchment, 

only . National. Defence made any restitution for:thosewho for one 

reason ior  another Were forced into unexpected early retirement at 

short notice. At the time of "unification", the:Department of 

National Defence paid a cash bonus for early retirement. Ibelieve 

that Oonsideration was,given to offering earned pensions without 

actuarial reduction but, as.this would not be possible without 

'upsetting the operation of. the superannuation plan, a cash bonus, 

paid out Of Department  of National Pefence budget, was used. 
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NAME 

Mt. Griffin 

J., F.  -Mitchell 

II 
W. S. Northern - C e`ee• 

11 . S. Hamilton 

L. Reeves  

II G. , Burrow 

T er Charron 

John 'Whitmore 

1/ 
•,Ron Iles. 

J.•A. Bontiardina 

11 	E. A. McKee 

II Jacques Charron  

II Ron• Neill 

II Rosr Wickware 

R. Conway 

I':  
C. J. S. Duncan  

11 	M. N.  Fearn  - Ms.  

II • lan McArdle 

•A T THESDANCE 	 • 

DEPARTMEgT 	 . 	,TELEPHONE NUMBER 

+ 0 	• 
Post Office • 369-3159 

DR1 • 	 '6-3957. 

National Defence 	 -2-y0244 

Treasury Board 	 2-7018 

Public :Service  Commission 	 6-4750 

Statietics ---Catada 5-6577 

Treasury Board . 	 5-6086 

Energy, Mines & Resources 	 4-9604 

0 
Supply and:Services 	 - 	• 	5-8381 

Nationc1 Dcfcnce 	 5=7143 

'Treasury Board 	 5-7869 

Mànpower and Immigration 	 2-9738 

:CATA/PAB 	 2-4412 • 

CATA/PAD 	 6-0254 

National Defence 	 5-6713 

National Deftnce • 

ManpOwer and 'Imamigratien•! , 	 • 	:2=5312 

COMmunications 	 :2-4344• 



'Public Service Commission 

Communications Canada 

External Affairs (RET) 

Michel Larabie 

Bernard Major 

R. Guy C. Smith 

Clint  Fouler 	 Customs and Excise 

Greg Lawlor Public Works 

Frank McGuigan 

Murray . McCrank 

. J.c Burns 

Public Works 	 8-8002 

+ 
LAND 	 6-7227 

+0 
Post Office 	 • 	-8-4334 

1 
*X 

Transport, Marine Services Branch 

Bob•Thompson 	 Transport - HQ 

2-2679 	11 

5-6145 I/ 

Ji m Bradley 

1 

1 
1 
1 

6-4411 

.5-8725 	II 

342-2363 . 	I 
Brockville 

2-2337 	11 

8-8002 - 	II 

4 : 	Departments or Agencies now offering group counselling.courses w7ithin ean 
or.c:anization during working hours 

0 =. 	.raemrtments or Agencies that have prepared theircwn.handbooks. 

- Denartments.or Agencies  ta:  have established systematic  • ersonal 
cCunselling services. 

1 

1 
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POSTAL CORPORATE POLICY: PRE-RETIREMENT PROGRAMS  

Definition 

• A pre-retirement program is a series  •of meetings or seminars 
designed to provide information that will be of assistance to 
employees who wish to plan for retirement. 

1 
1 
1 
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Corporate Policy 

Pre-retirement programs shall be made available to eligible 
postal employees who wish to take advantage of such programs. 

Field Responsibility 

a) The Regional General Managers are responsible for either: 

(i) planning, budgeting, and conducting their own pre-
retirement programs, or, 

(ii) providing funds and making use of pre-retirement 
courses offered by external resources such as 
school boards, universities, YMCA's or community 
colleges: 

h) The RegiOnal-General Managers through theirlianagers of 
Safety, Health-and Welfare or designate are responsible 
for 'informing the Manager, - Safety, Health and Welfare 
Branch, where such programs are to be conducted. 

c) The Regional General Managers should ensure thatappropriate 
-consultation takes place With union counterparts -where 
programs are arranged for bargaining unit employees. 

Headquarters Responsibility 

a) The Manager, Safety, Health and Welfare is responsible 
for providing assistance and advice on aspects of pre-
retirement courses upon the request of the Regional 
General Managers. 

h) The Manager, Safety, Health and Welfare is responsible 
for evaluating the results of all programs sponsored within 
the regions and at Headquarters and for making recommendations 
for improvements. 

The Manager, Safety, Health and Welfare shall report annually 
on programs conducted. 
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STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES  

1. Joint - Sponsorship 

,a) The planning, organizing and conducting of. pre-retirement 
programs is entirely at the'discretion of the Regional 

. General Managers- 

b)' One alternative.which should bé considered is that of 
sponsoring pre-retirement programs jointly with 
employee groups. 

2. Headquarters Assistance 

a) The following information is available upon request 
from the Manager, Safety, Health and Welfare: 

(i) Several complete pre-retirement course packages 
including steps in organizing a course, session 
outlines, evaluations, and types of resource 
people to draw upon. 

(ii) Outlines and evaluations of courses conducted by 
Ontario Hydro, Chrysler Corporation and United 
Auto Workers, Department of Public Works, 
Department of Veterans' Affairs and Ministry of 
Transport. 

(iii) 28-minute movie entitled "The Rest of Your Life". 

b) The Manager, Safety, Health and Welfare is also ready 
to provide advice to the Regional General Managers and 
assist in the success of these programs. 

3. Eligibility 

a) The earlier retirement planning starts, the more effective 11 
it is. Employees 55 years of age or older should be 
eligible. 

b) Many successful courses include wives of employees. 

1 
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4. Suggested Session Topics  

a) Financial - superannuation 
- Canada Pension Plan 
- Old Age Security 
- investment opportunities, stocks, 

bonds, mutual funds, savings plans, 
• types of insurance, and annuities 
•- budgeting and how to get the most out 

of your assets and income 

h) Living arrangements - what to look for in accommodation 
- advantages and disadvantages of 

moving, and planning a move 
• - rents, housing costs, and taxes 

c) Legal - when a lawyer is needed 
- choosing a lawyer 
- cost of legal advice 
- legal aid 
- wills, bequests, succession duties, gifts 
- real estate sales and rentals 	 - 
- joint ownership of property 

d) Health - aging process 
- check-ups, exercise, diet; nutrition 
- how physical health affects mental health 

Leisure time - part-time, full-time, self-employment 
- continuing education 
- travel in Canada 
- the Arts 

• - community service 

5. Recruiting Resource Personnel for Sessions  

a) Retired postal personnel may be utilized. However, 
it is important that they play the role  of  catalyst 
and co-ordinator. The subjects listed in session 
topics Will most certainly require some special 
expertise which can, generally - beobtained-from within 
the local community., 

b) Inter-departmental'activity is encouraged and may be • 
of great value in.aome.communities. 
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"6. Follow-up to Pre-retirement Courses  

Personnel Administrators should be prepared to offer 
counselling assistance to retired employees at their 
request on problems arising out of the transition from 
employee to retiree. 

7. Policy 

Policy is separate.but may be complementary'to existing 
counselling programs of personnel administrators related 
to employees whose retirement is imminent. 



APPENDIX - B 
". CANADIAN> COMPANIES 
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DOMTAR, MONTREAL:  Compulsory , retirement at 65. This company has 
a pension plan which, after 40 years' service, would give a 

pensioner 67.5% of his. highest five years' salary - assuming he 
started at 25 years of age. If he started at 20 years (45 years' 

service), he would.receive 73.e. The pension is integrated with 

the C.P.P. and involves a total contribution of- 5% of salary by 

the employee. This plan was started in 1971-  prior to that the 

highest meximum pension was about 50%. Starting in January, 1973, 

an employee may retire at 62 with 20 years' service with'no actu-

arial reduction. Prior to that, any retirement before 65 involved 

an actuarial reduction of 5%  per year. There is now a sliding 

and sharper  scie of reduction down to 50% at 55 years. Below that, 

no pension entitlement. If a person with long-term service is 

asked to retire before 65, he may be offered a year's salary 

either in a lump sum or converted to an annuity added to his pension. 

The company has no group counselling course, but it does 

provide a "do it yourself" kit which is supplied to all employees 

four years before retiring, but the aim is to go back as far as 10 

years. This kit includes a record of important papers and where 

they are kept, a "planning for retirement" statement, and a monthly 

budget statement - now and after retirement - together with the 

Ontario Department of Education booklet "Retiring Soon". There is 

very little "feedback" from this kit. 

In addition, the company has a counselling service available 

on demand and in the Montreal area, the supervisors are informed 

of their employees' approaching retirement and they are required 

to give them an afternoon off and to call them in with their wife 

for an interview. 

Each employee is given a pension statement each year. 

There is no formal post-retirement organization. 

They have considered the Paramount Retirement Counselling 

Service but find it too expensive. 

Their Personnel Section had devised a 10 session counselling 

course, but it was rejected partly because it was impossible to 

give the sanie service to  ail  employees. 
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The unions have never discussed pre-retirement training. 

ALCAN, MONTREAL:  Maximum pension is about 60% of average five 

highest years' salary. Compulsory retirement for men at 65, 

women at 60. 

They have no group counselling courses, but at Arvida and 

at Shawinigan they have arranged for their employees approaching 

retirement to attend CEGEP courses on retirement planning. This 

is a new development and they may decide to send all employees 

over 60. These courses are in the evening and the company pays 

part of the cost. In addition, they use the "Paramount" Services 

and CEGEP use their material as an aid in their "courses". The 

Kingston plant is also considering the use of Paràmount. 

There is no regular personal counselling, though this is 

available on demand. 

An annual pension statement is sent out to each employee 

and from 55 years onward this is converted to a projection of 

pension at 65 or 60. 

The unions are beginning to talk about pre-retirement. 

CANADIAN PACIFIC, MONTREAL:  Their pension plan is about equal in 

benefits to the Civil Service plan. 

They have no special counselling programme, and show no 

interest in group counselling courses. Their operations are 

highly decentralized and employees may seek counselling from 

their supervisors. They:havs had no demand for any formal coun-

selling service. 

NORTHEFN ELECTRIC COMPANY, MONTREAL:  Compulsory retirement at 

65 but may retire at 60 with 20 years' service (women 55). There 

is a somewhat complicated system of calculating pension (which is 

non-contributory) but it is roughly based on 1% per year an the 



lithest five-year average salary. -  In addition, there is a volun-

tary contributory annuity  plann-available to employees. It is not 

taken-up very often. They have about 105 retiring each year. 

Previously, their people retiring had an'averageage of nearly 

64 years but this is goingclown rapidly and is now-about 59. 

The Company now has no eoup - cOunSelling courses,  but  they 

did offer courses for their . employees a few, years_ago-when the 

. Company arranged for them to attend courses organized by Bell's 

Pioneer Club. This had eight sessions from 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. 

and cost the employee $3.00 per head. .It waswell attended at 

the start but interest fell'off and it was-dropped after three 

years. In addition, the Company produced A series , of retirement 

books that were well and thoughtfully prepared but again this 

project w as  abandoned for lack of interest. 

However these.Teocedures have now been replaced by systematic 

personal counselling. At the age of_60 or:55.(male or female), 

all em-ployees with 20 or more years.' of. service are called in 

for a personal interview, when their pension entitlement is ex-

plained and they are warned that on the last day of the Month in 

which they reach their 65th birthday they must retire, 'and also 
.- 
that at any time until then, -  they are subject-to possible super- 

annuation at - the company's request. 'Then, .at oneyear before 

retirement they are again called , in and the situation is explained 

oncemore. In both  cases, the'employee signs a'statementthat he 

understands the position. If an employee elects for early'retire-

ment, he may be given (I gather, he usually.is) his full pension 

if he is within two years of pension. entitlement. (statements 

attached - Canadian Corporation Papers) 

In addition, each year, every employee is given a statement .  

of his present benefits. The Company may redUcethisito.Once 

every five years, or more often.  if requested see form attached 

which is the same form as uSed by -Domtàr. This is supplemented 
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by-a booklet "Your Northern Electric Benefits Program" (also 

attached) which serves as a useful background for interviews. 

SUN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, MONTREAL:  Complilsory retirement at 

65. Pension.works out at. average of 55% (non-contributory).of 

average of highet five year salary. 

Ten.months before retirement, they arrange for personal 

interviel.uwhen retirement plans, pension and other benefits are 

discussed. They will not give, advice and they find that guidance 

has to be carefully handled to avoid resentment - unwarranted 

interference. Will respond to questions asked by the employee. 

The employee is given pension calculation in writing at the time 

of the interview. 

They do notthink , ,that anyone would respond to courses if 

offered by the company. Nor do they believe that many would 

read or use the material: prepared by "Paramount". 

They have the usual -Quarter Century Club to which all employ-

ees or exemployees and their wives belong (retirees do not pay 

dues). The annual dinner is not open to spouses, but the company 

pays transport for retirees to attend if necessary. Pensioners 

aiso get the company magazine, and at Christmas a cheque of $25 

with a card from the President. 

ROYAL BANK OF CANADA:  Compulsory retirement at 65. Pension appears 

to be about as food as the Civil Service plan. There is even a 

cost of living escalation that provides for $50 per year after 

five years. 

They have no - pre-retirement  programme and do not see much 

need for one as such. However, the executive head or the branch 

manager calls in each employee within one year of retirement when 

his'pension benefits are fully.  explained. The bank is careful not 

to appear paternalistic but is always ready and willing to advise 

and help when approached by any emplôyee. If a persôn retires 
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early or is retired early, he .is generally given as a lump sum - 

the difference between hia'annual salary and his pension,at the 

time of retirement. 

PHILIPS ELECTRONICS, TORONTO:.  'Operates:independently - of its.Dutch 

parent, except Tor-those on "expatriate":(foreign eervice) list, 

, who come under. parent pension . plans. CompUlsory retirement age 

65. 1  Maximum _pension is about 40% of the average . highest five 

year salary - 9%contributory. The pensioner cannot be rehired. 

The Pension cheques are sent outby an insurance company,  but 

the Company keeps in touch . with all pensioners and regularly 

invites themvto all company get-togethers_dinners, picnics, etc. 

A pension  statement is sent out regularly by an insurance 

company during their working career, but at any time an employee 

may obtain a statement of his pension.entitleMent. 

There is personal counselling by the supervisor prior to 
retirement (no regular time-set) when the pension plan and the 

company medical plan (over and - abOve the Ontario .plan) is fully 

.explained. 

BANK OFSONTRIAL:  CompulsOry retirement at 65. -Pension ienow 

based on ]4% per  year of average best five years ,  salary - 

non-contributory. 

They have no particular counselling or pre-retirement 

preparation, though they stres3 that any employee .  may.obtain advice 

and guidance on request. 

PRUDENTIAL LIFE, MONTREAL:  Compulsory retirement at 60 and 65 

(female and male) but voluntary at 55 and 60. The pension maxi-

mum works out at 62-75 of average of highest three year salary, 

including the C.P.P. supplement. Contributory at 5%. Provision 

for staying on after 65 (a company  décision)  with pension, usually 

in a consultative capacity. 



No programme of group counselling or "courses" but each 

employee is interviewed two years before voluntary retirement 

eligibility and given an estimate of pension benefits option at 

retirement. It is also explained that, after 55 or 60, continued em-

ployment is at the company's option. Also, each employee is given 

a "benefits book". They are considering issuing a pension state-

ment five years in advance of voluntary retirement age, since 

experience has shown that the majority seek advice at that point 

concerning their pension. 

Since the company has experts in legal (wills, etc.) matters, 

estate planning and financial management, employees may obtain 

advice at any time and are encouraged to do so. 

After retirement, employees with 25 years' service continue 

as members of the Quarter Century Club which has an annual dinner 

to which they are invited. 

BELL CANADA, MONTREAL:  Compulsory retirement at 65, but volun-
tary at 55 with 30 years' or 60 With 20 years' service. The pension  

is non-contributory:and is based on 1.1% per year of average of 

best five years' salary. There is a built-in inflation factor of 

2% per year, but it is adjusted only every 10 years. In addition, 

there is a voluntary savings plan which is matched to 1/3 by the 

company (for each $6.00 invested, the Company pays $2.00) up to 

• a maximum of 10% Of salary. They have about 66% participation, 

but only 10% hold their shares to retirement. Their employees 

have an average of 37 - 38 years of service. 

They give a minimum of six months' notice totheir employees 

reaching the 60-20 coMbination when the pension plan is discussed, 

but no attempt is made at further counselling unless it is reques-

ted. Some of the Bell SystemS in the United States have group 

counselling courses but,there appears to be divided opinion, 

50-50 concerning their effectiveness. These are held generally 



durinE office hours. They have had some - requests for such courses 

. at Head Office but, so far, they:have;been reluctant to start 

them until their effectiveness is better established. However 

in'Quebec City, the "Pioneer!s Club" are etarting.tourses for those 

with 21-years ,  service (club eligibility age).and their wives. 

. These courses wiII probably be made up to of eight- toten-Seesions 

and held after hoUrs. IfthelQuebecexperimentie,successful, the . 

"Fioneers" hope.todevelop a progressiOn of courses spread over a 

number of years - "classes" are to be kept small at 12 at a time. 

The Company has produced two books (attached - Canadian Cor-

poration Papers): "'lour Retirement Handbook" . which answers most 

conceivable questions by a question and answer method concerning 

pension entitlements, heelthbenefits and how to go about acquiring 

the  OAS and C.P.P. 	a really excellerthandbook; . and !erour Bell. 

Canada Benefits Program" in which the pension plan, health bene-

fits, etc.,' are fUlly explained. -  

On  retirement, employees are given lifetime identification - 

cards signed by the President, whichare honoured by all Pioneer 

Clubs which  are iii  all major centres in:North America. Also, 

concessionary-telephone rates that are-available to employees-are 

still made available to pensioners. They.  may use "Club" facili-

ties (always located in Bell offices) and may .obtein help in emer-

gencies 	'loss Of money, accident, etc.). The tompany has 

full-time professional counsellors who carry.out a replier yisi-

ting programme to all ex-empIoyees (80% in person, 20% by tele-

phone). In case of_need, the Company will undertake budget for-

mation for their ex-employees; lend money interest-free or even 

. make a grant. At death, the tOunsellors make sure that survivors 

are fully-aware ol survivor benefits - see "Pensioner Contact 

'Form" for details. 

' 	The Pioneer Club is apparently well-known  as  one of the-most 

effective post-retirement organizations  in N orth  America. It sees 

tnat token gifts are Sent to the sick, flowers at death. About 



Steib of its funds are spent on "fellowship" activities designed to 

ensure ex-employees are not neglected, provides opportunity for 

community services, organizes picnics and other get-togethers, 

golf tournaments, etc. 

CANADA LIFE INSURANCE CO., TORONTO:  This compnay has no particular 

programme except to provide each employee with an annual statement 

of his pension position. However, being a Life Insurance Company, 

they have experts in estates and financial management, legal affairs 

such as wills, so that they are available for consultation. After 

retiring, pensioners are kept on the company rolls and are invited 

to all company affairs and sent the staff magazine. They claim 

that some 80% of pensioners participate in - these company get- 

togethers. 

I.B.M. (CANADA), TORONTO:  Pension plan is non-contributory, 

maximum about 40%. Compulsory retirement age 65. About 9,000 

employees, some 18 - 20 retiring each year, but rising to a maxi-

mum 15 to 20 years hence. They bave a general booklet prepared 

for Canadian emnloyees, but based on U.S. format and content 

(attached). Retirement plan is based on personal counselling, 

but they will pay fees for any employee wishing to attend a 

pre-retirement training course on his own time - few elect to do 

so. They will also arrange in-plant talks if there is sufficient 

p.m: demand, but will not comrete with available outside courses. 

(They will also pay education expenses for any employee wishing 

to take eveninE courses in any relevant subject during his working 

career) Some time before retirement, the booklet is handed over, 

and the Personnel Manager goes over the pension plan and the 

ontions, explains that group life insurance up to $25,000 ceases 

when the pension takes over. At retirement, pension benefits, 

etc., are explained when the pensioner is also given a letter 
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spe7113nr out in detail his pension entitlement.  He  is given a 

luncheon by his work mate7. After retirement, he receives 

"Canadian News" - a compnay paper, until death. The pension cheque 

is sent out by the company. Arrangements are made for each 

pensioner to receive a visit by an active employee at least once 

a year, or some other form of contact is made. I.B.M. Effiployees' 

Service Welfare Fund is made up of voluntary, contributions from 

salary based on 15 minutes of time per week. There is little 

call on this fund so that it contributes to such charities as 

"United Appeal". Pensioners may return to I.B.M. for advice 

and help if wanted. 

CONSUMERS GAS, TORONTO:  Compulsory retirement at 65. Pension 

plan: 5%  contributory which includes Canada Pension Plan contri-
bution; maximum about 40%; about 2,500 employees with some 22-30 

retiring each year. About 95% are clerical, service or labourers 

with Grade 5 - 7 education. Pension cheques are prepared by 

am insurance company, but are sent out with  the monthlybulletin 

which is a report an Pensioners' Visiting Committee - made up of 

volunteer pensioners and run by them. Informal personal counsel-

ling by the Personnel Manager who has had long service with the 

Company and who keeps in touch with employees as they approach 

retirement, warning and counselling. The department heads supply 

lists of persons due to-retire in 10 years' time. Their function 

also includes hospital ,visits to active employees and pensioners. 

On retirement, pensioners are urged to keep in touch and seek 

advice if necessary. Arrangements are made for investment counsel-

lors to talk to all employees who are interested from time to time. 

They also arrange for this supervisory staff to have lectures by 

experts on retirement planning and legal matters (making of wills, 

etc.) from time to time. The Company pays 75% of the cost of 

eveninr courses for any employees wanting to up-grade their 

education - such courses are noted and help in promotion. 

I.  



T. EATCN COMPANY, TORONTO:  About 500 per year retire in Ontario. 

They have a systematic system of personal counselling. They have-

considered group courses or counselling, but employees are not 

interested. The majority of Eaton's employees are women;Ithere 

is a relatively large turn—over, non—unionized. Counselling is 

based an three interviews. 

1. Just ahead of 62nd birthday (retirement on first day of month 
after 65th birthday). Discuss pension, options available, 
annuities etc., health problems, old age security, Canada Pension 
Plan (when and where to apply, Unemployment Insurance relation-
ship). The employee fills in form and is required to sign. 

2. About six months before retirement, goes over the same ground 
but in more detail. Must make a firm decision concerning annuir 
option, etc. and again sign form. 

3. Final interview on retirement, when given final pay cheque 
and pension entitlement or other problems that may arise are 
reviewed. They have found that most pensioners resent being 
asked what they plan to do so that this is not raised unless the 
pensioner chooses to do so. 

They can be re—hired an a temporary basis but are limited to 

11 months per year, maximum four days per week. 

They have different forms for voluntary early retirement and 

"early retirement" (dismissal). 

IMPERIAL OIL, TORONTO:  Compulsory.retirement at 65. Non—contri— " 

butory pension that could give a maximum of 60% — 70% of salary. 

Most employees retire at 63 but the tendency is toward earlier 

retirement, both compulsory and voluntary. The Company has the 

right to "retire" an employee at any time (no tenure). If retiring 

between - 55 and 62, there is an actuerial reduction to pension, but 

this  is a lump sum compensation if forced into early retirement. 

They see - no obligation to assume responsibility for pre-

retirement training, but two years before retirement, they do supply 

full information about pension, health plan benefits and rights, 

but will only discuss other matters if the employee asks for 

10 
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guidance or help. At any time, an employee may ask for a pension 

statement. 

After retirement, the annuants have a self-administered 

organization, but the Company pays $5.00 per head for each atten-

dee at their annual-dinner. The Company also operates a trust 

fund that can be used for any pensioners in distress - this is 

non-contributory. 

SWIFT (CANADIAN). TORONTO:  Compulsory retirement at 65. The 

maximum pension possible, works out at 39% of average highest five 

years' salary, less  one-half of the C.P.P. benefit. This is non-

contributory. 

About 1955, the Company operated a thorough-going counselling 

service to prepare their employees for retirement. This consisted 

of prodding employees- with 20 years' service to plan for -retirement. 

At 60 years of age, the counsellorscalled in the employee and his 

wife; .then one year - before retirement the processwas reTeated. 

F011owing - retirement, a system of once-a-year personal contact 

was maintained.> However, this thorough-going:.personal , counselling 

service had to be drastically cut back , when the company went 

throurh a severe - retrenchment and re-organization'iorogramme. 

Now that phase isOver and they are beginning to re-activate 

the programme'. As a first step,they:havemade arrangements with 

-the Federal Department of Health and Welfare to provide counsel-

lors who will call on each employee at theAzige of 60 and 64 in 

order to inform eacbone individually and in detail about the 

Canada Pension Plan and the way in whiéh it is tied into the 

Unemployment Insurance-Plan. They will-also answer questions 

concerning the Old Age Security Plan, although this is fixed and 

does not need Much explanation. 

At 641 . this counsellingwill give each employee precise data 

concerninuthe amount of Canada Pension Plan they will be entitled 

to at 65. The Company provides this counsellor - before he Calls 
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on the pensioner — with full information concerning his pension 

benefits so that the counsellor can work out with him the details • 

concerning:the Canada Pension Plan. The Company must—send to the 

,Canada Pension Plan officer a paper  sied  by the.employee autho-

rizing the-Uompany to submit  pension data to them so that.thee 

Can estimate the Canada Pension Plan-benefit. 

They propose to reactivate their preVious plan so that when 

a man reaches 55, he will receive an individual letter drawing 

attention to the need for aCvance planning and otherwise counsel-

ling him concerning health, housing, etc. At that time, the 

letter containa no pension advioe because of the complicated - 

pension plan. 

In addition, at the age of .55, each employee receives a copy 

Of an appropriate booklet describing the problems of retiring. 

At 60, the Company will make anéstimate of the pension he will 

receive at 65, and ties it into the Canada Pension Plan counsel-

ling and the individual discussions that he will have,.with his 

wife present, if possible. At that time, they will be given a 

booklet that will havé their pension data filled in. It will 

also include a sheet that they can_fill in Showing living expenses 

before and estimated after retiring. There will also be a sheet 

the pensioner can fill in showing inCome now and after retiring, 

another  one  that will show the assets he has now and after he 

retires; another sheet showing "what I owe" now and "when  I retire" 

(mortgage, inatalment payments, etc.) and finally another sheet 

with a financial summary of assets vs obligations after retiring. 

- This book , has brief paragraphs dealing with finances, wills, health, 

hoilsing, activities and a place to jot down what he expects to 

do lfter retirinF. 

Three months before retirinF, he attends a retirement party 

which is organized and paid for by his colleagues when he receives 

another booklet entitled  "No'.:  that You are Retired". This includes 

information an leave, last day of work, date  he will receive his 
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first pension, any  employee -benefit credits and health insurance 

data. After retirement,, he.receives-a copy  of  "Swift News". 

They also  have a system of service Tins starting st 25 years:and 

they receive a plaque certifying to their service with Swift's. 

On the last day, he is given a luncheon:by the company with his 

cronies and his supervisor:at which time his picture is taken 

and be is entitledito -wander around dUring the day-saying:goodbye 

but he'is, Of course, paid -for that. day. After retirement, the 

supervisor is eXpected -to.keep in tOuch With'himeven 'though 

his cheques are mailed by a trust company. If he is a member of 

the Quarter Century Club, he would be invited to all functions • 

right through retirement. 

In Edmonton, mhere they have their largest groupof employees, 

they also have an annual retired employees' dinner whichapparently 

is well—attended and eppreciated. 

CANADA PACKS,  TORONTO:  Compulsory retirement at 65. The pension 

plan is based on 4% contribution, which includes the Canada Pension 

Plan. Maximum possible pension well below 70%. 

This company, in Toronto, is experimenting with two pre-

retirement training courses for the first time this year. They 

have from 30 — 40 retiring each year from their Toronto operation. ' 

All employees between 60 and 65 are eligible to attend. Invita-

tions were sent out to 169 employees; 21 out of 60 salaried employ-

ees rerlied and only 15 out of 116 hourly—paid employees answered. 

The course consists of two hours per week and is held immediately 

followinE the close of work. It is for nine sessions. 

This is reinforced by a system of counselling that has been 

orerating for some time. Two years bef  ore  retiring supervisors 

talk to each employee based on his statement of pension entitlement 

which he receives each year. At this interview, the supervisor 

also talks about money problems, wills and future plans (clearly 

all sunervisors are not competent to do this, so that, in fact, 

it is nossible that the interview is probably mostly concerned 
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with questions relating to pension benefits.) It is claimed that 

most employees seem to have worked out some plan for retirement 

by 63 years. Again, at four to five Months before retirement, a 

detailed pension statement is prepared and another interview takes 

place, when the employee must declare his options under the annuity 

plan. .Each quarter, those retiring are given a dinner when -the 

supervisor is expected to show interest in the employee's plans 

after retirement. ,At the time of retirement, giveh various 

pamphlets, what-to do, where to go, etc., as well as application 

forms for Senior Citizen's privileges with transportation companies, 

theatres, public transport, etc., in Toronto. The company Used . 

to subscribe to "Harvest Years" for their retirees but gave it 

up as it 	not appreciated and contained much material that is 

.irrelevant inCanada. 

After retirement, there is a pensioner-organized club with 

abOut 500 potential Members in Ontario. The Company provides 

office space and equipMent for meetings and social gatherings in 

the cafeteria. There is also an annual piCnic for which the 

company ovides the food and prizes and lays on transport. There 

is a Christmas dinner to which pensioners and wives are invited 

free, while employees pay. There is a.Quarter Century-Club for 

employees and . pensioners (also do not pay dues). This has an 	. 

annual dinner and the company pays transport and over-tight accom-

modation for the out-of-towners. 

ONTARIO HYDRO, TORONTO:  Owing to the strike at Hydro, I was not 

able to see them, but from other sources I understand that they 

have operated a successful programme that began in 1968. It is 

claimed that this has increased performance of their older workers 

by lessening the retirement anxiety for those over 60. Apparently, 

ten years before retirement, husbands and wives are invited for a 

group discussion in the evening or late afternoon, the company 

paying hotel bills and transport to the site. Again at five years 
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back, the process is repeated when the discussion is oriented 

toward information sharing. Finally at one year, a similar group 

discussion takes place. Meanwhile, there is also a system of 

personal counselling an an individual basis with the wife being 

present; this may be held in the office or at home. 

On retirement, there is a party at which a representative 

of the Pensioners' Association welcomes the employee into its 

ranks. This Association is supported by the Company, which 

contributes $1.00 per head for each registered pensioner per 

year. The Company also provides the facilities, such as office 

space, for meetings. The Association has an exchange of infor-

mation centre where data on costs of living in different areas 

may be obtained and other data that may help retirees in making 

decisions. 

ADDEMDUM  — The following information was received after comple- 
tion of this report. 

For many - years now, our Personnel Qfficers throughout - the 
province have conducted interviews withemployeeà'within the 
last year before retireMent. In a number of cases these inter- 
-vdews include the spouse and extend to counselling when neces-
sary. Full advice :is given in helping,the employee to decide 
the best option for.hiM'her in ourpension and insurance plans. 
The employee ia encouraged to discuss any retirement  plans. and 
those who have not given the matter much thought - are urged to 
give it conSideration. In many instances, an excellent book by 
Robert:Thomas Allen; l'Today is the FirstTlay of the Rest of Your 
Life" is handed.out. • 

In addition, group counselling has:been considered and.as  
you will see by the following, some progresshas been made. In 
February, 1967, a committee was set up to study . and recommend 
a retirement counselling program for employees of Ontario Hydro. 
The recommendations in the report were generally'accepted but an 
extensive program has not been made a Commission—wide policy. 
In the fall of 1968, one of our regions had a complete-one—day 
seminar for employees and their spouses who were 10 years from 
retirent. Another one—day session was carried out in the 
s7lring of 1969 for those who were within five years'of retirement. 
That region will probably begin further counselling programs this 
coming year. In-1970, another region started a program for employ-
ees and their spouses who-were five years from retirement. This 
Program continues to be carried out two or -three times per year 
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with a dinner included in the program. A third region started 
a similar program last winter but extended to those who were 
within 10 years of retireMent. Two or three units in our Head 
Orrice are considering starting such a program. I anticipate 
that these programs will extend quite considerably_over the 
next rew years. 

CHRYSLER COmPORATION, WINDSOR:-  Six years ago, Uhrysler began 

preretirement s trainingoourses . using the materiaIs - and - technioues 

developed by  the Division  Of Gerontology of theUniversity of 

Michigan and with the full co-operation of the U.A.W. The course 

developed has seven sessions of two hours once a week. This 

is given out of work time, in the evening for the day shift and 

in the morning for the afternoon shift. All employees With 30 

years of service and 55 years old  or. more are entitled to attend 

at no "charge. They etimate ,some 19% of those eligible attend. 

The course covers the usual subjects - Planning for Retirement , 

(rmn by- Union and Company leaders); Medical (the Company doctor 

deals with medical problems associated with agin, helped by a 

film, presumably-one from the University of Michigan list); 

Ho-Using (Windsor Housing Authority talks about programmes for 

Senior Citizen housing, relocating in a new community - also 

with  film); Company pension and benefits (Supervisor Pension 

Department); Government Pension Plans and Benefits (Officer from 

Canada Pension Plan and Unemployment Insurance Commission); legal 

and financial (Manager of Trust Company and lawyer from  Essex 

County Law Society); Use Of leisure time (Director of local 

Senior Citizens Centre and successful company retirees). 

Attendees are handed out reading material in advance of 

the sersionsto facilitate and encourage discussion.. This material 

from the Royal Bank, The Sun Life, Department of. Health and 

Welfare, Windsor Public Library, trust companies, etc. 
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STF77.  COMPANY OF CANADA, HAMILTON:  For the hourly—rated employees 

at the Hamilton Plant, the company has a system of personal 

counselling. At the first meeting, they are given full details 

of types of pensions available as well as of the fringe benefits, 

how and when to apply for Unemz,loyement Insurance, Canada Pension 

Plan and Old Age Security benefits. The employee is told he must 

apply 30 days before the month in which he plans to retire and 

that he must bring his and his wife's birth certificate when he 

makes the application. He is also advised to discuss the pension 

with his wife and told that he may bring his wife to the next 

interview. At the second meeting, the pension and benefits are 

reviewed in full and he is asked if he has any'questions about his 

pension or his plans. The third and final meeting is held an the 

first day at the beginning of his retirement. There, wills and 

insurance benefits are discussed and previous information on 

Unemployment Insurance, C.P.P., Old Age Security and health 

benefits are reviewed. 

MUNICIPALITY OF TORONTO:  Comnulsory retirement, age 70. Maximum 

pension about 40%, contribution 6% including Canada Pension Plan. 

They have about 6,000 employees and about 225 retiring per year 

(height of bulge). They offer a course prepared by George Brown 

Collere, first course started last year. This consists of two 

hours twice weekly for a total of 12 sessions. It takes place 

from 2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. with no charge to attendees. Employ-

ees within one year of retirement are eligible. Some 65 responded 

to circular announcements, and they started with about 30 per class, 

averaring five wives. They have no formal personal counselling 

system but may decide to send out a pension statement each year. 

CANADIAN MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION,' TORONTO:  They have nOt 

considered the problem as an  Association.  They have no evidence 

that unions are becoming involved or'intereSted. (Since writing 

. this report CMA was-reported to  have set  Up a-cOmmittee to study 

the problem. I therefore wrote for an eXplanation and their 

-reply is given en.Page'17a.) 

1 



Appendix B 	 -17a- 

"I was glad to have ycur lettr of DeceMber 13,  but the information 
received_from the Treasury Board has me mildly confused. • 

To my knowledge there is no CLA committee established to examine 
the question of pre-retirement training or counselling. 	This sUbject 
matter would come under the purview of our national Industrial Relations 
Committee and we would certainly be aware if any sub-committee had been 
esta.lished to review the subject. 	I am certain that it is also a question 
which is considered from time to time by the Industrial Relations Committees 
of our various Divisions, but membs of divisional coMmittees would cer-
tainly not have occasion tobe discussing this or any other subject with 
Ottawa. As a result, I am at a loss to know what might have been said to 
officials of the Treasury Board or. for that matter, who might have said it. 

As you know, the primary function of our standing Committee is 
to recommend policy positions to the Executive Committee and Council of 
the Association. 	Simce our member companies perceive the problem and 
significance of pre-rtiremént counselling indifferent ways, and since 
theY tend to look upon it as a localized question, it is probably not 
surprising to find that the subject is discussed rather infrequently at 
our meetings. 	On the other  band. one does find that views are frequently 

.being exchaned on this subject at meetings and seminars held by  the per... 
 sonnel associations across Canada. 

There has been no change in CMA policy in the sense -that we 
still acknowledge the desirability of appropriate pre-retirement counselling. 
It might be added that ,  in the procese of keeping ourselves and our members 
informed, a member of the editorial staff of "Industrial Canada" recently 
attended one or two small meetings called by the Ontario Government Director 
of homes for the Aged at which some aspects of this subject were discussed. 
Perhaps thia led someone to jump to an erroneous conclusion?" 

(Signed) W.D.H. Frechette 
Executive Vice-President 
and General Manager, 

Canadian Manufacturers Association 
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OTHERS: According to a recent article in the Financial Post, 

Canadian National have taken no action so far, although they have 

been talking about the problem for some years. Air Canada  

considered a programme some years ago, but dropped it when a poll 

of employees indicated a lack of interest. International Nickel 

Company has no programme although the Union did raise the topic 

at this year's bargaining. ïord Motor Company of Canada  used to 

run an evening programme at its Windsor plant which covered 

pensions and company benefits but let it lapse about a year ago - 

too time-consuming. General Motors of Canada  has refused to set 

up a programme. Manufacturers Life Insurance Comunz, Toronto, 

said to be operating a course this year that is organized by the 

Toronto YMCA. 



APPENDIX — C 

CANADIAN COUNSELLING SERVICES AVAILABLE 
(apertfrom courses already-organized by.Canadian 

Federal Departments or-Agencies) 

THE YMCA, TORONTO:  Operate courses on "Preparation for Retirement" 
at the Central "Y" (40 College Street) for any person over 40, 

as part of their regular educational extension programmes. There 

are 10 sessions, once ,a. week from 7:00 p.m. — 10:00 p.m. The 

cost is $20.00 per person and $30.00 per couple. 

In addition, they will also organize courses for industry and 

are developing such a course for Metropolitan Life in Toronto this 

year. 

They find that, despite talk, industry in general is doing 

very little; even when courses are organized, lack of follow—up 

or sufficient efforts at recruitment, attendance is scarce and 

many fall out before the end of the course. 

GEORGE BROWN COLLEGEt_TORONTO:  (Mr. F. C. O'Toole, Consultant, 

Training .and Industry) The College will organize courses for any 

industryor:government department that wants to set up a Programme. 

The company must Provide the space - and the trainees who are 

encouraged to.bring their wives. The programmes are  usually 

scheduled for company time. 

' - This is a new develomment and, so far, for industry they have 

only set up:the progralume for'Canada Packers where - they have an 

executive groilp and a union :group. The programmes for each:group 

are virtually the same, but they separate them because the cues-

tions asked by one group would be of little interest to those  of  

the other.-  In addition, they have set up-a programme for the 

Toronto Civic Government and they have also co—operated closely 

with Sister:St. Michael of the Office 'on  Aging, Department of 

Social and Family Services. -  The cost tOthe college of a ten-

session - Programme is'about $1,000  but:  about 707. of  this .is paid 

from a Government grant. They are thinking of taping their 

programme7, for TV in ordertO .give them wider coverage. 



They give an honorarium, not a fee, to their lecturers on 

the grounds that these people are highly professional but do this 

out of a sense of duty. If they were asked to name a fee, they 

•would have to nay much higher than the honorarium. 

HUMBER COLLEGE, TORONTO:  Offers a ten week course,-each  session 

of three hours, in the evening.  (University of Toronto reports 

little interest in this course) 

TORCUTO BOARD OF EDUCATION:  Offers two courses, one at Northern 

Secondary School and the other at Eastern School of Commerce. 

These last for 20 weeks in the evening on Tuesdays for two hours. 

The charge is $15 per person. These courses are also worked out 

with the co—operation of George Brown College. They pay their 

discussion leaders $24 per session. Their classes run from 40 

to 45 persons, including wives — from 60* to 70% come with wivts. 

ONTARIO  GOVERNMENT ?  OFFICE ON AGING, MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY AND 
SOCIAL SERVICES:  (Sister St. nichael) . 

The Ontario Government has done an enormous aMount of 

research on the problem of aging, and has included in this the 

problems of retirement. SiSter St. Michael is nrObably  one of 

the leading Canadian authorities in this general field. There is 

a long—term study of the aging that started in 1959 with 2,000 

man all amproximately 45 Y ears old. It will be completed in 

197e when all will have reached commulsory retirement . age. No 

direct counseiling courses are run by thisllinistry, but it does • 

offer all kinds of help and Sister St. Michael is frequently Used 

as advisor and counsellor for some or the courses. They have 

compi_Led bibliograpnies and all sorts of printed material that 

would be invaluable for anyone setting up any sort or pre-

retirement training courses. 



Sister St. Michael believes that .courses  should be-run during 

the working day and that.it.is  management's responsibility to 

see that these are available. 'She recognizes that  the trend 

toward early retirement in industry is nOt matched by any trend 

toward.preparation for it.' 

, For e detailed report on the Ontario , Government's activities, 

see "Some-Findings in.Preparation for Retirement Courses in the 

Toronto District" by Sister St. Michaël. 

• ONTARIO DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION:  Has published a short pamphlet 

"Retiring Soon"-that lists ways of preparing and lists sources 

of help.and consultants an programmes for older people. 

OTTAWA BOARD OF EDUCATION:  Runs a fifteen-week course that 

started last year with.some 35 registrants. It was evidently 

well-received:since this year, it is trying to cope with 53..(too 

many) after rejecting another 70  applications ,  for lack of facili-

ties.  The  fee is $25 per married  couple or single person - and the 

sessions run from 7:30 p.m to 9:30 p.m. (or later if the discus-

sion.warrants it). For the most tart, the "lecturers" -#ve their 

service - free. Asthis coUrse exemplifies this sort of programme, 

a copy of•the curriculum is:attached (included'in 'Douse Papers,- 

Canadian . Dockéts) .. The course has anextellant-recoroLof atten-

dance rightthrough to the-end. - 

UNIVERSITIES:  Although some of the community colleges have become 

involved - to - some extent with this problem, so far the Canadian 

universities have done very little. In 1962, McMaster University 

offered a course "Preparation for Retirement" but it was not 

re'ieated - presumably for lack of interest, the university being 

unable to provide any information This COUT5t was for 10 sessions 

.and attracted some 22 people with an average age  of 60. The 'cost 

was $30, but wives were admitted at half price. 

3 



The University of Toronto in 1971 organized a course for its 

on  employees that took place at 2:00 D.M. and comprised nine 

sessions from October to June. In advertising the course, employ-

ees were also encouraged to consult a retirement counsellor 

concerning any specific plans. 

The.University i$ developing a series of courses for people 

over 55 starting next September:that they hope will includelpte-

retirement training. However, they report that atteffipts in the 

past to organize such courses have met with very little response. 

This lack of'interest of the Canadian universities contrasts 

with the situation in the UnitedStates where considerable research 

has been undertaken and practical methods developed. Probably the 

lack of development of similar interest in Canada stems from the 

absence of any demand for such training courses. In discussing 

the ruestion with Mr. J. M. Beauchesne, Department of'Recreology 

and Chairman of the Council of Research on Leisure at thé Univer-

sity of Ottawa, he expressed the opinion that if a demand were to 

be demonstrated, the university could and would develop courses, 

not only for those concerned about retirement, but to train 

Counsellors in this field. 

WORKERS' EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION:  They are an international 

or7anization that isciestribed in the Golden Jubilee booklet. 

They obtain financing by a grant of $5,000 from the Ontario 

Government and from membership  dues of $3.00 per year, and from 

fee:i which they charge for their various sessions  in the  evening. 

The fee is $18 Per enrollee, who may bring his wife free. Descrip-

tion of courses is contained in a booklet. They generally get 

peo'Dle from 55 years and ur. These courses were started last 

year st the University of Toronto and will be repeated this 

year, but they cannot use University of Toronto facilities — this 

they consider a serious drawback as many of their enrollees liked 

the prestige of ligoing to the University". While they seem to  have 
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to - have no difficulty in obtaining candidates, this year they sent 

out circulars to 70 large firms in the Toronto area asking them 

to draw this course to the attention of their employees, they 

obtained no "recruits" from this endeavour. They believe that 

this is not so much a demonstration of lack of interest, but 

because of the name which may have a wrongly-construed connotation 

attached to it by management. 

CANADIAN LABOUR CONGRESS, TORONTO:  The Head Office  claims to have 

tried to interest their locals in the Question of preparation 

for retirement virtually without any success (I- gather that the 

' CLC itself has not pushed very .hard). The .one exception.is the 

UAW that has a division devoted tm.its retired members and has 

worked with management and the University - of Michigan to develOp 

a programme at Chrysler that has been operating for:scme years. 

The  tendency is to concentrate .on negotiating for longer holidays 

and. a:lowering .of the voluntary retirament.age •-• without any 

parallel interezt in preparing for it: In'some.cases, unions, 

notably the USW and INCO have negotiated for  some members to be 

given eight weeks ' leave iof  absence to- attend -their Labour _ 	. 
College at Port Hope. This college gives courses derigned to up-

grade its members in the service of the Union and the  community. 

It has not done anything  in 	way of preparation for retire- 

ment. According -to . .a Financial Post article, the Director of 

Education and Welfare of the United Steel Workers has said that 

pre-retirement counselling is:not-industry's responsibility. 

'Thus  the USW-has 'followed a policy , of working with community 

colleges and social planning centres in order to get counselling 

programmes started. 

ONTARIO WD-FARE COUNCIL, TORONTO:  This Council has not actually 

• set ur any courses for preparation for retirement, but its section 

on aging has r.repared a pamphlet  "Education for Retirement" - a 
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policy statement and suggestions for training programmes. This 

arose from extensive research on programmes in Canada, the United 

States, and Britain, andreachecUthe conclusion that concern over 

retirement was great in all classes - unskilled 'labourers, store 

clerks and executives. They recognized that there are two methods 

-a lecture discussion series and individual counselling. They came 

up with recommendations that the Council should  encourage the use 

-of both Methods; that because of trained leadership and better 

content, universities and community colleges should:develop such 

courses, that - the Council would co,operate with the - Ontario 

Office on Aging, universities, community colleges, employers, 

labour unions, in sponsoring môdel demonstration discussion 

courses (apparently not carried out). In addition, the. Council 

operates 4 number of programmes dealing with the problems of the 

elderly, including those of early retirement. They are also 

.co-operating with the Ontario Ministry of Community and Social 

Services in a Survey "Opinions About People" that should give a 

scientific view of attitudes toward older people and retired 

people. 

There are two main Points about the work of the  Council: 

first, that they could and would be of great help  in  providing 

ar3sistance in setting up any sort of counselling programmes 

both by providing advice based on experience and in providing 

useful literature, e.g., "Guide to  Services for Old People in 

Ontario"; and secondly, a retired person might find that the 

Council offers a fascinating opportunity for voluntary work on 

behalf.of retired or about-tobe-retired persons. 

SENIOR CITIZETIS' FORUM, MONTREAL:  This organization is funded 

by the United Federation Arpeal Fund, and hope for support from 

Eeir Horizons' programme. They also have a nominal fee from those 

of their members who c/n afford it. They have had some experience 

in preparation for retirement courses, and developed a manual for 



"Pre—retirement Education of Older Workers". They will help in 

settinE up of any such courses by preparing the material and help 

in rounding up speakers. However, although they co—operated with 

Bell Canada and Nortnern Electric some years ago, at the present, 

I could not find that any comranies are using tneir services in 

tnis respect. 

PARAMOUNT HETIREMENT COUNSELLING LTD. ,  MONTREAL:  This is a 

commercial counselling service, very similar to several organize., 

tions  in the  United States, which.is just beginning to get under 

way in Canada. It provides a. personal tounselling (answering) 

service to employees for whom.the employer takes out a subscrip-

tion. This invOlves the distribution  of 20 booklets,' one  every 

quarter for five years before retirement, which is distributed 

by:the.employer. After  retirent, a monthly newsletter is sent 

out which foes with the monthly Pension cheque. (Would this be 

possible with the Department of Supply and Services sending out 

all pension checmes?) The:booklets are well written and illus-

.trated and the information kept up to date. The fee structure and 

full information about the operation of the system and -copies of 

the booklets are contained in the folder. 

No list of subscribers , was evailable but I Was.able to 

confirm that Alcan is exPeriemnting with the service•at their 

Arvida and Shawinigan operatiOns in co—operation with the CEPS.  

It is also claimed that the Governments of Alberta, British Colum-

bia  and some Federal agencies . .areconsidering it — suchfas the 

Post Office. 

. 	The cost is spelled out in the brochure,' -but  there is a 

› minimum annual'charge of $750 with -a sliding scale -of $125 per 

month per person (less than 50):to $60 per person for 2,500 and 

over. 



APPENDIX-- D 

LIST . OFOTHER .-PCST4RETIREMENT . ORGANIZATIONS 
THAT MAY BE'OF INTEREST TO RETIRED PERSCNS 

Literature ,concerning these organizations is included in a 

folder marked "Canadian Corporation and Institutional Papers". 

1. United Senior Citizens of Ontario,  105 - Fourth Street, Toronto 

2. The National Pensioner and Senior Citizen Federation,  127 - 
Sixth Street, Toronto 

There are also other provincial organizations in British 
Columbia, Alberta, Manitoba and New Brunswick. These organ-
izations appear to be inter-related under the National 
:Federation. They are devoted to the interests of pension-
ers and older people. The Ontario organization publishes 
"The Voice" which reports on new developments and lists the 
associated clubs throughout Ontario - nearly 500. The muni- 
cipalities will also be able to advise cf any Senior Citi-
zen clubs in the area. 

3. Forty-Plus of Canada,  250' Bloor.Street East,. Toronto. 
An organization atartéd  in '.1971  to provide career counselling 
and education for middle-agedand over executisJes looking • 
for placement. There is a fee basecLon $200 for unemployed 
executives - defined as 40-60 years (60-65 , eligible but not 
encouraged) and who have. earned $15,000 or more with a good 
record and to have'had-responsibility for.policy and super-
vised staff - plus $175 when placed. During the period of 
search (said to average nine weeks), each member is expected 
to put in 2.  days per week,in the organization's office. 

4. Canadian ExecUtive Services OVerseas,  1010 St. Catherine Street 
West, Montreal 

Needs no comment ekcept to Ëay that there does not seem to be 
any system whereby CESO is made aware of retired External or 
Trade and Commerce: officers'or of their qualifications. From 
talks with the officials at CESO, it is clear that they would 
welcome some sort of "drill" whereby they would be kept 
informed of evailable officers. .Granted that for the most 
part.GESO is. looking for people with techniéal managerial 
skills - how to run a supermarket, improme foundry techniques, 
etc. - there will be occasions when an ex-foreign service 
officer could be of help either because they may know a 
particular country well or because a country may be looking 
for-sOmeone able to help set up some part of a foreign 
service or both. 
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j OXFAM, National Office, 97 Eglington Avenue East, Toronto 
Projects Centre: Prof. Theo L. Hills, McGill University, 

3437 Peel Street, Montreal 
Because OXFAM deals with helping people to develop, mostly in 
the developing countries, service in OXFAM in Canada in one  
form or another might well appeal to officers and staff 
retiring from External. . There are offices in most of the 
major cities of Canada. The work here is.principally fund- • 
raising. . - Field Directors who submit proposals for adoption 

' have generally . been appointed from England and may be younger 
• than most retired people. However, this need not be so, 

particularly as I understand the trend is to appoint local 
people as field directors, with OXFAM supplying inspectors 
to act as general counsellors. In addition, the Canadian 
Projects Committee under the Chairmanship of Professor Hills, 
McGill University, should be able to use retired officers 
with experience in developing countries. In any case, there 
should be some sort of regular liaison with OXFAM and 
Professor Hills. 

6. Unitarian Service Committee,  Sparks Street, Ottawa 
Here again, liaison should be established since the work of 
this Committee might well appeal to retired people from 
External. 

Federal Superannuates' National Association, 6511 Duart Road, 
Victoria. Fred W. Whitehouse, National Secretary-Treasurer 

This Association was founded in 1963, yet I do not suppose 
most of the people in External know of its existence. It 
is concerned with the welfare of retired Federal employees 
and their widows. They claim to have branches across the 
country. This is an Association that people retiring from 
External might want to support. In any case, its existence 
and objectives should be drawn to the attention of each 
person retiring, without in any way pressing them to join. 

8. Second 'Career Consultants  
Rent an Executive 	 30 Eglington Avenue East, Toronto  
These two organizations are "billed" - as retirement advisors. 
They appear to be a clearing house for companies looking for 
executives at short notice. The costs in this case are borne 
by the company. People retiring who would like to find other 
employemnt might like to know about these organizations. 

9. Pensioners Concerned (Canada) Inc.', 51 Bond Street, Toronto 
PrinCipally concerned with protecting pensioners from the 
escalation in cost of living through greater tax examptions 
for pensioners. It might be described as a self-help, lob-
bying OrganizatiOn.. People retiring should be informed of 
its  existence.  



10. CIDA: Presumably some officers might be'useful to CIDA, but 
at the moment, no guidance is given to people retiring regar-
ding CIDA's intere7t. Some definite understanding with CIDA 
should be worked out so that interested officers retiring 
from External would know to whom to apply and conversely, 
CIDA should be made aware of the "talent" coming off the 
"assembly line". 

11. U.N.: Similarly, there must be many U.N. agencies where the 
experience of External officers would be useful. Agein, 
some understanding should be reached with the U.N. so that 
both the organization and the retiree will know mhat .ther 
opportunities are and where to apply. Note that the State 
Department in Washington has a separate U.N. Recruitment 
Office. 
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APPENDIX E 

WHAT IS BEING DONE I 	ITAIN 

THE CIVIL SERVICE:  No formal pre-retirement training,coursest 

but a, few . departments'(not theToreign Office but the Department 

of Overseas . Deyelopment) have made - experimental efforts at 

-running inforMaloourses organized on-avoluntary basis by train-

ing officers. They usuallytake place. at the end of the working 

day. The Civil Service Departmenthas'not agreed to - any expendi-' 

ture for . this purpose, nor has it authorized time off - - funds 

allotted for "official training" . may not be used for pre-retirement 

training .. These informal courses usually involve lectures and 

discussions* on money (superannuation, investment, national insur-

ance pensions and supplementarylaenefits), health, safety in the 

home, work (voluntary and paid). 1  leisure. Policy at the moment 

is limited to some pre-retirement guidance which is Interpreted 

as the Departmentaluwelfare officer offeringevery_persôn an inter-

view some months before -retirement. Also., they have prepared a 

useful and attractive booklet "Towards Retirement" . :which is issued 

to ail employeeS three years before  th ey retire as a supplement 

to the interview. 

The official view toward this  question is that,  for  some 

- time, other training commitments preclude the introduction of 

formal pre-retirement courses .  So far, there is nô evidence that 

public orinion and'pood employer practice has  made -a case for .their 

adoption. 

At first glance t -the Civil Service pension scheme  is  much 

less generous than the Canadian, but there are many important 

comrensations. , Itmay be.rèlevant to give a brief,outline of it. 

The Civil Service pension scheme provides for  .a maximum of 

45'80th of the highest salary during the last three years Of service 

(1/C0th for each year of service),  but t  in practice, this may 

generally be one -one-half - particularly for those . in  the :senior 

 grades.-. Hoever,"this relatively low : pension 	to:Canadian 

practices) is non-contributory excert for )2,10 to_provide the 50.% 



suyvivor pension to widows. There is also a full, built-in cost 

of living increment provided the index rises by 2% or more during 

the previous year. The lump sum payment is 3/80th of the last 

year's pay for each year of service, so that the total lump sum 

may be 135/80th of the highest salary in the  last three years 

of service, and this is tax free. 

There is no compulsory retirement age, but a voluntary age 

of 60 when anyone may retire and receive an immediate pension and 

lump sum. Service beyond that age is at the discretion of the 

Government. After five years' service, anyone may retire and re-

ceive his pension and lump sum when he reaChes the age of 60. In 

practice, many civil servants serve after 60 and a few after 65. 

However, it is very rare for people in the higher levels to serve 

beyond 60. Until 1972, people in the Foreign Service with 

service in unhealthy posts could count  l  years per year of ser-

vice, and this also reduced the permissable retirement age to as 

'low as 55. This has now been changed, although those with.this 

sort of service prior to June 1972 may still claim the extra 

service. 

.Civil servants who  are re-employed on contract work by their 

Government may negotiate terms of payment Without any reference 

to their pension or previous salary. It is only if they are 

re-emrloyed in "an office of a public department", in other words 

taken on strenFth, that their pension is affected in any way. 

"Towards Retirement" has a detailed explanation of the pension 

scheme. However, the section on pensions and lump sums is out of 

date, but the aMended section is attached to the sample included 

in the docket "British Papers". 

PRE-RETIRDIU7 ASSOCIATION: LONDON:  A central servicing body with 

a primary aim of persuading every working person and spouse to 

prepare for retirement in the se  way they prepared for a working 

life. If possible, they work through existing organizations, 
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tut also innovate, where necessary in'the development of confer-

ences and seminars, promotion of publications and advisory ser-

vices for memberr,. Their membership inclUdes 22 Government 

Departments -. They were involved-in producing "Towards Retirement", 

and in advising .an the running of the:pre-retirement.pourses for 

those departments tl.lat have started:this On their awn. . They 

report . that the residential courses -  rUn by the Seafarers', Educa-

tion  Service and College of the Sea, London; by the Warden of 

Debden House at Loughton Green, Essex; and by the Centre of 

Adult Education at Knuston Hall, Irchester, North .Hands. have 

met with great sudcess. 

One of the Associatiorlt bulletins published .in 1971 -describes 

the situation in Britain and gives guidance.on holtrto develop 

graining courses. They conclude.their paper with the'following 

paragraphs which sum up the "Status  Of the Art" in Britain: 

Apart from the realizeUttithat ,preparation forit-is 
a matter of cOmmen sense, therea.re no panaceas or prescrip-
tions for a succeesful retirement. It's an individual 
responsibility'in which each person will have his or her 
own variant of the  different problems . . And each organiza- 
tion will have. its own characteristic way . of 'helping them 
to face-its challenge and realiseits oppOrtunities - whether 
it is an enlightened managementrecognizing a.responsibility 
towards long-service employees - Or a Works Council aware 
Of needs unmet - medical:practitioners in the industrial, 
public or private sector who realise that the best way to 
deal with Eeriatric problems is to prevent them developing — 
educational centres which c .an not anly lighten the tran-
sition but illuminate its possibilities - or voluntary organ-
izations such-as church groups, Rotary .Clubs, women's organ- 
izations - or special associations set up specifically to 
explore these new neech... 

:There are already over:20 (now 26 or more - ed.) such 
organizations in the United  Kingdom and, as with all - British 
institutions, there is an immense variety in their origins. 
Some spring from the active interest of individuals an the 
brink of their oun retirement, some from the desire of edu-
cational bodies to meet a foreseen need; others from 
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voluntary organizations only too aware of the disadvantages 
that can overwhelm the elderly; and yet others from the direct 
concern of both sides of industry. They draw their finance 
from a similar variety of sources; from grant-giving bodies 
geared to local needs, from industrial subscriptions, from 
fees paid by students, or Maintenance given in kind, such as 
the provision of a secretariat, the venue for courses or 
the services of the discussion leader. They are all ooncerned 
with alerting individuals in the fifties to the wisdom of 
.preparing for the next twc:rdecades, and as this becomes a 
common pattern there will be a change in the pensioners' 
recuirements of the community. 

In addition, they  have  published a list of pre-retirement 

organizations (26) that.are mostly municipal or county bodies, 

(described in Chapter 12 of"Solving the Problems of Retirement", 

published by the Institute of Directors). Also, the Association 

has put out a series of bookleteuseful for.any organization 

interested in organizing courses - "A Brief Guide to Pre-retirement 

Advisory Courses"; "Synopsis of Six Main Topics at Pre,retirement 

Advisory Courses"; "The Years Still Unexplored". The AsSociatiOn's 

literature referred to above is included in the docket, "British 

Papers". 

THE INSTITUTE OF DIRECTORS, LONDON:  This Institute over ten years 
aEo begnn to recognize that retirement now with the acceleration 

of modern business life throws up many problems for directors, 

and the problems that are presented to develooed countries by a 

growinc percentage of retired people in the comMunity. By 1980, 

Britain will have eight million retired.people with the proportion 

still rising. The Institute has a Retirement Advisory Bureau, 

founded in 1962 as an introductory bridge between retired members 

and local veluntary - organizations. They see retirement as involving 

directors in three ways. 

1. To make wise and early plane for retirement. 

2. To encourage employees at all levels to prepare and to 	. 
encourage the provision of training courses by large firms 
or by local education authorities for emàller firms. 
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3. To persuade the community to recognize the needs and potential 
, of retired people. 

As part of the endeavours, tàey have published a useful 

booklet "Solving the Problems of Retirement". This is a series 

of papers written by people with experience inthis field and 

contains many useful observations on the extent and variety of 

the problem. 

THE CIVIL SERVICE COUNCIL FOR FURTHER EDUCATION:  This is an 

educational advisory council that does not itself provide educa-

tion. It promotes and co-ordinates further education for members 

of the civil service and in that sense prepares for retirement 

by trying to broaden their intereats during their working life. 

They pay visits to different Departments and arrange for talks 

to civil servants explaining how the Council- works and advising 

on where and t101:: tO pursue courses in further education  indu-
ding pre-retirement courses. They publish a variety of booklets 

and pamphlets dealing with educational opportunities and make 

available literature puolisheo by educational:organizations, as 

well as "Venture", a news sheet issued two times a year. NOTE: 

"Further. Education Opportunities - A Guide for Civil Servants", 

published by the CoUncil. Also, "A Guide to Voluntary Service", 

.a useful book for retired civil servants and "Flood Light - A 

Guide  to Evening 'Classes" published by the Inner London Education 

huthority. . 

SEAFhl/RS EDUChTION SERVICE AND COLLEGE'OF THE SEA, LONDŒ:  This 

organization has beenomerating one course a year since 1965. 

This is a residential four day course open to 30Anerchant sea-

farers.of any'rank within five years• of retirement or those 

recently retired.  No charge  - is made:to delegates, but shipping 

companies who send delegate: ,  are expected to pay 17 per -head. 

SOmetimen delegates come during - leave ashore, but in most  cases  

they  are 5ent by .their employers who pay the transportation-  costs. 
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The organization recognizes that they only touch a small number 

of men retiring each year, but they are limited by their facilities 

- moreover, mny seafarers and their employees are simply not 

interested. In the beginning, the course was under-subscribed 

but no.;  it is over-subscribed. They are satisfied that practi-

cally all who come to the course draw benefit from it. Some 

nominated by their company in the early daye of the course came 

thinking they had nothering to learn but went away with a differ-

ent attitude. They also reCognize that "instant conversion" is 

not to be expected, but hope that even for those who have not 

developed outside interests, some ideas may be implanted that will 

help them in retirement. Apart from the discussions laid on for 

the course, much is gained from the group living and discussing 

their problems together. 

THE GLASGOW RETIREMENT COUNCIL:  This is one of the many Councils 

that came into being with the establishment of the Pre-retirement 

Association in London in 1964. From its annual report, it would 

appear that it has been  one of the most successful and vigorous of the 

organitions set up in Britain. Apparently its work has attracted 

attention from all parts of Britain from Australie, Belgium, 

Danada, Denmark, France, Norway-, South Africa and the United 

States. It has also been featured in Radiotelevisione Italiane 

and. on  Belgian TV. 

The Council is involved in orerating.(a) "day release courses" 

where employees are released by their firm for a full day once a 

week for seven weeks. :These are held in five C011eges of Further 

Education in the Glasgow area and open to all classes of employees; 

(h) afternoon "release courses"; (C) evening courses for Civil 

Servants (there are none during working hours for Civil Servants) . ; 

and '(d) "living in retirement" courses for those who have retired 

The record is impressive. Starting in 1959-60 with three day 
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release  courses, • thesenumbered twenty-six in 1970-71 in the 

Glasgow area alone, catering to 480 people. In the-same year 

they were - involved in three afternoon release  courses in Edin-

borough and Dunfermline; one evening  course for Civil Servants 

in - Belfast, and six  "living idiretirement courses, two-in Glasgow 

and the others outside. 

Altogether in Scotland, the Council.has been Involved in 

starting and promOting 229 courses since 1959, includinà 18 eve-

ning courses" for Civil Servants, divided between Edinborough and 

Glasgow. These include courses Worked out with the-Workmen's . 

Education Association and Other county Education Committees. 

While-most of'the Council's work has been with  country, municipal 

and education bodies, in 1970-71 they:set up courses for twO large 

employers  in Glasgow  within their owngaremises . . 

In addition to this work l 'the Council operates crafts and 

hobby centres, encourages and helrs in developing - Retired 

EMPloyees'.Associations and operates . a part-time EMployment 

Bureau. 

For none of these services offered to people approaching 

-retirement or for tnose who have retired does the Council charge 

the emrloyee. It is supported by grants from the Scottish  .du-

cation  Department, Glasgow  Corporation and  five Uounty Councils, 

the Glasgow Educational Trust and a Bequest:Fund and finally, 

annual contributions from industrial and commercial firms. Their 

annual report lists about 100 employersi mostly large corporations 

(e.g. British Steel-Corp.; Bryant & May, J.&P.'Coats; Dunlop 

Rubber Co., English Electric., Goodyear Tyre, IBM "(UK),1CI, Lever 

Bros., etc.) and also the Department of Industry & Trade, South 

of Scotlend'Electricity Board. 

The Council has made no analyeis of the people attending 

these various-courses but they think that about twothirds are 

zenior, skilled manual workers and the balance divided between 



unskilled and clerical and administrative types. The Council has 

come to the conclusion that by far the most effective type of 

courses are their "day release courses". They do not think evening 

courses for men and women are very satisfactory; coming as they 

do at the end of a working day for people mostly in their early 

sixties, they find concentration is difficult. 

LONDON BOROUGH OF NEMHAM, EDUCATION COMMITTr4 LOUGHTON, ESSEX: 
This organization has been limning residential courses for nearly 

two years. They are open to all applicants but in practice, 

because firms will not release their eMployees until near retire-

ment, and people tend not to face the problem until they are in 

mid- or late fifties, most of the trainees.are nearing retirement. 

Most of the attendees are sponsored by their employers,.parti-

cularly when these have been "local government authorities". 

Originally the courses were for 24: days and the fee was  1,4.50 for 

tuition, board and lodging. Now the course has been extended to 

four full days at a cost of 18.60. Applicants are expected to 

fill in a questionnaire giving information about their attitudes, 

their financial resources in retirement, what they:hope to do, 

facilities available for retired people, etc. 

KNUSTOU HALL, RESIDENTIAL CENTRE FOR ADULT EDUCATION, IRCHESTER, 
NORTH HNTTS.  

One of about three dozen "colleges" in England set up for short 

courses in adult education - mostly established in "Stately Homes 

of England". Knuston Hall includes in its calendar for this year 

one three day course at a cost of L.,6 for residents and ;4.50 non-

resident. 

They have been running courses since June 1962 for about 

20 - 30 at a time and try to have a mix of "retired" and "about-

to-retiro" peonle. Since then they have run courses of varying 

lenrth - probably only one a year. Most of the people attending 

do so on their oun; most employers evidently refuse to release 
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tfieir employees so that the delegate- are all reasonably resource-

ful people with a positive outlook toward retirement. They 

believe that the best feature of their course is the residential 

aspect and while each session (normally three per day) has a 

speaker, emphasis is on discussion among the delegates. 

GENERAL: A few companies have experimented with some success 

with setting up separate companies to manufacture some light 

components that do not reauire heavy work. This is staffed entire-

ly by elderly workers who physically cannot continue in their 

normal factory employment. Thus, these People may extend their 

useful workinE life to the benefit of both employer and employee. 

A.  



&FPENDI - F 

-..n1.1T IS BEING DONE iy THE UNITED S.TàTES 

- UNITED STATES . GOV=ENT AND UNIVERSITIES:  . It would - appear that 

the United  States - Government's rrinciral focus on the rroblems 

for the'aged is centred . = "The White House Conference on Again". 

This has no:: been organized'into 14 subject • sections,  to which 

tecnnical - cOmmittees -  are #pointed by - the Secretary of Health, 

.Education.and Welfare.One  of the sections is "RetirementRoles 

.and Aotivities". Acopy of the  "Recommendations for Action" from 

the 1971 Uonferenc'e by this - seetion is included - in "U.S. Govern-

ment Yublications" attached to the documents accompanying. tnis 

report. • Uecommennation IiI is os :2articular intere:t: 

Lociety snould adopt a policy or preparation for retire-
ment, 1easurn :?Ild education for life off the job, The 
rivateand aublic sector should  adort and .expand programs 

to rre ,.-are peraons to iindertand and benefit .from the 
changes produced . by 

. While-retirement is both an individual and total commu-
nity re:Tonsibility for providing preraration-for-retirement 
-rorrars durini: the -working hours.... 

Pre-retirerent -education und counselling should be 
. rrovied 	throughout the Nation by  trained instructora, 
startinc at least five year5 before normal retirent age. 

Specia,1 courses for thOserlearing retirement are 
urgently - needed. 

,(2-cordiri to a survey undertaken by the àmerican àssociation 

of ,tstirei reovle in 1967, 17 "unit: -."  •of the Federal Government 

h 	prou training sesions .or hr.ld arrangements for providing 

used counsrllin servicea, 18 "units.".had le:: formal 

grcy2. -  sc:-.7.ions on an ad hoc basis as need.arose or else  had i,.e.neral 

service: rrovided by peroons trained on civil service

retirement benerit: -.. Significantly, no unit.reported receiving 

fror the 1 .).tiona1 àssociation of Retired Federal Employees, 

but did r(ccogni7e helT from the :1merican association of Retired 

Fer ton:,  the UnlVeraity of Chic:-:go and the University of Michigan. 



Sincr then, the.U.S. Civil Service ComrÉssion, rommissoned 

Dr. Daniel Sinick of George "jarhington Univerjty to do :î survey 

of- "Retirement Planning Programs" -..rithin the Federal Service. 

This  was ,Iiiplished in 1969. It is an in-depth study of the atti-

tude: of in&viduals toward pre-retirement training. •As a result 

of this survey the U.S. Civil  Service  Commission out out .a •"Guide 

Lines Bulletin" (ittached), which recommended that retirement 

planning nrogrammes should br increaL:ed, fl d  made eeverarrecom-

mendations concerning:the nature of the programmes and ho::  they 

should be organized. • In addition, the Civil Service CoMmiszion 

every two to three year: set: up. courses for training  counsellors 

for the different departmentr and agencies. 

It is difficult to say nrrcisely which United Statee Govern-

ment Dc7artments or Agencies no -: have programmes, but rrobably 

most  have. Snerifically, the State Derartment has its own  course

and 	a division that i3 exclusively concerned with retirinp 

emr:loyee. The CIA. is eaid to have.one of the most com7rehensive 

programmes, starting with people in their fifties, which includes 

direct peronal counselling. The Social Security Administration 

also has a most elaborate system of grou-e counselling that is 

o:eratAd by a separate division. This programme  started 15 years 

vo. • They conduct a series of courses throurhout the United 

St .Ite. s  that consist of 11 sessions from .9:30 	•to 11:30 a.m. 

and r‘-lre'.1 over about tdo months. Anyone-over 45 is eligible, 

but brcause of the number: involved, those neareet retirement are 

given -:.)reference (they have some 55,000 emrloyees with about 5,000 

retiring each year). The  average  are  of attendees is 53 -  years. 

(Com:ulsory rctirernent  in the Federal Service is 70, for State 

Dep?.rtment 60, ecept for Ambassadors  or the  Minister level which 

is 65.) The classes run tà 100 People inCluding wive3. They also 

have ,rered a booklet "Planninr for the Later Years. 

Other Agenc5es or Departments. conducting programmes which 

involve roffie sort of group- counselling include the following. (but 



undoubtedly there are many more): 

National Serurjty •gency; Departments of Commerce, Labor, State, 
Agriculture,'Housing and Urban ,Development, Army, Health Education 
and Welfare .(which also publishes a monthly. magazine "Aging" at 
$2.50 per year)1 H.Q.:Air Force; Army Map Service; Naval ShiP 
Engineering Centre; Naval  Materials Command Suppert Activity; - 
Air  Force Material Command; Federal Home.Loan Bank; . 1.E.C.; 
Qffice . of the'Secretary, Health, Education and Welfare; :Federal 
Aviation Agency; Coas .LGuard; Federal Highway Administration; 
Office of the Secretary of Defence,  Amy; U.S. Information 
Agency. 

• Some further details of what the U.S. State Department does 

in this aren are of interet and relevant. . In the first  place, 

the Department currently has about 300 retiring each year (it is 

• etimated tht, from 60 to 7C5 are Foreign Service Personnel). 

Unlike our Service, the Foreign Service has an entirely different 

pension plan from the regular U.S. Civil Service.. The U.S. 'Civil 

Service has a com7ulsory Maximum retirement are of 70 years, 

veluntary at 55 with 30 years':service. Pension is based on a 

cliding . scale - l% first five'years, 1 3 4 next five and 2570 

from then oni- calculated on the average highert three year3, 

'Jith cm7loyee contribution of 7V,. The State Department plan has › 

compulsory retirement age of 60 except,for those of Ambassadorial 

•or Ministerial rank who may go to 65 years, and voluntary retire-

ment nt the age of 50 with at least 20 years' service (permission 

of the Secretary of State is re-uired). The pension is - calculated 

at  the rate of 2  per annum of the average salary during the high-
est. three consecutive years.u7,  to a maximum.of 70%. In fact, the 

r;17ximum is 72,1., since unused sick leave of UP to one year (2280 

hourr) mny be added a pensionable service. However, this basic 

-ensior is rodured somewhat dePending on the amount of survivor 

benefit: the ..-ensioner oPts for. The  -contribution is 7') of salary. 

In addition, tbere is abuilt-in cost of livinr-escalation that 

tcs eff-ct - hen thé consumer index rises  3';, or more (and remain: 

o  for'throe months). .The increase is  the cost of - liVing increase 
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SUBJECT: Civil Servide.Retirement: -Preretirement Planning Services 

Heads of Departments aryl Independent Establishments: 

1. Purpose, 

This bulletin-- 

• Announces a change in the Civil Service  Commission's policy on pre-
retirement counseling of Federal employees from one of neutrality 
to one of promoting, encouraging,  and assisting  in the establish-
ment of preretirement planning services throughout the Federal 
community. 

• Encourages agencies to develop effective new preretirement plan-
ning programs and to strengthen.existing preretirement planning 
services. 

e Provides basic guidelines to assist agencies in developing:effective 
preretirement planning programs. 

• Indicates the - type of further assistance the Civil Service  Commis-
sion will provide to help make effective preretirement planning 
assistance available to all Federal , employees - who desire such serv-
ices. 

2. Background  

a.. This change in policy is based Upon the results - of a special*research 
study conducted in the.summer  of 1968  by the Bureau of Retirement, Insur-

.ance, and Occupational Health. This study of the reactions and attitudes 
cf a large sample of recent retirees,  and  a separate sample of employees 
eligible for retirement, concerning the need for and effectiveness of pre-
retirement planning programs clearly established that employees.feel a - 
need for such programs and consider them helpful. The study's findings 
also indicated that-- 

• Most employees', especially those who have not -yet retired, think 
that it is hard for people to get used to retirement. 
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• Almost all employees, both active and retired, like the idea of 
a preretirement planning program. 

• Almost all employees, both active and retired, believe that a good 
preretirement planning program could help people enjoy retirement 
more. 

• Most of the 8%.of both active and retired employees who did attend 
-a preretirement planning program both liked it and are finding it 
useful. 

• Most active employees who have notyet been able to attend a pre-

-retirement planning program wish they Could do so; a smaller,.but 
substantial,proportionef the retired employees who did not attend 
wish that they could have. 

• A significantly larger proportion of program participants than non-

participants have made-definite plans for their retirement years-- 
assumed by practically all authorities to aid in adjustment to re-

tirement. 

b. Copies of this research report have been distributed to heads of all Fed-

eral departments and agencies, agency personnel directors, Interagency 

Boards, and Federal Executive Boards. A limited number of additional 

copies are available upon'request for agency personnel who are or will be 

responsible for developing in-house preretirement planning programs or 

for counseling individual retirees. 

3. Guidelines  

a. As with any optional counseling service, the success of the program will 

depend on the support and enthusiasm it receives from agency management 

and the degree of acceptance it attains among employees. Some employees 
are reluctant to participate in a preretirement planning program for 

fear of being treated as retirees before they are actually ready to  re-

tire.  Others feel that by attending a program they are revealing an in-. 

 tention to retire within a few years and this will  have an adverse effect 

on their promotion opportunities. Still others perceive programs as 

guises to stimulate early retirement. 

b. Because of these apprehensions, proper emphasis should be placed . on the 
concept of advance planning  in both the title and the content of any 
preretirement planning program. The manner is which a program is intro-

duced will often determine how well it is accepted. Attendance at a pre-

retirement planning program must be considered a fully acceptable and 
normal procedure to both management and employee. Above all, employees 
should not be eoerced.or pressured into attending any such program. 
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c. The following practices are recommended: 

• Attendance should be optional and offered to all employees within 
five years of retirement eligibility. 

• The employee's spouse Should be invited to attend. 

• The program should be conducted througha combination  of  group 
and  individual sessions. 

• The program should be held during-working hours,  if possible. 

• Use of retirees in planning and cOnducting:the program should be 
Considered. 

• Use of - correspondence  courses and  community,  commercial, or 
university programs Might be considered as an alternative to 
agency group  sessions  when these are impractical. 

• Joint programs offered by sevéralagencies should be considered 
When the limited size of any one establishment makes development 
of a separate program impractical. 

4. Training.Course 

a. The 'Civil Service Commission is developing a special training course 
to provide agency retirement advisors with knowledge and techniques 
useful in developing and.conducting in-house preretirement planning 
programs. Subjects to be covered include: 

• Objectives of preretirement planning services. 
; 

• Content of a comprehensive preretirement .planning program, 

• Design and conduct of courses, e. g.; eligibility considerations, 
format, timing, locating and  utilizing resources, methods of , 

 presentation,:or adaption.to specific-clientele. 

• Techniques :of retirement counseling. 

• • Typical problems. 

• Evaluating retirement planning programs. 

b. This course  will be offered in Washington,  D. C,, in August 1969, and 

courses will be mffered throughout the country in the fall  of 1969. The 
Commission's Bureau.of Training and its Regional Training Centers will 

distribute announcements of these courses in the near future. 
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3. .Continued Support 

a. The Civil Service Commission will provide continued, substantive support 
to develop and strengthen retirement planning programs throughout the 
Federal community. To the extent  possible, the Commission will assist 
in the training of agency retirement advisors, offer suggestions on 
the content and conduct of preretirement planning programs and provide 
the necessary technical assistance on civil service retirement and 
insurande•benefits. 

b. Agencies are requested to send copies of retirement planning course out-
lines and lists of distributive materials used to the Civil Service Com-
mission, Attention:  Bureau of  Retirement, Insurance, and Occupational 
Health, (OFM). The Commission can then advise others of formats and 
procedures found effective. 

Nicholas J: Oganovic 
Executive Director 

■ 
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The  system aiso provides for "involuntary retirement"which 

gives the Department the _right to retire those employees who 

remain in a classwithoilt.promOtion for a speCified period,'or 

fairto maintain the standard of performance reqUired of officers 

in their class —something similar to the system in force in the 
Canadian: Armed'Forces. HOfficers in Classes .1, 2, 3, and 4 (the 
highest,  short of :Ambassadorial or Ministerial rank)• if.age 50 and 

with 20 years - of-service:areeligible for immediate pension, but 

officers in Class-5 and beloWeimply receive a severance-benefit. 

(Thereis no similar retirement by rank for non-offider classes.) 

Since the Foreign Service in the United States has a retire-

ment plan different from the rest of.the Civil Service, these 

foregoing details have been noted. More precise information 

toncerning the:system is contained in a print-out and a*brochure 

included in the literature submitted with this report (see U.S. 

Grovernment - Papers).. 	 • 

What is perhaps:of more direct  relevance to this report is 

the methods used by  thee-State Department for alerting.and training 

their people for retirement. In the first place, the Department 

has a "Retirement Section" that is exclusively devoted to the 

handling of people as:they come to -  retirement and go.through the 

process. This section organizes a course once a year that is 

now 'Oren to all who want to . attend - no srecific invitation is 

sent out to anyone. They usually have about 200 attendinueach 

course,' which includes'thosé wives who wish to. attend'(this is 

clearly too . many). While there is no attempt at regular personal 

counselling unless a person asks for advice, the Department has 

.developed an excellent guidebook "Transition - A 'Guide to Retire-

ment". This -carries a few brief morde of -warning about the need 

to prepare, gives information on how to - calculate retirement 

incomei social seCurity, unemPloyMent compensation and the effect 

on Government annuities of re-employment in the Federal Government. 

It also contains suggestions on how . to go about seeking re-employ-

ment outside of Government and oUtlines the eervites available to 
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help. It discusses roasible oUtlets where the experience and 

skills of a retired person from the Foreign Service might be 

useful - such as in education, voluntary work with older people, 

re-employment with the Federal Government, local and state Govern-

ments, the U.N. and affiliated specialized agencies (here the 

State Departmentmaintains a UN Personnel Policy and Recruitment 

Staff and Counselling and Referral Staff of AI )  that help UN - 

Agencies locate people for such posts), various national asso-

ciations. There are also sections outlining the enormous number 

of volunteer activities that could be of interest, on political 

activities, adult-education opportunities available, organizations 

of special interest.  In short, it is a most useful handbook for 

anyone coming out of the Foreign Service into retirement, and 

might well be studied by any plan to produce a similar handbook 

for people  retiring from the Department or from the Civil Service 

in Canada - a copy is included:in the documents labelled "U.S. 

Government Publications". 

The procedure followed by the Retirement Section of the 

State Department starts at six months before each person's 60th 

birthday. He is sent a notice which includes advice of an appoint-

ment for a medical exam three months before retiring, information 

on his leave credits - the employee may take his current leave 

before retiring but accuMulated leave is•paid in a lump sum up 

to a m:r.,:imum of 360 hours. At"two months before retiring, he 

receives information on his annuity and forms to sign for his 

Survivor benefit options. This notice includes his average salary 

for the highest three'consecutive years, the aMount of his basic 

annuity, the amount this is reduced to in order to Provide the 

minimum survivor benefit plus any additional amotint he selects in 

order to increane such survivor benefits. 

On retirement,  the  Foreign Secretary and the Director General 

of the Foreign Service sees all Ambassadors (and presumably all 

Heads of Post). TS02 and above, also GS15 (Domestic SerVicl and 



above receive a letter of appreciation signed by the Foreign 

-Secretary. All others receive a letter signed'by the Deputy 	- 
Under-Secretary.- .Also, each rétiree receives a 'Certificate of 

Servicesigned by the Foreign Secretary; which is an embossed 

scroll with the U.S. Coat of Arms in full•colour, suitable for 

framinE. Finally, each:receives an identity card which gives 

former emploYees acce7s to . the State Department  building  durding' 
office - hours. (CopyAlttached.at:eneof Appendix) 	 • 

After retirement, the DePartment keeps'in tcuch with  ail  

former employees; since the State Department sends the pension 

entitlement statement . each month to the Treasury .Department, who 

màke out the chenues, and sinCe Treasury:may not accept:change 

(:)f address noticesdirect from retirees, the Department is able 

to keep an u>7to-daterecord of its pensioners. 

. Apart frpm . the many organizations-devoted to the interests 

of retired Civil Servants 'and  retired *persons in general - the 

National Association of Retired Federal Employees, American-ASso-

ciation of Retired Federal EmPloyees, American . Association of 

Retired Persons - there is DACOR (Diplomatic and Consular Officers 

Retired Inc.), which is described in the section "Private Organi-

zations". 

CORRESPONDECE COURSES:  The Seattle Federal Executive  Board, the 

Seattle Federal Business Association and  participating federal 

acencies have sponsored a correspondence course for members of the 

Civil Service whc are based in Seattle and who have the option

of-retiring within ten years. It is offered without charge. This 

is the only  course  that the Civil Service Commission  reported as 

being-available for Federal Civil- Servants (documents  inclUded in 

• U.S. Government Papers). 

UNIVERSITIES: It is not possible to list all the universities that 

have facilities for pre-retirement training, but the University 



of-  Chicago and the University of Michigan seem to have pioneered 

this subject in their Schools of Gerontology. Some others that 

have become involved include Fordham, Oregon, the Graduate School 

of the Department of Agriculture, North Virginia Community College 

and Drake University. Some of these also have courses for 

training counsellors. 

DRAKE UNIVERSITY:  Dràke.University's course for training pre-

retirement counsellors runs for three days (1973, from Jan. 10-12 

inclusive), conducted by their Pre-retirement Planning Center. 

The cost is $100 which includes all materials and luncheons, but 

not accommodation and other meals. Enrolment is limited to 15 

persons. In addition, the Center also offers courses for "The 

Community at Large". This is a seven-session programme conducted 

on campus. They also will organize a similar programme in co-

ordination with emplOyers that is conducted within the place of 

employment. .The university has published a useful guidebook for 

programme planners "Bow Pre-retirement Planning Works". This is 

aimed at establishing group,counselling courses, but it emphasizes 

the need for follow-up. It has this to say: 

A program such as pre-retirement, and especially a 7 
to lo or more topics program, cannot expect to bave lasting 
effects on an individual without some means of continuity. 

As the program coordinator experiences putting together 
and 'pulling off' a program, he quickly realizes the inade- 
quacies of providing a one-shot prOgram. It seems to be 
part of human nature that unless we are periodically reminded, 
our thinking process about a particular problem becomes 
dùIled. We once again Slip into a kind of 'do  nothing until 
it happens' state of mind. 

Because of this act•of reversion, and to insure the best 
of pre-retirement programs, there are a number of alter-
natives evailable to an organization for follow-up. 

One such alternative is to offer periodically a one-
session program on the 'state of the art'. ToPics such as 
an up-dating on Social Security benefits,. company retirement 
benefits, community-civic programs of interest, new ways of 
enjoying leisure time, etc. 
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Another alternative might be a periodic one—to—one 
contact between the perSon planning for his retirement and 
the pre—retirent planning coordinator. This permits the 
organization the opportunity to express continued interest 
in the pre—retiree and what he is doing about his retire— 
ment plans. This method gives the employee the understanding 
that the organization is interested in'him and will do all 
it can to assist him, the pre—retiree, in the eventual 
experience of a productive and meaningful retirement. 

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN: Much research 

on the question of retirement has been carried out by the Division 

of Gerontology of this University. They have drawn up a IManual 

for Discussion Leaders" for the UAW pre—retirement programmes. 

In addition, they have produced considerable papers on various 

asrects of the subject, including a "Guidelines for Pre—retirement 

Education Program". Unfortunately, some of their papers are out 

of date, such as "Trends in Pre—retirement Education" which was 

produced in 1962. Some of their papers are included in the docket 

"U.S. Universities". 

The institute offers four kinds of services: 

1. Programme Develooment — a consultation service and pilot 
program for organizations or groups of older people. 
Reference to the companies using this service is included 
in the section "U.S. Corporations". 

2. Leadership Training — courses for discussion leaders and others 
for trainees. 

3. Development of programme materials including  leaders'  manuals, 
reading material for the "student" and 16 mm sound films. 

4. Programme evaluation. 
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- APPENDIX - G 

• 

WHAT IS'BEING DONE IN THE1JNITED STATES 

UNITED STATES COR)R.ATIONS  It  as  not  possible in a report of.this 

:nature to give any concensus Of what American corporations are 

. doing. In the reference to studies made by the National Indus-

trial Conference:Board, mention was madeof the difficulties of 

-1,abUlating the numbersOf ComPanies'thathave  programmes,  because 

•some companies might regard-what they  are doing as a "programme" 

Whereas - otherslright not:so consider it. The :following.brief 

notes of a few firms interviewed in the New York area or whose 

activities came to my notice suggest that most of the larger cor-

porations have personal counselling services of a more or less 

procedural  nature, and'that - this sort'of programMe,is considered 

more effective than "in plant" courses. It also suggests that 

most corporations consider-post-retirement contact as important, 

and take 'steps to ensure thàt this is maintained. 

In discussinE the questionwith  the  Conference Board, they 

adviaed me•that the folloWing>large - corporationabad reported 

that they had no counselling programmes other than arrangements 

for explaining.post-retirement benefits (pension plans, etc.): 

Al"!';  First National City Bank of New York; General Electric; Lever 
'bros.: R.  H.  Macy & Co.; Mobil Oil: Otis nevatoillStandard Oil 
'of-New Jersey (Esso); Union Carbide. 

NATiONAL CI1Y BANK OF Ntrel YORN:'  Although tnis :  bank is 

included in triose whol-eported to the Conference Board as not 

having any programme, in fact they have quite an elaborate. 

 personal counselling system. It starts five years before 

coffipulsory retirement .(65) and from then -on, theysend out pamph-

lets and information atregular intervals, as well  as personal 

interviews with their oWn counselling service. They.have a 

persanalized'folder (included  in  docket accompanying report under 

"U.S. Private Industry") which gives a general  description of 

"Retirement InCome OptiOns",  an estimate of the personls own 

benefits.(retirement plan Social Security, group:insurance), 
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application form for increased survivor benefits at cost of lower 

pension, a City Bank prepared general warning and advisory pamph-

let "Look Forward to Your Retirement" and a list of books avail-

able in the bank's "Personnel Retirement Plan Library". In 

addition, for any who'wish. it, the bank will give  one  year's 

subscription , to "Harvest'Years" - arrangements made fer bulk 

subscription on condition no subsequent pressure is exerted on 

individuals for renewal of subscription. 

The Bank reports that interest in pre-retirement courses 

probably peaked in l954 (not confirmed elsewhere) when they and 

other corporations considered adopting them. Owing to lack of 

response, they, and they claim many others, did not adopt this 

method.. 

• 	 They report that about 64 of their: employees take early 
retirement at •5,.which is the newly.established voluntary 

retirement age, (formerly 60).  Most of those retiring early do 

so in the realizatien that they are not likely to go much further 

in the Bank. 

XEROX, ROCHESTER:  This Company appears te have one of the most 

advanced and enlightened approaohes to the whole question of 

retirement. They are putting into effect what so many of the 

experts recommend - namely, to prepare.for retirement by encoura-

ging employees to diversify their interests and develop other 

skills during their working career. They encourage any employee 

to apply for a year's leave  of. absence for work with a Social 

Service Agency anywhere in the world. The applications are 

screened by a committee Of employees and, if approved, the clam-

pany will pay full salary and benefits. They also guarantee in 

writing that an return they will have a job at at least equiva-

lent pay, status ,  and promotional potential. If, on return., any 

employee who has been filling in for the other on this sort of 

leave has to be moved aside, then this is done. 
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METROPOLITAN LIFE, NEW YORK:  Over  the  past ten years, they have 
developed what they regard as an effective retirement counselling 

programme for their Home Office employees. This provides for 

individual counselling at age 60  (compulsory retirement 65), 

and again at about age 64. Special interviews are provided at 

any other time at the request.of the employee. These interviews 

treat with annuity benefits, group insurance, medical expense 

coverage, Social Security, taxation and any other subject the 

employee wishes to discuss. Counselling is also available after 

retirement. (See work sheet and description of interview inclu-

ded in folder). At the 64 year interview, the employee is given 

a kit (included in docket "U.S. Private Industry"), and also given 

a subscription to Harvest Years for one year - they consider this 

publication to be the best in the field. 

They believe that very few cf their former employees find 

difficulties in retirement, es a result cf this programme and of 

the adequate pension plan. When they started the programme, they 

aimed it at 20 years before retirement, but nobody was interested 

that far back, so they arrived at the five year formula. They 

-report also having tried group counselling courses, but without 

result. They think that it ie only a question of'time before 

legislation will force corporations to set up some sort of 

pre-retirement training or counselling programme. 

Metropolitcan Life reports that many corporations that claim 

to have programmes, in fact, have them mainly on paper, owing to 

a number of factors - indifference of employees or management, 

inadequately trained counsellors. This suggestion was confirmed 

by the Conference Board which cited it as one of the reasons it 

is so difficult to know whatreallv  is going on in this field. 

CHASE MANHATTAN BANK,'NEW YORK:  Have no.counselling.or training 

programme. They have approached the problem - by providing an 

excellent non-contributing  pension plan as well-as a voluntary 



savings plan (bank matches employees' contributions). They issue 

to their employees booklets outlining the savings plans open to 

them and, of course, would be willing to discuss these with an 

employee. These are Thrift Incentive Plan; Retirement Plan; 

Family Benefits Plan; Supplemental Life Insurance Plan; Life 

Insurance Plan and Health Insurance Plan (included in docket 

"U. S. Private Industry"). About three months before retirement, 

each employee receives a complete data sheet of his retirement 

benefits position and that is about all. They have no evidence 

that l .except for a very few exceptional cases, their employees 

have found retirement difficult or that they fear retirement 

before the event. 

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW JERSEY ,  NEW YORK1.  Claim to have 

pioneered with in-house group counselling courses but abandoned 

it as it was found to be.ineffective. Instead, have developed a 

comprehensive personal counselling programme that deals with 

facts only and is heavily oriented toward explaining the pension, 

etc. benefits. It does not attempt to solve the personal problem 

or give unasked-for advice. They believe that the success of any 

person's retirement lies primarily with the adequacy Or inadequacy 

of the pension plan. In addition to reglilar pension plan, they 

have a voluntary contributory annuity plantdhich may be equated 

to our separatiOn gratuity). On retirement, the lump sum earned 

may-be averaged out over seven years,. or may be put into an 

annuity for life. 

These financial arrangementsamsupporteey a planned system 

of interviews starting at five years before retirement when the 

financial benefit entitlements and annuity options are oarefully 

explained no attempt is made to advise on the need for prepara-

tion or other of the Usual facets dealt with in pre-retirement 

training  courses. They believe that theae are Tersonal respon- 
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sibilities and that withTapidly'increasing technology, there is 

a strong tendency toward early retirement-and that their pension 

arrangements, etc.  recognize this. Also, the amount of-leisure 

time during a working career is increasing -  long  holidays with 

'length of service written into . labour contracts, more three-day 

weekends, the five day-week.perhapsgiving way to-the four or_even 

three day week, all force people to become accustomed . to leisure 

and to break doWn the Sharp divide between Work and'retirement. ' 

In addition to these interviews, they have arranged with 

three banks to advise.any employee on how best to . handle his annu-

ity options or to arrange bis  retirement income tO best advantage. 

As a result of their system, they believe that-about 90% of their 

employees are completely happy and:satisfied in retirement. 

-GENERAL ELECTRIC, NEN YORK: One of the companies reporting to 

the Conference'Board as nôt having any programme. Because of 

:considerable diversity throughout-the United States,  difference 

in ages of employees, etc. (new plants with relatively young 

employees, problem is not yet of much-moment) have not set up any 

corporate-wide programme. -However, some of thé older plants 

(Pittsfield, Lyn, Buffalo) have various activities but I under-

Stand none inélude any  lin-plant courses. • 

Nevertheless, the-G.E. pension people-domakecontact with 

each emplqyee two years before compulsory retirement .(or -earlier 

if it is known that an employee has chosen early retirement): 

They advise him ,  of2his pension and of the survivor options and of 

his continuing. medical and insurancelpenefits and work up the 

approximate total benefits he will receive on retirement. The 

pension office in New York is faàiliar with the varioUs - in and 

outside the plant training courses that are available i . but consi-

der the result of - such-courses Mixed. 
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AMERICAN EXPRESS, NEW YORK:  Did not report any particular con-

cern with the problem and evidently have no definite counselling 

programme. Seem to have considered employing one of the commer-

cial counselling services, but came down against them. 

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA NEVI YORK: The company has about 500 

retiring each year out of a total of 95,000 employees. In Canada 

they have from 40 - 50 retiring out of some 4,000 employees. 

This Company has a comprehensive programme in the United 

States but none in Canada as the numbers are too small to support 

it. The programme involves planned individual discussions; 

printed information with scheduled distribution; group discussion 

meetings to meet specified wishes of employees; medical examination 

and counselling; long range planning. They define the responsibil-

ity as resting with the Personnel representative, the immediate 

superior and the retiree. The objective - to stimulate positive 

thinking about retirement.--  

The programme is well documented and explained in the Company's 

brochure "Retirement Planning Program" (included in docket "U.S. 

Private Industry"). The booklets prepared for each employee, 

copies of which are in the broachure, are particularly worth noting. 

The overall programme starts six years back, and there are subse-

quent interviews every year until retirement, reviewing each employ-

ee's progress. The procedure for actual retirement includes a 

final Physical examination, advice an how to apply for Social 

Security and unemployment compensation, the provision of courtesty 

passes and honorary membership to the company's "Activities Asso-

ciation", and finally participation in any social activity orga-

nized by each person's colleagues in his department. It also 

involves a five year subscription to "Harvest Years". In asses-

sing their programme, they report good "feedback" from the "Har-

vest Years" subscription, talks from a Social Security expert and 
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taxation counselling (the latter particularly for the executive 

groupe). They  have.experimented with membership in the American 

Association of Retired Persons  but  had.little encouragement 

except for the druE, discount and:for the:guaranteed automobile 

. insurance available from such membership. 

EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE CO., NEW YORK: Have a systematic 
system of personal counselling that starts at age 60 and continues 

to retirement at 65 or earlier. This is best summarized in the 

company directive: 

Just before. he reacheS age 60, the eMployee is Provided 
with estimates Of his retirement benefits payable under the 
normal form. Figures for-the joint and survivor form of 
annuity are shown as well. 

Shortly before age 63, the employee again receives 
figures for both the normal and joint and surVivor.forms 
and  at this point may elect the.latter. 	 • 

About two months before his actual retirement, the 
'employee receives a'finarletter giving updated estimates of 
his retirement and grOup life benefits. 'This letteralso 
includes a detailed'review of points which will have been 
covered to some extent in earlier letters or consultations: 
Social Security retirement income; health insurance pro-
visions of Equitable's:Pre- and Post-65 Plans and those of 
Medicare; tax status of Equitable retirement incomei elec-
tion rights and tax information pertaining to the Investment 
Plan. 

If an employee retires early, the timing of the program 
is of-course modified accordingly.- 

This directive, together with samples of letters sent out at 

intervals and forms used are included in docket "U.S. Private 

Industrr. The letters include (a)-one used at:60, 63 and 65, 

whiCh is a suMmary  of-  estimated retirement . benefits at optional 

times, (b)- at age 63 explaining a - summary of'retirement.benefits 

and o -ation forms, and (c) tàe final normal retirement date letter 

sent out  two to three months tefore, which gives full details of 

pension benefits. 



OTHEM'S: The following corporations operate 	in—plant group 

counselling courses under the guidance of and using the material 

prepared by the University of Michigan, Division of Gerontology: 

The Chrysler Corp.; Scovill Manufacturing Co.; West Print Manu-
facturing Co.; Wolverine Shoe Company; Electro—Metallurgical 
Company; Moore Business Forms, Inc.; Upholsterer's International 
Union; and the University of Michigan 
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WHAT IS BEING DONE IN THE UNITED STATTS OTHER 

PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS:  There are many organizations in the United 

States that operate in this field of pre—retirement training or 

preparation, or in the welfare of retired persons after the event. 

Some are principally research, others publish manuals, others are 

involved'in setting up courses and providing counselling on a 

commercial basis, some are principally lobbying organizations 

promoting the interests in Washington of retired people, and some 

are a combination of several of these services. The following is 

by no means a somplete listing but it does include some of the 

most prcminent and relevant to Civil Servants. 

R1IIRE1ENT ADVISORS, INC., NEW YORK:  This , Organization-performs 

the same role as the Montreal Company, Paramount Retirement 

Counselling, Ltd. In fact, the 'Çanadian'eompany followed the 

format of the New York company-which has a longer record of per-

formance, — since 1958. This' service-seems to'have.a number of 

well-known clients according to their'proMotional literature, 

which include Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Inc" Mont-

gomery Ward,-U.S. Postal Service, Illinois.Bell, Motorola and 

- others shown in their folder. Their costS are considerably lower 

than its Canadian counterpart, undoubtedly because of its much . 

larger range of operation. 

NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL CONFERENCE BOARD, NEW YORK:  - The Conference 

Board haS been wrestling with the Fiubject of pre—retireMent 

counselling and with the'problems thrown up by early retirement 

for some.time. They do not themselves run any  courses, but do 

carry on-considerable research throughout their membership. In 

1964, they published an extensive study entitled "Corporate Retire—

ment Policy and - Practices". This went into the various pension 

schemes, normal and early retirement,'disability retirement', life 
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ane health insurance and finally Preparation for Retirement pro-. 

grammes and "maintaining contact with retirees". Although much 

has happened since and the trend toward the shorter work week, 

and longer holidays, haa accelerated, the last two:sections of 

this report -are of some interest. The suffimary of the "Preparation 

for Retirement Programs", Chapter 7, is given as follows: 

Approximately 69% of the companies in this study have 
some type of pre-retirement counselling program to help 
employees prepare for retirement. About half of these 
companies limit the counselling sessions to an explanation 

, of the company pension, Social Security and other post- 
retirement company benefits and services. The remainder 
cover these topics but also provide counselling in areas 
such as health problems of older people and use Of leisure 
time. 

Approximately  one quarter regularly distribute  retire-
ment planning  literature to employees who are near retire-
ment, but largely where there is a pre-retirement counsel-
ling program. 

A small group of 21 cOmpanies help employees prepare for 
retirement by allowing them to tXper Off work through a 
program of extra time off during the.years close to 
retirement. 

At that time, only a few of the companies had group counsel-

ling meetings as part of their programme. These are analysed in 

detail on Page 73 of the report. It is not possible to say whether 
or not this use of group counselling has increased, but none of 

the few firms I was able to see in New York showed any interest in 

this method. 

Insofar as post retirement is concerned, one paragraph may 

be quoted,: 

The pensioner is encouraged by some companies to return 
for special occasions or to use company facilities. Another 
approach is by periodic written communications from the 
company. Home visits to retired employees by company 
personnel also is practised. 

More than half of the 94 companies in this study that 
purchase subscriptions to senior-citizen magazines as part 
of a preparation-for-retirement program continue the sub-
scription after the employee has retired, usually for one 
year. This is one way in which contact is maintained with 
retired employees, using written material. 
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Ai more direct identification With the cOmpany can be 
obtained, of course, by  sending the company newspaper or 
magazine to pensioners. Apparently a sizabel proportion 
of coMpanies do:this t .judging by information obtained from 
473 manufacturers in a recent Conference Board survey. 
Three-fourths of the 155 companies that Publish a company 

, newspaper send each issue.to pensioners, as well as 87% 
of the 84.companies-that-ptiblish.a company magazine. . 

Again, this report is out of date, but  from my.  discus-

sions with both Canadian and United States corporations, this 

post-retirement contact is evidently considered important. 

Earlier this year, the Conference Board convened a forum 

of some 100 senior executives from business, the universities, 

the press, and banks, mostly from the United States, but with 

some representation from Britain, to consider the question of 

"Retirement as a Way of Life". This Tœoduced some excellent phil-

osophical comments on how to prepare for retirement, a summary 

of which is contained in the Conference Board Record ,  of March 

1972. It does not apply particularly to any  one  country,  but 

 to the problems of retirement in general and how to deal with 

them. It is a document that should be read and digested by 

those planning programmes. 

Since then, the Conference Board has been conducting mini-

seminars all summer in preparation for a seminar at the end of 

October that was hoped would probe more deeply into the current 

attitude of large corporations toward the problems of preparation 

for retirement.* 

OLIVER ifERDF:T,T HOLMES. ASSOCIAS:  Conducts seminars forexecu-

'tives (presumably for a fee) approaching retirement. Aim at five 

years before retirement. Take executives for a-week's retreat 

aimed at making them begin to think  about  preparing themselves 

for a "second career." 

*See.Conference Boardllatter Pagea 3a and 3b,  and  .comment Page 3e. 
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Dear Guy: 

December 8 1972 

Salisbury Mills 
New  York, 12577 

Your letter awaited me when I visited The Board this 
week. How nice to hear from you. 

As you supposed, the Forum on - pre-retirement planning 
has taken place, and the editorial people are now engaged 
in preparing for publication. When the article eventually 
appears I will be.sure to see that a copy is sent to you. 

However, since that may not be in time for your 
immediate purpose, perhaps you would like me to offer now 
3 few overall observations on the content of the dialogue, 
both at the Forum and at the - various miniseminars held by 
the participants beforehand with their corporate colleagues; 

It is of course unwise to generalize from the particular, 
Jnd to conclude that the approach of management in the 
companies concerned is necessarily representative of that 
of corporations as a whole. Our participants were chosen 
as being among the more enlightened of their brethen with 
respect to social involvement. Non-etheless, I do not think 
we would be wholly wrong in assuming that their views wouldn't 
be so very different from their peers, and on that premise 
my response to your question would be somewhat as follows: 

- 1. At every miniseminar I attended, the interest of those 
gathered around the table could not be doubted. As one the 
speakers said on one occasion, "we shall attend the Forum 
in the spirit of respectful ignorance". 

2. Several of the companies sent out questionnaires to select 
3roups of retirees, so that management might speak with a bit 
more authority at the Forum. On the whole, those responding 
seem to be reasonably well satisfied with what the company 
nad done (except of course that they'd all like to have had 
a more bounteous pension). 

3. At the Forum itself, these responses came under critical 
surveillance. (a) To what extent do those responding speak 
for those who did not do so? (h) How much of the contentment 
came from a real joy in living and how much from temporary 
gratification at a surcease from life's toil? (An impossible 
question to answer with accuracy, yet terribly important to 
the success or failure of any plan for long-term retirement 
nappiness, as you can see). 



4. Not unnaturally, the company representatives at the 
Forum took comfort in the responses received, for they 
were apparently Iamb& rather more favourable than had been 
anticipated in most cases. Still, no speaker present 
disguised his conviction that the problem of accommodating 
the oncoming generation might be very different, and that 
he had very little idea of what might ultimately be involved. 

5. The changirg view of the workethic has upset all bets. 
The questionnaires had been sent to men and wonen for whom 
work was the central motive force and for whom cesGation 
meant an abrupt and traumatic alteration in life style. 
We know very little about the effects of first-career 
retirement upon people who may have had many jobs as a 
matter of deliberate policy, in the conviction that to 
have I ived well is to have changed often, who may have 
taken time off for education and for sabbaticals, and who 
in short look upon work as a means to an end rather than 
as an end in itself. (We went over this together, of course, 
at the consuls meeting you attenee but it is Interesting to 
note that no company feels it has  any  more answers than we did 

6. Still, something new was added at the Forum. Consideration 
was given to 	the inclusion of the forty year olds in pre- 
retirement planning. Primarily, because the longer the planning 
period the more satisfactory the adjustment. But secondarily, 
because of the recognition that attention to the middle age 
group might provide them with the balm of a new aspiration at 
the time in their lives when frustration may be setting in, 
as they come to realize that the management pyramid gets ever 
narrower in its base as one moves upward, and that the virlually 
unending progress they had made to date is coming to an end. 

7. One most encouraging aspect at the Forum was the promise 
made in several quarters to undertake systematic studies on 

some of these issues. I will expect to be kept informed and 

in turn will be happy to pass on any highlights to you. 

8. Meanwhile, in a couple of cases I have been fortunate enough 
to bring together a participant with a university, to set up 
programs to determine how educational institutions may meet the 

cultural needs of older citizens, rather than thrust them, as 

now, into a Procrustean necessity to accept courses planned 

for their children or grandchildren. 

If you care to exchange thinking with me from time to time, 

on these or any other ,  subjects, I should enjoy it. Meanwhile, 

my warmest wishes. 

Mr. Guy C. Smith 



MMI 

_ 	Note that this Seminar by the Conference Board held in 

October bears out tne difficulty in arriving at any sort of ooncrete 

. summary of what industry is doing in the United States in-this field. 

•In note 2 reference is made to the general satisfaction expressed by 

employees with what the companies are doing except.that they would all 

like to have "a. More bounteous" pension. This is directly oppoete to ' 

the situation in External,as itpertains to-day where the dissatisfaction 

rests not 'with.the amountof the pension but with the lack of any attempt 

at preparation-and with the poor handling of .people when they cOme to 

retirement. 

Point No.3 underlines the difficulty of arriving at firm 

conclusions  through answers to questionnaires. 

• Points No.4 and 5 emphasizes the problems presented'by tne 

rapidly changing attitude toward work be "the on-coming generation". 
-Point No.8 emPhasizes the need for universities to meet the 

cultural needs of older Citizens by providing courses prepared for them 

•rather than by forcing them to accept courses planned for their children 

•or grandchildren. 



NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED FEDERAL EMPLOYEES, WASHINGTON: 

Supported entirely by members, no Government subsidy. Essentially 

a registered lobbying organization, butthey claim to help in 

organizing courses for Government Departments or Agencies. 

Mostly, their courses are crammed into three or four consecutive 

days, but sometimes they operate on half days consecutive, always 

during office  'hours. 	 ' 

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED PERSCNS  combined with NATIONAL 
RETIRED TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION, AARP/NRTA, WASHINGTON: 

This is probably the largest and most active organization 

of its kind in the United States. It has about four million 

members who pay dues of $2.00 per year. This organization is 

devoted to the interests of retired people and provides a wide 

range of services, including a monthly magazine, health insurance 

plan, a pharmaceutical service where members may obtain drugs 

or prescriptions virtually at cost by mail order or at four retail 

establishments operated across the country, a temporary amployement 

service, automobile insurance, adult education courses at various 

Institutes, low cost travel service, 900 community centres (clubs). 

The organization operates through chapters in different cities 

throughout the United States. Iffille they have no chapters in 

Canada, they claim to have some Canadian members. Some companies 

pravide gift membership for their pensioners, mostly for the 

duration of their life. 

In addition, they do a considerable amount of research and 

in 1967 published a detailed survey of "Preparation for Retirement 

in the Federal Government". In 1969, they published a report on 

"The Preparation for Retirement Programs of 103 City Governments". 

Also, in 1969, they published the results of a questionnaire sent 

to each State of the Union an post—retirement policies, and a 

report on post—retirement programmes of 120 employers, (no date 

for the latter, but recent). 



Another of their publications is a "Guide for Programme 

Development for Business and Industry" and one for "Government 

Employees", both essentially the same with a different cover. 

The Association co-operates with universities, Chambers of 

Commerce, etc., as joint sponsors for conferences on problems of 

retired people or for preparation for retirement, and in setting 

up wbrkshops for personnel directors. 

ACTION FOR INDEPENDENT MATURITY (AIM), WASHINGTON:  This is an 
off-shoot of AARP that was started in 1971, to deal specifically 

with preparation for retirement. It has 45,000 members, limited 

to people who are employed between the ages of 50 and 65. Member-

ship dues are ,$3.00 per year, and for this they, and their wives 

(or husbands) receive all the benefits of AARP membership plus 

a number of guidebooks and "Dynamic Maturity", a magazine published 

emery other month. It would appear that this service offers very 

nearly all and much more than Retirement Advisors, Inc., of New 

York, but at much less cost. Evidently some companies buy member-

ship for their employees several years before retiring as their 

contribution to "pre-retirement training". 

AIM will also encourage and help industries to set up in-
plant group counselling courses. These are designed for nine 

sessions of two hours each and for groups of 25, which number 

include: wives. 

THE NATIONAL CCUNCIL OF SENIOR CITIZENS:  Has some 3,000 senior 

citizen-affiliated clubs - primarily concerned with political 

action to improve the life of older people, and in sponsoring 

research groupe in this field. 

THE STATE /USIA RECREATION  ASSOCIATION  (DRSA)t  Open to ail retired 
Government Agency personnel. Publishes monthly "Communiqué"; 

Ocncerned with organizing social and. sporting events; classes in 

handicrafts;>low costinsurance, discount merchandize. 



THE STATE'DEPARTMERT FEDERAL CREDIT UNION:  A:co7operative:savings 
and loan inStitute-offering financialHeounsellingas well as"loans. 

DIPLOMATIC AND CCUSULAR  OFFICES  RETIRED, INC.: DACOR AND DACCR 
HOUSE: 

Open to all retired Foreign Service ceficers, to promote the 

interests of retired officers through legislation, group insurance. 

Also operates a plot in Rock Creek Cemetary, a welfare foundation 

and DACOR House with club facilities and a few guest rooms. 

THE RETIREMENT INSTITUTE, NEW YORK:  A commercial organization 

offering group sessions and individual counselling dealing with 

retirement to privete companies; they have no Government contracts. 

All sessions are during the day and area conducted at their head-

quarters in mid—town New York. They offer three series ranging 

from $400 to $1,500 per person, the higher cost series aimed at 

top executives and involves exi'ensive personalized and individual 

counselling. Wives are invited to all sessions. This is a new 

service started in 1971. 

This "luxurious" service is offered to retirees (provided 

the company is willing and prepared to meet the cost:), three 

years before retirement, when he is given the institute's litera-

ture, which sets out steps he should take to prepare. Six months 

before retirement date, the officer is given a certificate enti-

tling him to attend sessions offered by the Institute. At the 

saine time, the Institute counsellors are present to answer 'questions 

and generate interest on a personal basis. Each person also has 

a Private personal interview before starting the "course" (this 

seems to be a sort of psychiatric interview). There are two 

other private interviews during the course which has 15 sessions. 

After retiring, the officer may consult the Institute at any 

time, with any particular counsellor — for a nominal fee: 



RETIREMENT RESEARCH, APPLETON, WISC.: Publishers of guide books 

for those setting up courses and also of books on the subject of 

Preparation for Retirement. 

THE NATIONAL COUNCIL ON THE AGING  and THE NATIONAL INSTIWTE OF 
INDUSTRIAL GERCUTOLOGY: 

Research organizations concerned with the problems of aging. 

While not directly concerned with pre-retirement training, some 

of their research gives background information supporting the need 

for such "training". This year they published "Retirement: A 

Cloudy Future" and "Industrial Gerontology - Studies an Problems 

of Work and Age". 

Some other organizations that are reported to be available 

for retirement or post-retirement counselling are: 

The Bureau of Business Practice (a division of Prentice-Hall, Inc.) 
Waterford, Conn. 

Industrial Relations Section, California Institute of Technology, 
Pasadena, Cal. 

Industrial and Labor Relations, Research Center, Cornell University, 
Ithica, N.Y. 

Harve3t Years Publishing Co., New York and San Francisco, Cal. 
University of Chicago, Industrial Relations Center, Chicago, Ill. 
Health Insurance Institute, New York 
Institute of Life Insurance, New York 
The Retirement Council Inc. (Div. of the American Heritage Publi-

shinE Co. Inc., Stamford, Conn.) 

7 



APPENDIX - I 

WHAT IS BEING DONE IN OTHER CCUNTRIES  

I& is impossible, 14ithout a:great deal of research, to give 

in-this. report much informationconcerning. what other countries 

are doing. .At .a Seminar held by the Conference Board in New 

York, with the Consuls General of Britain, Italy, Sweden,. Japan, 

Suitierland,.the Netherlands and New 2eaIand,:not very much infor-

mation on pre-retirement training or  programmes .was available. 

Most of the "delegates" spoke more about the  trends in their 

countries concerning the handling of the problems of the aged. 

Similarly, in Ottawa, the Embassy of France had little information 

to give except concerning -their pension plan, and the. High Commis-

sion of Australia had little information about.what was being 

done there -r probably very little. 

ITALY: Presumably there is some interest in the subject since 

Italian television did a featurjstory on pre-retirement training 

in Britain but the delegate to the Conference Board Seminar 

reported that, so far, very little is being done by way of prepa-

ration. Grandparents are still given traditional respect within 

the family, though this is gradually being diffused with the 

migration from the villages and farms to the cities. There are 

many villages where old people are in the majority - the problem 

of retirement is going to be more important in the future when 

social security, better and wider use of pension schemes, paid 

hospital expenses further lessen the traditional dependance of 

older people on the family. 

SWEDEN: As a result of emigration and the population explosion of 

the 19th century, the population pyramid is rapidly becoming top 

heavy. The result is that the agricultural north is being drained 

to meet the need of the industrial south, and Sweden is now a net 



iMmigration gainer - only 7% is now in agriculture compared to 

70% in 1900. Much has been done to meet the economic problems 

of the aged, such as a guaranteed 60% retirement pay for.all at 

67 yearr:, the compulsory retirement age. Older people are no 

longer dependent on their families but are moving to old peoples' 

homes and apartments. They recognize the need to de-segregate 

the,older generation - and . mix -their living with younger people. 

Apart from providing continuing education within the universities 

for all levels and ages of people - 50% of the population is said 

to have "higher education" 7 not much is being done directly to 

prepare. for retirement or treat the psychological shock of it. 

They anticipate that very shortly 1 /3 ofthe students at the uni-

versities will be retired persons. 

JAPAN: The.paternalistic system followed by Japanese industry 

.and the traditional close family obligation, plus the ingrained 

artistic training and respect for the elderly should make the 

transition to retirement less traumatic than in most countries. 

Unlike most We:tern countries, the unions are pressing to raise 

the compulsory retirement . age from 55 to 65. About 74% of those 

retirine now cet new employment, some being carried on by their 

employers in less exacting jobs - guards, co-op employees, baby 

sitter, etc. at much lower  salaries.  -(Senior executives have 

virtually no retirement age). Some 61% are reported as being 

unable to live on existing pension payments and depend on families 

for support. Nevertheless, the modern generation is beginning to 

-claim that old people should live separately. 

NEW ZALAND:  The pension schemes in New Zealand are such that it 

is possible in some circumstances for retired persons actually to 

have more income than when working. 
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AUSTRALIA:  Pension scheme for Civil Servants very similar to that 

of Canada. There is provision for a six month's leave after 20 

years' service which must be used as a sabbatical and as a pro-

ject unrelated to occupation. 

SWITZERLAND: Family connection is still very strong; the older 

generation is expected to continue to live "at home" but to move 

to the upper level of a house. By law, children are required to 

be responsible for their parents. Old age security is in effect 

for 27 years, supported by 5% of salaries - soon to be 8e. All 

Swiss citizens living abroad are entitled to pay into the scheme 

and to draw benefits at age 65. Retirement age is 65 (Government 

65 or 35 years' service and executives 70-80 years). At retire-

ment, all citizens have enough on which to live. Because of the 

shortage of labour, they are not likely to lower the retirement 

age. There are no problems with the retired people as there is 

a shortage of labour and many go in for such occupations as breed-

ing rabbits, etc. Also, the universities have evening courses 

open to all, regardless of academic qualifications for nominal 

fees. 

THE NETHERLANDS: Concerned with the problem of costs in any 

programme as their industry must face world competition. As 

Philips Electronics has some sort of definite counselling progranme, 

presumably this sort of preparation is used in the Netherlands. 

FRANCE: Very little information is evailable except that the 

Government pension plan is inadequate - certainly compared to 

Canada's. It does provide for additional service credits for 

years spent abroad, for war service and for children. 
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